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The efficient markets theory asserts that all financial prices
accurately reflect all public information at all times. In other
words, financial assets are always priced correctly, given
what is publicly known, at all times. Price may appear to be
too high or too low at times, but, according to the efficient
markets theory, this appearance must be an illusion.

—Robert J. Shiller 
From Irrational Exuberance
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Preface

In his 1954 investment book classic The Art of Contrary Thinking,
Humphrey B. Neill explained that the task of the contrarian “consists in
training [the] mind to ruminate in directions opposite to general public

opinions.” In practice, this involves trading against prevailing market senti-
ment of what is popularly known as the investor “crowd.”

Ruminating opposite the sentiment of the investor crowd, however, is
not a subjective exercise. Today, this approach to the markets involves the
use of objective market indicators that attempt to gauge investor and trader
sentiment as accurately as possible, most importantly to identify when they
reach extremes. At extreme levels of market sentiment the market tends to

be most predictable, the best precondition for taking a trade.

After years of watching, researching, and trading the markets, I still
find measures of investor sentiment to be my most reliable and thus favorite
indicators. I am not alone in my experiences. Many successful traders and
money managers place special emphasis on investor sentiment gauges to
inform their trading decisions. And so should you. 

In this book, I explain how to understand investor sentiment data, build
custom indicators with that data, and incorporate these sentiment indica-
tors in trading systems that I have developed and tested. 

While the premise of this book is that the speculative crowd tends to
misread the market at the most extreme sentiment points, some of the trad-
ing systems presented here also profit from less extreme sentiment. Prof-
itable trading is shown to be possible in above- and below-average bearish
and bullish sentiment cycles that operate within larger sentiment waves.
Whether trading on short-term cycles (or waves) or longer-term ones, how-
ever, the systems tested and presented here provide powerful evidence of
the nonrandom (thus, predictable) nature of markets. 

While markets ultimately may be regulated by fundamentals, the com-
mon errors and misjudgments that regularly appear in the crowd’s actions
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suggest another dimension to market price behavior is at work. It appears
markets become victim of the crowd’s emotions for periods of time longer
than random walk theorists (who believe that predicting future price
movements is not possible) are willing to accept. Examples of these crowd
actions are the manias found in history like the stock market bubble of the
1990s, as well as short-term overreaction to news shocks. The goal of this
book, therefore, is to develop trading systems that are capable of harness-
ing profitably such emotionally charged misjudgments.

Finally, it is my hope that this book inspires you to begin your own
ruminations against the crowd. The trading systems and custom sen-
timent indicators presented in this book do not represent the final word 
on this subject. Hopefully, these will encourage you to explore similar
approaches—perhaps discovering even better ways to extract profit by
trading against the sentiment of the investor crowd. 

JOHN SUMMA

New Haven, CT

April 2004

xiv PREFACE
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Introduction

Ifirst discovered the power of investor sentiment indicators when I
began tracking daily put and call option volume during the bull market
of the 1990s. One of the most followed and reliable sentiment gauges,

and one given special emphasis in this book, is the Chicago Board Options
Exchange (CBOE) equity-only put/call ratio. It began sending warning sig-
nals of an impending market decline in late 1999 and early 2000, a develop-
ment I conveyed to readers of my OptionsNerd.com weekly market report
at that time. 

The extreme readings showed excessive bullishness that was reflected
in low CBOE put/call ratios (demand for call options had significantly
increased relative to put options). This came on top of a palpable break-
down of technical conditions in equity markets, adding weight to the argu-
ment that it was time to get out. Too many call options demanded relative
to puts indicates a complacent market, vulnerable to potential distur-
bances. The crowd, a term that is used in this book to refer to emotionally
driven investors with less sophistication, became too uniform in their view
of the market, believing stocks could only keep rising.

Investors or traders who expect a rise in prices purchase call options.
Put options are purchased in anticipation of a fall in prices. The lack of inter-
est in put options, therefore, along with the surging demand for call options
(reflected in a low put/call ratio), showed a lack of concern about the poten-
tial for downside stock market price movement. I need not recount the end
of this story, as events that followed in 2000, 2001, and 2002 speak loudly
enough to the power and immense value of this timely indication.

Used correctly, therefore, sentiment indicators can produce excellent
market timing signals capable of pinpointing short- and medium-term
market tops and bottoms. In this book, I incorporate put/call ratios, as well
as other gauges of crowd psychology—option volatility, short sales, investor
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surveys, advisory opinion, and news flow—into trading systems that I
have developed, such as Squeeze Play I and II and Tsunami Sentiment Wave,
(for which I have presented MetaStock and TradeStation system code in
Appendices A and B). The results establish beyond any doubt, that senti-
ment, if properly harnessed, remains an excellent trading tool.

That said, the potential to deliver profits depends on the discipline that
traders bring to the game, along with the use of effective money manage-
ment to handle signals that are false. Trading systems fail mostly because
traders fail to follow the rules, but they can also suffer from periodic draw-
downs when the signal accuracy misfires. So even a good trader can suffer
from periodic failure of even the best indicators and systems. The ability to
manage drawdowns largely separates the successful trader from the rest of
the pack. When you plan your trades, therefore, be sure to tenaciously trade
your plan if you want to survive. 

CONTRARY OPINION VERSUS CONTRARY INVESTING 

Many books have been written about contrary opinion in regards to invest-
ing. Actually, many of the original works in the area of investor sentiment
are from a long-term investing perspective, and largely examine the issue
through contrarian analysis of stock market fundamentals, such as P/E
(price-to-earnings) ratios. This book ignores fundamentals and instead
focuses only on what I call sentiment technicals: put/call ratios, option
volatility, short sales, advisory opinion, investor surveys, and quantitative
news flow (my own contribution to the field, which is covered in Chapter
19). By using these sentiment measures, it is possible to identify investor
sentiment extremes and associated market turning points.

A unique dimension to this book is the combination of price triggers
with sentiment gauges. Sentiment is rarely enough information for a trading
system but does provide an excellent initial screen for trading. On their
own, sentiment indicators too often tend to give premature signals. As I
demonstrate in this book, however, performance improves dramatically
by applying simple price-based triggers for timely entering of a trade at
times of extreme investor sentiment. This secondary set of conditions for a
trade significantly increases the hit rate of the trading systems I present in
this book. The use of technical price triggers is thus an important contri-
bution for sentiment technicians to consider, a term I use to refer to tech-
nical analysts who place great weight on measures of crowd psychology or
investor sentiment in their trading approaches. 

xvi INTRODUCTION
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IS CONTRARY TRADING FOR YOU? 

The biggest obstacle associated with using sentiment data and the systems
presented in this book is the difficulty of taking trades when the majority,
including most professionals, is betting the other way. With a consensus of
opinion bullish, for example, you have a system telling you everybody else
is wrong, and that you should get into a bearish position. This is clearly not
for the faint of heart. You are going completely against the prevailing think-
ing, often against the so-called experts, which is akin to charging headlong
into the running bulls in Pamplona, Spain. 

This approach, therefore, requires a solid belief in your trading plan,
and the ability to stand alone against the crowd. While this approach might
not be for everybody, it does offer potential profits for those with the forti-
tude and determination to take positions in anticipation of a trend change.
This occurs when the investor crowd shifts its opinion, and the market
reversal now becomes your tailwind as buyers turn into sellers en masse at
market tops, or sellers almost miraculously disappear or turn into buyers
at market bottoms. 

The frequency and reliability of this pattern—and how to capitalize on
it—is the subject of this book.

Introduction xvii
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1

CHAPTER 1

Reflections of
a Contrarian
on Investor
Psychology

Being a market contrarian might seem contrary to common sense.
Why fight against the prevailing mood of the market and its asso-
ciated momentum? Recall the old trader adage “the trend is your

friend,” which certainly has merit. But what happens if the trend is about
to come to an end? Then the trend becomes a trap, unless you are care-
fully tracking market sentiment, which can help you spot an upcoming
trend change. 

Market sentiment is the most important force in market moves, not
fundamentals, and the logic is not too difficult to grasp. The age-old truism
that “a thing is worth only what someone else will pay for it” today can be
found operating in the “greater fool” theory of price behavior: Stock prices
keep rising only because somebody else remains willing to buy at a higher
price. As a contrarian and sentiment technician, watching the crowd be-
come “greater fools” is my business. For example, I attempt to profit from
overly bullish crowd moods as the prevailing bullish trend suddenly shifts,
and the stock market crumbles like “castles in the air,” to quote the famous
economist John Maynard Keynes. Keynes was describing the more impor-
tant emotional or psychological factors—as opposed to intrinsic or funda-
mental values—that drive markets ever higher during times of investor
optimism. During pessimistic bouts the same dynamic is at work.

I have found that by properly tracking and assessing investor psychol-
ogy, it is possible for the astute trader or investor to make above-average
profits and, in some instances, exceptional profits.

Sentiment technicians try to take the temperature of both the average
investor and the trading crowd in hopes of finding an advantageous entry
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point just before an old trend ends and a new one begins. Therefore, by
trading against the crowd at times of extremely bullish or bearish market
sentiment, contrarians aim to get in early on the start of a new trend, which
follows a market reversal. Should their prediction be realized, contrarians
are positioned to gain from the development and continuation of this new
trend until it becomes ripe for reversal, following another manic swing of
investor sentiment to the opposite side of the bull–bear spectrum. 

Contrarian sentiment technicians, therefore, do not have a problem
with trends per se. Instead, they simply attempt to spot the zone where
the prevailing trend is likely to end. Spotting these zones of excessive bull-
ish (overbought) or bearish (oversold) investor sentiment is a crucial pre-
condition in my trading systems presented in this book. This trading
approach can produce spectacular profits, as I demonstrate through rigor-
ous back testing on numerous stock and futures markets. This testing
incorporates my custom sentiment indicators, which are explained in sub-
sequent chapters. 

The kind of inefficiency shown to exist through investor sentiment
analysis and trading systems tests in this book should rankle diehard
believers in efficient markets. Systematic, wrongheaded investor or trader
sentiment is difficult to refute as a powerful trading technique. This occurs
because it captures periods when the market has become dominated by
emotions, as opposed to the textbook mechanism of perfect price adjust-
ments for all known information.

THE THEORY OF CONTRARY OPINION 

The theory of contrary opinion has a revered status among traders and
investors. As already mentioned, the approach involves measuring crowd
psychology and trading against the crowd at sentiment extremes. This offers
one essential advantage over other technical approaches. Unlike most tech-
nical analysis, sentiment technicians incorporate non-price data streams
(such as put/call volume ratios alluded to earlier) into their models to aid in
market timing.

Predicting market tops—and bottoms—is never easy, but enough suc-
cessful sentiment technicians and traders exist to prove that the theory of
contrary opinion has long-lasting merit. The most notable fact is that these
market inefficiencies and profitable trading patterns, evident from an analy-
sis of market psychology, while well known to smart traders and investors,

2 TRADING AGAINST THE CROWD
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are not easily arbitraged away, as adherents to efficient markets theory
would have us believe. These inefficiencies and patterns may persist and can
never disappear for very long due to the nature of the crowd.

The basic theory is simple: If, during bullish markets, nearly all market
participants hold and act upon bullish opinions, then prices are likely to
decline. The premise is that everybody who can be in the market already is,
and if the view underpinning the crowd’s behavior turns out to be wrong,
then everybody is wrong—just when things seem so right. This can produce
a quick reversal of the trend, as buyers suddenly turn into sellers. The same
dynamic applies during periods of panic selling. Markets reverse when sell-
ers have been exhausted, often in combination with a sudden revision of
the economic story and an end to the prevailing pessimism. The selling is
said to have gotten “overdone” and the market turns higher, often fueled by
short sellers who scramble to “cover” (buy back) their short positions.
Some attribute this identifiable pattern in the history of stock and futures
prices to the amateurish behavior of the crowd. 

However, today with markets dominated by mutual fund managers,
who are considered the professionals, it is difficult to make the case that
the theory of contrary opinion depends solely on the nonprofessional.
When market participants act as a group either excessively bearish or bull-
ish, their level of experience and capital is irrelevant. Therefore, while many
technicians (including this one) emphasize the crowd as the less sophisti-
cated trader or investor against whom the “smart” money trades, I believe
that today the crowd may at times be defined in broader terms; we can
include some of the professional traders and investors who are tempted to
go with the momentum for a number of compelling reasons. Recall the
behavior of fund managers and stock market analysts during the bull mar-
ket bubble of the late 1990s; these so-called professionals repeatedly fore-
cast the market incorrectly while investing other people’s money on their
predictions. 

FINDING INEFFICIENT MARKETS 

Looking back at market booms and busts of the past century, one discerns
a behavioral pattern that can be measured in psychological terms. While 
the late 1990s stock market bubble is the most recent example, it by no
means represents the only case where long-term deviations from an im-
puted fundamental or intrinsic value occurred. This need not be considered

Reflections of a Contrarian on Investor Psychology 3
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only in terms of mega-bubbles. Historic speculative bubbles and episodes of
run-for-the-exits panic selling are evident in short-to-medium-term cycles as
well, which this book seeks to identify and profitably exploit. 

Crowd psychology can exhibit short-, medium- and long-term excesses,
as there are many traders and investors with different time horizons built
into their market approaches. Short- or long-term trend changes can be
associated with certain degrees of public delusion, short-term excessive
bullishness or bearishness, some degree of detachment from economic and
financial fundamentals, or equilibrium prices, often fostered by small
and large waves of fear or greed. Investors, for example, might pile into a
stock following a positive news surprise; this leads to a very short-term
overly bullish position in the issue, against which some short-term traders
may attempt to trade. 

The theory of contrary opinion has applications, therefore, in many
time frames. In fact, an entire body of economic theory called behavioral
finance has emerged to explain the fact that prices appear to move about
largely in response to common misjudgments about the market rather than
to accurate, instantaneous adjustments to new information. This results in
continuous over- or undershooting of what might be thought of as equilib-
rium fair value. This can happen for a very short or a very long period, and
for great distances.

The efficient markets hypothesis, whose important corollary for
traders states that it is impossible to systematically predict price behavior
using trading systems that incorporate historical data (because markets
are said to follow a random walk), maintains that prices are always effi-
cient, reflecting the fundamental (discounted net present) value of an asset.
Prices that conform to a “random walk” pattern (that is, have no foresee-
able path) cannot be predicted using technical patterns or trading systems.
According to random walk theorists, traders who rely on already known
information, or “stale” news, which has already been discounted, are
doomed to fail.

The premise of my approach is that patterns of short-, medium-, and
long-term common misjudgments or errors made by the investment com-
munity exist. Recall that random walk market theory implies that it is not
possible to consistently beat the market by using any past information, and
that all the time, money and energy devoted to this business is pure folly.
But if markets are not efficient all the time due to limited arbitrage, or lack
of arbitrage, and people periodically take leave of their senses as they get

4 TRADING AGAINST THE CROWD
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caught up with the crowd (including possibly the pros) for whatever rea-
son, then random walk arguments fail to explain such excessively bullish or
bearish market movements. 

Investor sentiment gauges, indicators, and trading systems presented
in this book, including my new quantitative news flow indicator, thus
appear to offer a serious challenge to the school of efficient markets and
random walk theory. Human nature appears to limit the ability of investors
to act on investment psychology measures even when they are aware of
them. After all, the theory of crowds is such that individuals are more influ-
enced by others than objective measures of what others are doing. 

WHAT MARKETS WORK BEST WITH 
CONTRARIAN APPROACHES?

Because analysis of investor psychology attempts to locate bullish and bear-
ish sentiment extremes (where markets historically have reversed direction
and changed their prevailing trend), any market that has heavy participation
by the retail public would be the most likely place to apply the strategies I
present in this book. The hypothesis is that the greater the degree of partic-
ipation by the nonprofessional public, the more likely it is that the crowd
will follow a herd instinct. Due to reduced transaction costs associated with
ownership of personal computers and improved Internet access over the
past eight years, the amateurish crowd is arguably more involved than ever
before in trading and investing (particularly in the options markets). This
makes contrarian trading strategies more powerful than ever. 

Analysis of investor or trader psychology can take many forms. A com-
mon denominator of this approach to trading is the use of an objective method
to assess market moods and a market’s vulnerability to a trend change, which
in this book is viewed in short- to medium-term time frames. Typically, mar-
ket sentiment measures are looked at historically for high and low extremes
that correspond to market turning points. Given past levels of these gauges,
it is possible to incorporate these wave-like patterns into trading systems. 

As I have already explained, the theory of contrary opinion is based on
the historical fact that markets tend to over- and undershoot equilibrium
levels and are thus not always efficient . This is due to an investing or trad-
ing crowd prone to a herd mentality, largely driven by emotion rather than
fundamentals. It is when this subjective factor (emotion) gets too far out of
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line with objective factors (technicals and fundamentals) that markets
become ripe for reversals. The crowd is very often wrong just when all
seems right—a recurrent pattern this book will explore systematically.

Once a sentiment extreme is identified, timely entries into the market
can be made in hopes that these are near market tops or bottoms. There-
fore, levels of extreme elation (buying) or panic (selling) become signals
for getting positioned to catch the end of a trend. As a result, there is a cer-
tain resistance to applying the theory that may not be suitable for those
who need to follow the prevailing view. 

SUMMARY 

Human nature is such that most people need to be emotionally secure in
their decisions, which is precisely why they get pulled along with the herd,
even if they are aware of objective analysis telling them to do otherwise.
They choose to ignore history and thus capitulate to the herd mentality.
And capitulation is key. Without it, there would be no emotional extremes
in the short or long term, and thus no trading possibility for a system based
on these sentiment extremes. 

Market participants are assumed by efficient markets devotees to
know better than to push prices too far. Yet this is why sentiment indicators
have held up so well while many other indicators have become valueless.
People cannot help but be human, with all its failings, especially when it
comes to matters of making (or losing) money. Human fallibility is one con-
stant that guarantees that this approach will always remain an effective
one, although indicators may need to be updated or changed to provide the
best measure for what the crowd is thinking and doing. Group behavior is
a powerful psychological factor that reinforces why trading against the
crowd will remain a viable approach to beating the markets.

6 TRADING AGAINST THE CROWD
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7

CHAPTER 2

Measuring
“Joe Options

Trader”
Sentiment

Options traders are not known for their market acumen. Despite the
perennial flow of books published on how to trade options suc-
cessfully, success appears as elusive as ever for this crowd. Options

traders today, despite ever more powerful software and data feeds, cheaper
and faster trading platforms, and educational tools, remain inadequate at
the trading game. They are so bad, in fact, that the options crowd has been,
and is likely to remain, a valuable source of data for sentiment technicians. 

Invented by Marty Zweig in 1971, the put/call volume ratio indicator is
still used by traders to determine when the options trading crowd is on a
call-buying or put-buying binge. When too much buying has been identified,
with the options crowd tilted too far one way in their sentiment (buying too
many puts or calls), you can usually bank on a nearby market reversal. This
is hardly the stuff of random walk theorists who believe the markets and
their participants efficiently price markets.

The data is now available for most individual stocks and in the aggre-
gate from a number of vendors. The huge expansion in exchange-listed
options volume during the past 20 years, particularly with the online
options trading boom brought on largely by the growth of the Internet, pro-
vides an excellent, accessible source of investor and trader sentiment.
These traders make highly leveraged, poorly timed bets on what they think
will be short- to medium-term market directions on which the options
trade. Bullish options traders purchase call options to bet on an anticipated
market rise; bearish options traders buy put options to speculate on a per-
ceived decline in markets. Call options rise in value if the underlying stock
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increases in value. Put options, meanwhile, gain value if the underlying
stock price declines. Since only a fraction of the value of the stock or stock
index is required to buy options, these financial instruments act as sur-
rogates for owning the actual stock (or stock index). Figure 2.1 presents 
a snapshot of the top 100 CBOE equity options markets, including each
stock’s average daily call and put volume (ADV).

Options markets attract the least capitalized and typically least expe-
rienced traders. If IBM is trading at $45 per share, for example, and you
expect it to rally higher, you could buy a short-term at-the-money call
option (the equivalent of 100 shares of IBM) to speculate on the anticipated

8 TRADING AGAINST THE CROWD

FIGURE 2.1 CBOE Top 100 Equity Options—May 2003. (Source: CBOE.)
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move. Let’s say the option costs $5.00 in premium. This would cost you $500
because equity options have standardized terms whereby $1.00 in premium
is the equivalent of $100, so a $5.00 call option costs you $500. 

Instead of buying the stock itself for $4,500 ($45 × 100 shares), you can
speculate on the move higher for just $500. If IBM moves to $50 fast enough,
the option will have increased to approximately $750, a 50 percent profit,
assuming a Delta value of .5 (the Delta value is the percentage an option
price moves given a percentage change in the underlying). Had you bought
the actual stock instead, your profit would be just 2.5 percent! The catch is
that options are wasting assets (they decay over time), and the premium
declines with each passing day. Therefore, the bets are always made within
certain expected lengths of time as determined by expiration dates of the
option contract. 

WHAT DOES OPTIONS TRADING VOLUME TELL US? 

The presumption here is that options market sentiment is a good indicator
for the overall investment mood of the market.When options volume in-
creases it suggests more speculative fervor. If this volume is concentrated
in puts then the fervor is bearish; if it is in calls then the trader mood is
bullish. Most equity options are traded by inexperienced speculators who
make bets primarily on the direction of stocks and certain stock indices,
like the Dow Jones, NASDAQ and S&P 500. More recently, the introduction
of exchange traded funds (ETFs) and options on ETFs has fostered another
area of highly liquid equity index speculation. 

The options on the triple QQQs (NASDAQ 100 ETF) are typically seen
among the most active list on any given trading day. Figure 2.2 presents 
a snapshot of the most active equity options and index contracts at the
Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE), one of the leading equity options
exchanges. The September 38 QQQ call option was the leader on this par-
ticular day with 58,582 contracts traded. Figure 2.3 illustrates how active
the QQQ puts can be. The top six contracts traded on this day were July and
September QQQ puts.

By creating a ratio of daily put volume divided by daily call volume, we
in effect have a bear/bull sentiment intensity ratio. The put/call ratio will fall
to extreme lows when there is a preponderance of call buying. When there
is strong bearish sentiment, reflected in increased demand for puts relative
to calls, the put/call ratio rises to extreme highs. Remember, the theory of
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contrary opinion says that when traders become too bullish (low put/call
ratio) or too bearish (high put/call ratio), they are often wrong and the mar-
ket makes a reversal.

Figure 2.4 illustrates this relationship, whose data plots take the shape
of a butterfly. The inverse relationship is easy to interpret. The lower plot
shows the CBOE equity put/call ratio and the upper plot shows the S&P
500 stock index. At market peaks (S) the options put/call ratio shows val-
leys, and vice versa (L). 

10 TRADING AGAINST THE CROWD

FIGURE 2.2 CBOE most active list—July 13, 2004. (Source: CBOE.)
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In Figure 2.4, a CBOE equity put/call ratio series has been smoothed
with a 21-day exponential moving average. Other time frames can be used
to meter the mood of traders and investors, which I explain further in sub-
sequent chapters when presenting my custom indicators. To effectively
monitor the mood of the options crowd, the raw data series typically needs
to be smoothed using moving averages to reduce unnecessary market
“noise.” The best raw data time frame I have found is the daily put/call ratio,
but I examine which of the three popular categories of put/call ratios in
this time frame works best in Chapter 4. I examine the CBOE equity-only,
CBOE total, and OEX index options put/call ratio series (options that trade
on the S&P 100). 
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FIGURE 2.3 CBOE most active all-put series—July 13,
2004 (Source: CBOE.)
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It is not entirely clear why these indicators work so well. The most
widely held belief is that options markets, especially the buy side of that
market, attract the least experienced traders, who tend to have less capital.
Given these two factors, I believe they are most likely to make bad trading
decisions. Of course, many professional traders can also be wrong about
the market. Regardless of trader experience or capitalization levels, if the
options trading crowd is increasingly of consensus opinion about the mar-
ket direction and is making the same directional bets, before long the market
will prove it wrong. History has shown this statement to be correct. 

It may not always be the so-called unsophisticated trader that gets it
wrong, as mentioned previously. When there is too much put buying rela-
tive to call buying (or vice versa), the market will experience a reversal—
no matter who is doing the trading. In fact, it might be that when the
professional crowd is also drawn into the herd mentality, the best signals
arise. The majority opinion, therefore, is usually wrong at the sentiment
extremes, no matter who joins the group.

12 TRADING AGAINST THE CROWD

FIGURE 2.4 CBOE equity put/call ratio chart with 21-day exponential moving
average. L’s represent buy points and S’s sell points. (Source: Pinnacle Data.)
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As such, it would appear that speculative trading sentiment does not
discriminate. It is not that the crowd is less sophisticated, it is simply the
fact that when extremes are reached in levels of put buying during bearish
periods (and call buying during bullish periods), the market has reached a
point of extreme vulnerability. The reversal comes about because there are
no sellers left in the case of bear declines, and no buyers left during bull ral-
lies. In these circumstances, there is little to prevent the market from rap-
idly reversing since with few or no sellers in a bear decline (and many
potential buyers and short coverers), there is a great opportunity for buyers
(for example, short covering). Similarly, having no buyers in a bull market
can be a great opportunity for sellers (bulls get squeezed out). 

SUMMARY 

While there is no definite answer as to exactly why, the fact remains that
put/call ratios have proven to be very reliable indicators. The implication
this has for efficient markets theory—a theme I allude to from time to time
throughout this book—is rather serious. Since the theory says that it is not
possible to profit from trading systems and historical data of any kind,
using historical data such as put/call ratios would thus be pointless, for
they should offer no forecasting value. But if the past behavior of the
options crowd has identifiable patterns of emotional extremes associated
with market reversals, and this can be programmed into a trading system to
produce above-average profit rates, what does this say about so-called effi-
cient markets? Clearly, astute traders who resist the influence of the
options crowd, and go against that crowd at the right time, have an edge in
the trading game. The next three chapters examine this claim, with some
surprising discoveries about the exact nature of the options crowd.
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CHAPTER 3

Will the Real
Put/Call Ratio

Please Stand Up?

Since Marty Zweig first introduced and popularized the put/call ratio
concept, there have been attempts to refine and improve the original
method, with mixed results. This chapter provides a brief description

of the different forms of the put/call ratios used by sentiment technicians
for assessing the mood of the options crowd.

The Chicago Board Options Exchange weekly put/call ratio, a measure
of all of the options activity at the CBOE, was used exclusively through
1985 and still continues to be the most widely quoted. Even though most
traders consider the daily number much more effective, Barron’s Market
Laboratory section continues to publish just the weekly numbers. A reading
below 40 was once indicative of too little interest in calls, thus the market
was a buy. Conversely, a reading above 65 was thought to signify too little
interest in puts, so the market was a sell. Today, fixed levels of the indica-
tor are no longer useful due to trendiness in the data over the long term,
and most traders resort to a more dynamic data reading, looking at the
most recent extremes and how they correspond with market turning
points. Later in this book, I present a simple custom indicator that trans-
forms a raw daily series into an oscillator that removes troublesome longer-
term trends in the data. 

With the growth of other exchanges—particularly the huge success of
the all-electronic International Securities Exchange (ISE), which touts its
tighter market (referring to spreads between bid and ask prices)—the value
of the CBOE data as a proxy of total options trading may be somewhat
diminished. I have not seen any deterioration, however, of the predictive
power of the CBOE options. 

Interestingly, though, the ISE daily options volume (topping one million
each day) as seen in Figure 3.1 in theory may offer a better measure of the
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options trading crowd than the CBOE due to its heavy use by the small
retail customer using point-and-click pure electronic trading architecture.
Recent phenomenal growth can be seen in ISE equity options volume, par-
ticularly the options on the QQQs, which are the most liquid as well as the
most active daily options contracts. The ISE opened for trading in May 2000
and in three years overtook the other established exchanges, becoming
the leader in equity options volume (to date, the ISE does not trade index
options). 

This makes the ISE options volume the most likely place to find our
unsophisticated options trader. However, at this point there is too short 
an historic data series to offer back testing and evaluation of ISE options
traders in isolation. Perhaps in the future it will provide an even better data
source of sentiment data than the CBOE put/call ratio volume.

As mentioned earlier, the daily volume numbers offer the most valuable
information about the options trading crowd. Figure 3.2 provides a snapshot
of the CBOE’s daily market statistics page located at their excellent website. 

Figure 3.2 shows the CBOE total put/call ratio at .87 on June 29, 2004.
This includes index options as well as equity options, so the total number is
“polluted” by professional options trading volume, which is linked to port-
folio manager hedging with put index options and use of short (covered) call
options to offset the cost of purchasing puts. Many sentiment technicians
prefer the equity-only put/call ratio, which is a derivative of the CBOE total
ratio, to get a better read of the speculative crowd. Figure 3.2 shows the
equity-only put/call ratio at .77 and the index put/call ratio at 1.42. Later in
the book, I do some comparative tests on the performance of equity-only
options put/call ratio data and a subgroup of index options traders using
the OEX (S&P stock index) options put/call ratio to see if it is possible to
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FIGURE 3.1 ISE options trading statistics. (Source: From ISE website.)
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identify smarter versus less sophisticated groups of traders. In addition, I
compare these to the total CBOE ratio.

Typically there are a smaller number of put options traded on any given
day than there are call options, with the CBOE equity put/call daily ratio, as
seen in Figure 3.3, swinging quite wildly. It reached above 1.0 on bearish days
(lots of put buying) and sank below .5 on bullish days (lots of call buying).
Above the daily series, I have placed a smoothed 10-day exponential moving
average (10-DEMA) that shows two different periods of ranges—those cor-
responding to a bull market and those corresponding to a bear market. These
ranges (low and high) moved higher during the bear market, as can be seen
in Figure 3.3. Typically during a bull market, the ratio ranges from .35 (low)
to above .45 (high). During the bear market (2001 foreword), the low-end
ranges are closer to the previous high-end ranges. This structural break in the
series points to the need to remove the long-term trend in this data to allow
for the creation of more stable short-term threshold values for analysis, a
point I return to later in this book.

Typically, the index option put/call volume ratio is higher than the
equity-only put/call ratio, reflecting the heavy use of put options by port-
folio managers. Figure 3.4 shows the historical pattern for this ratio, both
daily and smoothed versions (10-DEMA). Note that the smoothed series
rarely gets below 1.0 and sometimes reaches above 2.0, quite different
ranges than seen for equity-only put/call ratios. Later I examine what these
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FIGURE 3.2 Market statistics page at CBOE. (Source: CBOE.)
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extremes mean in terms of market turning points. For now, I want to move
on to issues pertaining to which ratio might work best for market timing
and system trading. 

As mentioned earlier, the CBOE total put/call ratio captures the com-
binations of both equity option put and call volume, as well as index option
put and call volume. Many sentiment technicians, however, believe that the
CBOE ratio is distorted by the growing use of index put options by port-
folio managers to hedge large stock positions, since they hardly represent
the moody crowd. Equity options growth on the QQQs, along with dimin-
ished use of the OEX index options by the same speculators, would appear
to further this line of thinking. Options on ETFs, like the QQQs, have mush-
roomed, which are counted as equity options.

With the growth of ETFs and options on ETFs, the OEX has become
less important for the retail options trading crowd looking to trade equity
indices. This is especially true with better bid ask prices on the options on

18 TRADING AGAINST THE CROWD

FIGURE 3.3 Daily equity-only put/call ratio and smoothed series.Spikes above
1.0 on the daily ratio represent bearish extremes. Below .5 typify bullish days.
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ETFs. Combined with index option hedging, mentioned earlier, it would
appear that the best measure of the pure trader crowd is the equity-only
option volume. Again, this includes the hugely popular options on the QQQs
and less popular but still significant options on Diamonds (options on the
Dow Jones ETF). With better bid/ask spreads these markets have exploded. 

Therefore, I believe the best gauge of the mood of the unsophisticated
options trading crowd is still the equity-only put/call ratio of the CBOE—or,
better yet, the equity-only put/call ratios of all exchanges combined. 

Attempted Improvements of the Standard
Put/Call Ratio Formula

Having covered some basic issues surrounding the traditional CBOE
put/call ratio, I want to review some of the methods that sentiment techni-
cians have developed to improve the original concept regardless of what
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FIGURE 3.4 Daily index option put/call ratio and smoothed series. Daily spikes
higher can sometimes top 3.0, extreme bearishness.
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volume is being used. There are a few variations worth mentioning that
attempt to improve the use of the indicator. 

Since the traditional put/call ratio does not distinguish between which
volume is being measured, each contract gets equal weight no matter what
its price. Therefore, an option traded far out-of-the-money costing far less
than an option trading near or at the money (or even in the money) gets
weighted equally—even though much more money is at risk with the latter
group of options. Some traders feel that this is not the best way to capture
the mood of the options trading crowd. 

A refinement to the original approach that is favored by some traders
is to dollar-weight the put/call ratio. This approach creates a ratio not of the
put and call daily volume, but instead of the put and call daily options value.
The theory here is that the dollar value of the daily options traded gives a
more accurate picture of the degree of bearishness or bullishness of the
options trading crowd. For example, let’s say we have 75 puts and 100 calls
traded. The put/call ratio would be .75. But assume that the 100 calls were
significantly out-of-the-money calls, let’s say worth 50 cents each, for a total
value of $50, while the 75 puts were near the money bought for $1.00 each,
or a total value of $75. Here we see that the volume measure shows more
bullishness (75 puts versus 100 calls) but the value measure shows more
bearishness ($75 in puts versus $50 in calls). More money is bet on the
bearish side using the dollar-weight approach than the volume-based
put/call ratio, thus giving a false impression of the sentiment of the options
trading crowd. 

I have some problems with this approach. I have tested trading systems,
which are presented later in this book. They do not provide a systematic
improvement in performance using dollar-weighted averages, even though
they may offer advantages to some traders depending on how they are
applied. One issue with dollar weighting is that an in-the-money option that
has a lot of dollar value is going to be given greater weight in the calcula-
tion, even though it may represent a portfolio hedger. Note that many unso-
phisticated traders tend to buy cheaper, out-of-the-money options because
they get more leverage (and have less capital), which is what attracts them
to options trading in the first place. Perhaps the best approach would be one
that compares dollar-weighted out-of-the-money options. Otherwise, I am
not convinced that dollar-weighted put/call ratios offer as great an edge as
some might think. 

Most sentiment technicians have rejected the use of static put/call ratio
threshold levels. Noted options trading expert Larry McMillan argues, for
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example, that static levels used as buy or sell points should be avoided in
favor of a dynamic approach, such as looking for local maxima or min-
ima on the charts. A simple way to look at threshold levels is to use a 
52-week high-and-low of a moving average of the series. Another method
is to look at the recent history of the smoothed series to determine the
best levels to use. There are many other ways to do this that are beyond
the scope of this book. I prefer a simple detrending method, obtaining the
difference of a faster and slower moving average to provide a more stable
range to examine. 

McMillan’s shift to a dynamic approach followed the failure of the tra-
ditional CBOE total put/call ratio to predict the October 1987 stock market
crash. He attributes this to massive put buying by portfolio hedgers in the
months ahead of Black Monday, which actually pushed total put/call ratio
levels to buy points right ahead of the crash. For this reason, he prefers the
use of dynamic levels, as well as a put/call ratio purged of index options
volume, leaving an equity-only put/call ratio series. 

An additional method aimed at improvement is the Hines Ratio, named
after its creator, Ray Hines. It compares related volume data to open inter-
est levels. This weighting scheme uses open interest levels for calls and
puts. This approach essentially looks at the daily call volume in relation to
open interest for calls, and the daily volume for puts in relation to open
interest in puts. By incorporating open interest into the traditional put/call
volume ratio, the Hines Ratio attempts to capture relative intensity of put or
call volume in terms of open interest. 

Sentiment technicians also developed another ratio that uses put/call
open interest to indicate the response of the options trading crowd. More
open interest in puts might suggest greater bearishness and vice versa. I have
not found open interest data to be easy to interpret, however, and find that
there are conflicting views about exactly what the open interest represents. 

Still another technique involves selecting just near the money strikes
for inclusion in the construction of the daily put/call ratio data series. Some
technicians prefer to use options that are within a certain percentage range
of the money (the price of the underlying), or to use only the volume of the
at-the-money options which can be dollar-weighted or a simple contract
volume ratio to gauge the speculative crowd’s mood. The hypothesis is that
the short-term traders prefer to buy near-the-money options because that is
where they will get the biggest gains should their prediction about market
direction be correct. Options that are just out of the money have a high
gamma value, meaning that delta will sharply increase with a quick market
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move in the desired direction, especially if they are right at the money, thus
raising the price of the option rapidly. These calculations, however, are dif-
ficult to do. I prefer to stick with the traditional data, using volume only.

Finally, increasingly traders watch intraday put/call ratios. Figure 3.5
contains these CBOE equity and index option put/call volume ratios, which
are updated every 30 minutes during market hours. Intraday ratios are not
the focus of this book; my experience, however, has been that when the
intraday ratio of total CBOE options goes above 1.0 for several 30-minute
sessions, especially near key support levels for the major averages, strong
rallies often ensue. I have seen this repeatedly and encourage you to test
this idea, as it might hold tremendous value for day traders.

So far we have discussed the use of put/call ratios for the broad market
averages. The same indicators, however, can be similarly applied to indi-
vidual stocks and certain futures markets. If the markets are sufficiently
liquid for options, which is the case for most large-cap stocks, the option
put/call ratio might work to predict market tops and bottoms in your
favorite technology stock or Dow component, for example. Not all futures
and stocks, however, have the same success rate. If you attempt to apply
these indicators to markets, you should try to diversify as much as possible
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FIGURE 3.5 CBOE intraday put/call ratios. Bullish signal given with three 30
minute readings above 1.00. (Source: CBOE.)
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to improve overall performance, as some markets can outperform others
and some not do well at all. That said, I limit my testing of custom indica-
tors and trading systems in this book to a small group of randomly selected
big-cap stocks, stock indices, and in futures markets to the long bond. 

SUMMARY 

In the previous chapter I introduced the basic theory of put/call ratios as
one method used to measure investor sentiment and to trade against the
crowd. In this chapter, I surveyed the standard put/call ratio approaches
and some alternative formulations that have been developed to improve
measurements of trader sentiment. The daily equity-only put/call ratio, in
my opinion, remains the best series to use in trading against the crowd,
despite numerous attempts to find better measures of the options trading
crowd. In Chapter 4, I compare the ability of the equity-only put/call ratio
with the CBOE total and OEX put/call ratios to predict the equity market’s
medium-term tops and bottoms. 
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CHAPTER 4

The Options
Trading Crowd
at Extremes 

Equity-only put/call ratios have the most intuitive appeal for senti-
ment technicians looking to keep a finger on the pulse of the non-
professional crowd, the most likely traders to make common

misjudgments among options traders as a group. If the equity-only options
traders are in fact wrong when the group thinks alike at sentiment ex-
tremes, it should be easy to examine this options trading crowd behavior to
see if it has any reliability and special patterns that would be useful for trad-
ing system development. 

In this chapter, therefore, I conduct a series of tests of the conventional
equity-only put/call ratio option volume data to determine if the options
trading crowd is predictably wrong in its trading decisions near sentiment
extremes. The tests show the degree to which this data series provides
reliable information about the short- and medium-term direction of the S&P
500 following excessive bearish or bullish sentiment captured in put/call
ratio levels. 

While I do not develop any trading system as such in this chapter, the
work here lays the foundation for developing trading systems later in the
book. For now, I turn to an examination of the power of this data series to
predict future stock market direction.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE CONVENTIONAL 
EQUITY-ONLY PUT/CALL INDICATOR

Generally, put/call ratios are constructed from daily data using a “smooth-
ing method” to wring out excessive market noise. Most traders prefer an
exponential moving average instead of a simple moving average because it
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can be configured to put more weight on the more recent data used in the
moving average calculation. A simple moving average applies the same
weight to each of the values in the calculation, which is considered to be
less reliable. Typically, 10- and 21-period exponential moving averages are
used for daily data, and 4- and 8-period exponential moving averages used
on weekly data. The tests I employ use a 10-period exponential moving
average, for consistency and comparative purposes, when working with
daily data in this and the next several chapters.

To take this smoothing idea one step further, I difference a short- and
long-term exponential average of the raw daily series to create an oscillator
that shows percentage deviation from the longer-term average (EMA 10-
250). I subtract the 10-day period from the 250-day period exponential mov-
ing average to accomplish the detrending of the daily put/call ratio series,
and convert it to a percentage deviation from the 250-day average. This is
easy to do in a spreadsheet program or software like MetaStock Profes-
sional. These percentage deviations can then be examined for emotional
extremes, which on their own, often provide excellent signals for trading
against the crowd. 

EXAMINATION OF CBOE DAILY EQUITY 
PUT/CALL RATIO SPIKES

This chapter will look at the CBOE equity-only put/call ratio in its EMA 
10-250 oscillator form. This ratio moves in a butterfly pattern that is oppo-
site to the direction of the stock market. In other words, when the stock
market is bullish, investors are purchasing more calls relative to puts, and
the ratio falls. When the market is bearish, investors and traders buy more
puts relative to calls; this will push the put/call ratio higher. This is evident
in Figure 4.1, where well-defined spikes higher can be seen near market
bottoms. Figure 4.2, meanwhile, shows well-defined spikes lower corre-
sponding to market tops. The spikes represent percentage deviations from
the average level of sentiment registered over the previous 250 days. 

Later I use key findings and insights from these simple tests and
develop them into a trading system. The trading systems use this important
secondary data stream run in custom indicators in combination with sim-
ple, price-based triggers. 

To evaluate the equity-only put/call volume ratio in its EMA 10-250
oscillator form, I examine these key threshold levels for both buy and sell
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signals. These levels are consistently applied to all the indicators in the
sample tests on put/call ratios to provide a comparative basis for assessing
the predicative power of these investor sentiment measures. Remember, at
this stage, I am only interested in determining the relative predictive power
of put/call ratios that will be studied: equity-only, CBOE total, and OEX.
Recall that the premise of this book is that at emotional extremes, the
majority is usually wrong. If markets have become overly bullish or bearish
at these extremes, traders can capitalize on a reversal that should follow
these emotional excesses. 

It would be interesting, although difficult, to quantify the amount of
money lost by options traders at these turning points. Clearly, however,
casual observation provides enough evidence to suggest that many options
buyers are throwing their money to the wind, as seen in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
In a study of options expiration by the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, fur-
thermore, during a three-year period (1997–1999), over 95 percent of all
S&P 500 put options on futures expired worthless, and it was even worse
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FIGURE 4.1 Extreme bearish buy thresholds using equity-only put/call EMA 10-
250. (Source: Pinnade Data.)
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for the NASDAQ 100 options. Meanwhile, call options traders did better, but
clearly still lost on average. 

EXTREME BEARISHNESS THRESHOLD 
LEVEL ANALYSIS

The S&P 500 cash index will be used for evaluating the three-put/call ratios
series just mentioned. 

I use six key percentage thresholds: 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, and 50. These are
not percentile ranks. Instead, I simply analyze price changes in different
time frames beginning on days that register extreme put/call ratio threshold
levels. For example, the 10 percent threshold level evaluates all days when
the oscillator value is within 10 percent of its highest high (following which
I expect to see bullishness) and 10 percent of its lowest low (following
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FIGURE 4.2 Extreme bullish sell thresholds using equity-only put/call ratio
EMA 10-250 oscillator. (Source: Pinnacle Data.)
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which I expect to see bearishness). Using this information, price changes
in percentage terms are then measured over a range of future time intervals
to determine both the probability of the expected direction occurring and
by what percentage. 

Let’s say the equity-only put/call ratio’s EMA 10-250 oscillator’s maxi-
mum value in the study period is 53.41 and the lowest value is −26.46. We
would calculate the 10 percent buy threshold level by taking values above
48.01. To derive this threshold, I multiply the maximum level (53.41) by .10
and then subtract this amount (5.341) from the maximum level, leaving
48.01 (the 10 percent buy threshold value). Positive values are buy levels
and negative values sell thresholds.

The sample period for equity put/call ratios runs from January 6, 1998
(the raw data actually extends further back) to January 28, 2004, but since
we need to create a 250-day moving average to detrend the data, we lose
a year of data in the sample for testing. In addition, since we are forward-
testing the threshold levels over different time frames, we do not have use
of the data to the latest date in the series. The loss of data depends on the
testing time frame. The same limitations apply to the CBOE total put/call
ratio as well. That said, the number of days in the testing period is 1,283 for
equity-only put/call ratios. 

The results of a 10 percent buy threshold level, which produced excel-
lent results in nearly all time frames, are presented in Table 4.1. It contains
the time frames T + 5 (5 days after threshold penetration) through T + 240
(240 days after penetration of a threshold). Overall, the extreme sentiment
threshold levels produced an average change in price of 5.31 percent in the
T + 40 and shorter time frames. The average change in price rose to 12.03
percent in the T + 50 and longer time frames. Comparing these results with
the historical random average change in the price of the S&P 500 during
these same time frames, seen in Table 4.1, there is no question that it pays
to trade against the options trading crowd when these traders become
excessively bearish. The average change in price of the S&P 500, for exam-
ple, is just .33 percent for the shorter time frames and .45 percent during the
longer time frames, a significant difference. 

In terms of probability, a move in the intended direction for the
extreme sentiment buy threshold level (that is, too much bearishness)
shows strong results as well. Table 4.2 contains data showing that for the
T + 40 and shorter time frame averages, in terms of probability of a price
move, the average for the entire group is 77.55 percent compared to an his-
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torical random average probability of a price rise during this period of 53.3
percent. Results presented in Table 4.2 for longer time frames further con-
firm the predictive power of the equity put/call ratio, with an overall thresh-
old penetration probability of a price rise of 65.76 percent versus a 48.68
percent random probability of a price rise during the same period. 

Clearly, therefore, when the crowd is in a panic (indicated by high
threshold levels of the EMA 10-250 oscillator), it is the time to buy the
stock market, not sell, as most investors are mistakenly doing (or buying
puts if an options trader). 

A closer look at the data reveals some valuable information. If we take
individual thresholds and time frames, a pattern of decreasing probability is
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TABLE 4.1 Percentage Change in Price of S&P 500 Following Penetration of
Extreme Bearish Sentiment Thresholds

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 5 T + 10 T + 20 T + 30 T + 40 % Totals

10 5.3 7.39 6.9 7.48 12.16 7.85
15 3.97 6.46 6.37 6.84 10.74 6.88
20 3.41 5.59 5.44 5.1 8.7 5.65
30 2.43 4.08 5.19 6.47 9.37 5.51
40 0.8 2.39 3.22 4.36 6.87 3.53
50 0.27 1.24 2.25 3.36 5 2.42
Threshold

Average 2.7 4.53 4.9 5.6 8.81 5.31
Historical

Average 0.1 0.19 0.35 0.46 0.54 0.33

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 50 T + 60 T + 120 T + 180 T + 240 % Totals

10 14.43 18.3 22.04 24.71 21.55 20.21
15 11.87 15.45 16.93 18.95 13.55 15.35
20 8.69 11.57 10.18 13.01 6.4 9.97
30 10.14 12.43 12.37 15.43 9.98 12.07
40 8 8.93 9.68 11.41 7.29 9.06
50 5.75 5.68 6.1 6.68 3.5 5.54
Threshold

Average 9.81 12.06 12.88 15.03 10.38 12.03
Historical  

Average 0.57 0.61 0.6 0.55 −0.08 0.45

Source: Summa Capital Management and Research. Thresholds are derived from CBOE equity-

only put/call ratio EMA 10-250 oscillator values.
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apparent as we move from less extreme levels of the equity put/call ratio.
This makes sense as the options trading crowd is less uniform and has
mixed emotions at less extreme levels. The best overall performance in
terms of percentage price change is in the T + 180 time frame, with an
average rise in price of 15.03 percent (with an associated 66.7 percent
probability of a price rise). The highest probability of a price rise time
frame is T + 10, with an 86.9 percent probability of a price rise (with an
associated average rise in price of 4.53 percent). The historical random
average for this threshold and time frame is 52.3 percent and .19 percent,
respectively—significantly less. 
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TABLE 4.2 Probability of S&P 500 Stock Index Price Rise Following Penetration
of Extreme Bearish Sentiment Thresholds

Sentiment 
Thresholds T + 5 T + 10 T + 20 T + 30 T + 40 % Totals

10 100 100 100 85.7 85.7 94.28
15 83.3 100 83.3 83.3 83.3 86.64
20 80 100 80 66.7 80 81.34
30 71 90.3 74.2 71 77.4 76.78
40 56.4 70.9 67.3 63.6 70.9 65.82
50 52.3 60.2 60.2 63.6 65.9 60.44
Threshold 

Average 73.83 86.9 77.5 72.32 77.2 77.55
Historical

Average 52.8 52.3 54.2 53.4 53 53.14

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 50 T + 60 T + 120 T + 180 T + 240 % Totals

10 85.7 85.7 85.7 85.7 71.4 82.84
15 75 75 75 75 58.3 71.66
20 60 60 60 60 46.7 57.34
30 74.2 71 64.5 67.7 58.1 67.1
40 72.7 65.5 58.2 61.8 52.7 62.18
50 65.9 58 47.7 50 45.5 53.42
Threshold  

Average 72.25 69.2 65.18 66.7 55.45 65.76
Historical

Average 52.8 52.7 47.9 47.5 42.5 48.68

Source: Summa Capital Management and Research. Thresholds are derived from CBOE equity-

only put/call ratio EMA 10-250 oscillator values.
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As for perfect probability scores, there were a total of 5, one at the
20 percent threshold level, one at 15 percent, and three at 10 percent. The
T + 10 time frame produced three 100 percent threshold levels (10, 15, and
20), where all days following penetration of buy threshold levels pro-
duced rising prices. 

EXTREME BULLISHNESS THRESHOLD 
LEVEL RESULTS

Moving to the sell-side threshold, a somewhat different pattern of perform-
ance is evident. Overall, the power of the equity put/call ratio is substan-
tially reduced. Both the probability of success and percentage price change
measures significantly underperform the buy-side thresholds that were just
reviewed. While part of this is no doubt due to the historical bullish bias of
stocks, it may also have to do with other unknown factors.

As seen in Table 4.3, on average all shorter-term time frames (≤ T + 40)
show modest results in the desired direction (bearish prices), but the per-
formance deteriorates as time elapses. While there is one winning threshold
at T + 50 days, the remainder in the T + 50 and greater time frames show
prices rising, not falling. This no doubt reflects the fact that market declines
typically are short-lived, although during the study period, the number of
bearish years (2000, 2001, 2002) is equal to the number of bullish years
(1998, 1999, 2003), so one would have expected better results here since the
sample is balanced between bull and bear years. 

On an overall basis, the T + 40 and shorter time frames yielded an aver-
age of −1.23 percent per trade. But for the T+50 and longer time frames, the
performance is not good. Here, we have an average rise in price of 3.51 per-
cent. The best threshold was the 15 percent level for selling, when the S&P
500 during ≤ T + 40 declined in percentage terms from a low of −1.69 percent
to a high of −4.50 percent, or an average of −2.31 percent. As for probabilities,
the overall probabilities of a price fall for the ≤ T + 40 time frames did beat the
historical average for any given day during the study at 61 percent versus 46.9
percent. But during the ≥ T + 50 time frames seen in Table 4.3, the chance of
a price fall following penetration of sell threshold levels (extreme bullish-
ness), was just 23.5 percent, less than half the random probability percentage
probability of price fall (51.2 percent). 

Taking a look at the longer time frames, there is a deterioration of
performance. The only profitable time frame was T + 50, a decline of the
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S&P 500 on average of −.45 percent, and less than 50 percent success rate
(only two of the seven cases were successful). The average change of the
S&P for the entire T + 50 time frame and longer came in at 3.05 percent, not
a very good showing, since we are looking here for price declines. However,
this 15 percent threshold clearly did not produce an average rise in the S&P
500 that warrants taking a long position. Compared to the 15 percent buy
threshold level, the low levels of bearishness measured in the low readings
on the equity-only EMA10-250 oscillator should at least keep you out of a
long position until more favorable conditions arise.
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TABLE 4.3 Probability of S&P 500 Price Fall Following Penetration of Extreme
Bearish Sentiment Thresholds

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 5 T + 10 T + 20 T + 30 T + 40 % Totals

10 100 100 100 100 0 80
15 71.4 66.7 100 80 40 71.62
20 69.2 77.8 100 46.2 33.3 65.3
30 50 54.4 54.8 60 50 53.84
40 50.5 50 45.5 57.5 47.1 50.12
50 49.1 47.7 46.7 52.7 44.2 48.08
Threshold  

Average 65.03 66.1 74.5 66.07 35.77 61.49
Historical  

Average 37.3 37.6 35.4 36.3 36.9 36.7

Sentiment 
Thresholds T + 50 T + 60 T + 120 T + 180 T + 240 % Totals

10 50 0 0 0 0 10
15 40 20 20 25 0 21
20 33.3 22.2 22.2 25 0 20.54
30 43.3 43.3 20 22.2 22.2 30.2
40 39 31 24.7 18.8 30 28.7
50 35.8 30.9 26.6 23.3 35.6 30.44
Threshold

Average 40.23 24.57 18.92 19.05 14.63 23.48
Historical

Average 37.1 37.1 42.9 43.4 49.4 41.98

Source: Summa Capital Management and Research. Thresholds are derived from CBOE equity-

only put/call ratio EMA 10-250 oscillator values.
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SUMMARY 

Using options trading crowd behavior in the form of CBOE equity-only
put/call ratios, penetration of extreme bearishness thresholds led to price
changes of the S&P 500 that easily beat random price changes and proba-
bilities. On penetration of sell threshold levels, however, results were
mixed, with the shorter time frames studied beating the random probabil-
ity and percentage price changes. The longer time frames (greater than T +
50 days) that followed an extreme sell threshold penetration showed infe-
rior performance.
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CHAPTER 5

Does the Entire
Group of Options

Traders Get it
Wrong?

If the equity-only put/call volume ratio is considered representative of
“Joe Options Trader” sentiment, then the index options trader crowd,
many who are professional money managers, might be described as

“smart” money. Whether index options traders are less likely to be wrong at
market extremes than the nonprofessional traders, however, is not entirely
clear. In this chapter, the CBOE total put/call ratio is subjected to the same
testing conducted in the previous chapter. Since the total ratio includes all
options traders, the presence of professional index options traders might
cause the ratio to be less predictive of future price changes. 

EXTREME THRESHOLD LEVEL ANALYSIS 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate the bullish and bearish threshold levels of the
CBOE total put/call ratio EMA10-250 oscillator. They exhibit the same
spikes of extreme sentiment seen in the previous chapter and correspond
to market turning points. Clearly, the pattern is similar enough to suggest
that the options crowd as a whole gets it as wrong as the equity-only
options traders. Subjecting this EMA10-250 oscillator to the threshold tests
confirms this pattern. At all major market bottoms there are significant
spikes higher, almost identical to what was seen in the previous chapter. 

Following penetration of buy threshold levels by the CBOE total put/call
ratio EMA10-250 oscillator, there was an overall average rise in the price of
5.91 percent, compared with a random rise in the price of just .32 percent
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FIGURE 5.1 Extreme bearish sentiment thresholds using CBOE total put/call
ratio EMA10-250 oscillator. (Source: Pinnacle Data.)

FIGURE 5.2 Extreme bullish thresholds using CBOE total put/call ratio EMA10-
250 oscillator. (Source: Pinnacle Data.)
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during the time frames studied. It would appear, therefore, that the pres-
ence of index options traders, who tend to be more sophisticated, at the
aggregate level do not appear to limit the predictive power of the ratio.
Clearly, on average, the numbers are excellent. If we take a subset of this
overall data, just the most extreme levels of sentiment (that is, 10 percent,
15 percent, and 20 percent threshold levels) and time frames no longer than
T + 40, performance improves significantly: There is a rise from 5.91 per-
cent to 8.21 percent change in price, with a 90.23 percent probability of
price rise. (See Tables, 5.1, 5.2 and, 5.3). 
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TABLE 5.1
Percentage Change in Price of S&P 500 Following Penetration of
Extreme Bearish Sentiment Thresholds 
(CBOE Total Put/Call Ratio EMA10-250 Oscillator)

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 5 T + 10 T + 20 T + 30 T + 40 % Totals

10 5.62 9.79 9.84 11.34 16.96 10.71
15 4.31 8.49 7.75 6.89 11.28 7.74
20 2.01 5.62 6.41 6.37 10.53 6.19
30 1.6 4.02 4.29 3.77 7.37 4.21
40 1.13 2.65 3.01 4.38 8.01 3.84
50 0.35 1.14 2.12 3.83 6.42 2.77
Threshold 

Average 2.5 5.29 5.57 6.1 10.1 5.91
Historical 

Average 0.1 0.19 0.34 0.44 0.51 0.32

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 50 T + 60 T + 120 T + 180 T + 240 % Totals

10 16.36 15.76 18.93 4.82 −9.11 9.35
15 10.37 10.12 8.24 −0.35 −13.02 3.07
20 10.12 9.93 6.75 0.01 −9.86 3.39
30 6.49 6.93 3.35 0.98 −8.35 1.88
40 8.92 9.65 7.65 9.86 5.55 8.33
50 7.18 7.05 5.08 6.62 3.63 5.91
Threshold 

Average 9.91 9.91 8.33 3.66 −5.19 5.32
Historical 

Average 0.54 0.57 0.54 0.47 −0.22 0.38
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Following penetration of the 10 percent buy threshold level, for example,
there was an average rise in price of 10.71 percent for the short time frame
group, with a probability of the S&P 500 rising 100 percent. As expected, the
percentage gains and probabilities decline the further away from the most
extreme zones, which conforms to our expectations, as the crowd acts with
less unity. 

PENETRATION OF EXTREME BULLISH 
SENTIMENT THRESHOLDS 

As for declines in the price of the S&P 500 following penetration of
extreme bullish sentiment thresholds, performance was not impressive for
this indicator. This may suggest that the index options traders are not as
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TABLE 5.3 Probability of a Price Rise Following Penetration of Extreme Bearish
Sentiment Thresholds in ≤ T + 30 Time Frames 

Thresholds T + 5 T + 10 T + 20 T + 30 T + 40 Average

10.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
15.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 66.70 66.70 86.68
20.00 60.00 100.00 100.00 80.00 80.00 84.00
Average 86.67 100.00 100.00 82.23 82.23 90.23

TABLE 5.2
Percentage Change in Price of S&P 500 Following Penetration of
Extreme Bullish Sentiment Thresholds (CBOE Total Put/Call Ratio
EMA10-250 Oscillator)

Thresholds T + 5 T + 10 T + 20 T + 30 T + 40 Average

10.00 5.62 9.79 9.84 11.34 16.96 10.71
15.00 4.31 8.49 7.75 6.89 11.28 7.74
20.00 2.01 5.62 6.41 6.37 10.53 6.19
Average 3.98 7.97 8.00 8.20 12.92 8.21
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likely to get caught up in the herd mentality on Wall Street when the mar-
ket is overly bullish. At levels of extreme bullishness, we would expect
stock market prices to decline over a short- to medium-term horizon, at
least by a percentage greater than the historical random average percent-
age price change during the time frames examined. 

The historical random average price change is .38 percent for the S&P
500 over this period, a slightly positive bias. Therefore, to produce reliable
market timing values, the expected price changes would need negative val-
ues. This indicates actual price declines. In other words, price changes fol-
lowing penetration of extreme bullish sentiment thresholds (that is, too
much bullishness by the crowd) should be negative. 

Based on this testing method, however, the expected overall price
change was a 3.72 percent rise, which is the opposite of what the theory of
crowd psychology anticipates. A price fall does not appear after penetra-
tion of extreme bullish thresholds. These options traders were, on average,
correct in their trading during bullish periods. If we take a closer look at
this performance in terms of shorter versus longer time frames, the longer
time frame accounts for most of the correct market sentiment (+3.92 longer
time frames versus +.20 for shorter time frames). This shows a slightly
worse pattern than with equity-only options traders from a contrary angle. 

In Tables 5.4 and 5.5, the very short-term time frames did better. Note
how in specific time frames, price changes following penetration of the
10 percent buy threshold level did lead to price declines. The T + 5, T + 10,
and T+20 time frames produced average price falls of −2.31 percent, 
−2.45 percent, and −1.91 percent, respectively, after penetration of the 10
percent threshold levels. The 15 percent threshold produced average price
declines in the same time frames too: −.98 percent, −.1.55 percent, and −.88
percent, respectively. This indicates that in very short-term time frames,
and after penetration of the most extreme bullish sentiment thresholds, the
CBOE total options put/call ratio was reasonably good at forecasting a
trend change.

Since the stock market has an historically bullish bias, trading against
this tendency would make it inherently more difficult. However, during
the sample period of this study (1998–2004), the S&P 500 experienced an
almost equal number of bullish and bearish years. As we sift through the
data and make some comparisons with the performance of the equity-only
put /call ratio, the evidence confirms that the sentiment of equity options
traders makes a better indicator. 
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COMPARISON WITH EQUITY-ONLY PUT/CALL RATIO 

The sample period covered in this series runs from January 7, 1998 through
January 22, 2004, with 1519 days in the sample. It covers almost the identi-
cal period used in the equity-only options study in the previous chapter. In
terms of overall probability of success during this period, the CBOE total
put/call ratio had noticeably less power to predict future price direction,
particularly on the downside. 

Since index option volume is largely a professional hedging activity, one
might expect that the indicator would lose effectiveness with the presence
of this professional market sentiment. Indeed, this appears to be the case. 
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TABLE 5.4
Percentage Changes in Price of S&P 500 Following Penetration of
Extreme Bullish Sentiment Thresholds (CBOE Total Put/Call Ratio
EMA10-250 Oscillator)

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 5 T + 10 T + 20 T + 30 T + 40 % Totals

10 −2.31 −2.45 −1.91 1.13 1.93 −0.72
15 −0.98 −1.55 −0.88 1.43 1.63 −0.07
20 0.18 0.34 1.90 1.95 2.28 1.33
30 0.42 1.08 1.81 1.11 1.53 1.19
40 0.30 0.82 0.67 0.27 0.57 0.53
50 0.05 0.33 −0.01 −0.31 0.00 0.01
Threshold 

Average −0.39 −0.24 0.26 0.93 1.32 0.38
Historical 

Average 0.10 0.19 0.34 0.44 0.51 0.32

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 50 T + 60 T + 120 T + 180 T + 240 % Totals

10 1.70 4.95 8.93 2.79 13.09 6.29
15 3.49 4.94 8.13 3.00 12.00 6.31
20 3.24 4.26 7.88 5.47 10.22 6.21
30 2.39 3.16 7.06 4.93 5.96 4.70
40 1.57 2.15 5.30 3.68 3.18 3.18
50 0.82 1.32 4.52 3.56 2.77 2.60
Threshold 

Average 2.20 3.46 6.97 3.91 7.87 4.88
Historical 

Average 0.54 0.57 0.54 0.47 −0.22 0.38
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Recall that the theory of contrary opinion is based on the speculative
activity of the crowd, not the professional portfolio manager who is inter-
ested in hedging stock positions. The performance of the equity-only and
CBOE total put/call ratio can be seen in Tables 5.6 and 5.7. In terms of over-
all average price change following extreme bearishness registered in both
the indicators under study, the equity-only showed 8.67 percent versus 5.61
percent for the CBOE total put/call ratio, as seen in Table 5.6. Both were
good numbers, but clearly the equity traders were better contrarian indica-
tors. In other words, when you throw index options traders into the mix,
the reliability of the indicator deteriorates.
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TABLE 5.5
Probability of S&P 500 Price Fall Following Penetration of Extreme
Bullish Sentiment Thresholds (CBOE Total Put/Call Ratio EMA10-250
Oscillator)

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 5 T + 10 T + 20 T + 30 T + 40 % Totals

10 100.00 100.00 80.00 40.00 0.00 64.00
15 58.80 76.50 58.80 29.40 17.60 48.22
20 44.10 52.90 32.40 32.40 20.60 36.48
30 37.70 44.20 31.20 44.20 27.30 36.92
40 44.40 44.40 44.40 50.00 39.70 44.58
50 47.40 47.40 49.10 54.90 45.10 48.78
Threshold 

Average 55.40 60.90 49.32 41.82 25.05 46.50
Historical

Average 47.2 47.7 45.8 46.6 47 46.86

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 50 T + 60 T + 120 T + 180 T + 240 % Totals

10 20.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 8.00
15 11.80 11.80 0.00 7.60 5.90 7.42
20 17.60 20.60 2.90 14.70 17.60 14.68
30 24.70 27.30 3.90 22.10 37.70 23.14
40 35.70 33.30 17.50 26.20 43.70 31.28
50 40.60 36.60 22.30 25.10 42.30 33.38
Threshold 

Average 25.07 21.60 7.77 19.28 24.53 19.65
Historical 

Average 47.2 47.3 52.1 52.5 57.5 51.32
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TABLE 5.6
Performance Comparison—Extreme Bearish
Sentiment Thresholds (Equity-Only versus
CBOE Total)

Equity Total

% Probability 71.65 72.61
≤ T + 40 77.55 79.83
≥ T + 50 65.76 65.42

% Change 8.67 5.61
≤ T + 40 5.31 5.91
≥ T + 50 12.03 5.32

Expected Change 6.21 4.07
≤ T + 40  4.12 4.72
≥ T + 50  7.91 3.48

Historical S&P 0.18 0.18

Table 5.6 shows the results from penetration of bearish threshold lev-
els (that is, too much bearishness); the equity-only ratio was slightly less,
with 71.65 percent versus a 72.61 percent probability of predicting rising
price outcomes with CBOE total put/call ratios. In periods that followed
extreme bullishness, on the other hand, the equity-only and total put/call
ratios were quite close with 2.28 percent and 2.63 percent, respectively,
seen in Table 5.7, for average price changes, both in the wrong direction.
The changes should yield negative, not positive, outcomes. In terms of over-
all expected price changes (which measure the average price change when
factoring in the probability of this occurring), the equity-only ratio beats
the total put/call ratio by 2.14 percent. As seen in Table 5.7, the equity-only
ratio had 6.21 percent expected price change versus 4.07 percent for the
CBOE total put/call ratio. 

As for penetration of extreme bullish threshold levels, performance
probability for both indicators suffers, but with a relatively small drop for the
equity-only put/call ratio, which had an overall expected price change of .17
percent versus the historical average of .18 percent. Moreover, the total
put/call ratio did even worse, with an overall expected price change of 3.72
percent, a significant positive price change after having anticipated a nega-

tive one. This tells us that on average, index options traders may be a lit-

tle better at timing the market than the members of the equity options
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trading crowd, making them less valuable indicators from a contrarian

trading perspective.

Taking one look at both of these measures of investor psychology using
the most extreme levels of sentiment during short and long time frames sepa-
rately, the same pattern is visible that is apparent in the aggregate numbers.
The CBOE total put/call ratio during ≤ T + 40 time frames had an expected
price change of 4.72 percent versus 4.12 percent for the equity-only put call
ratio, after extreme bearishness. The equity-only nearly doubles its expected
price change in the ≥ T + 50 time frames to 7.91 percent. Meanwhile, the CBOE
total put/call ratio expected price change declines to 3.48 percent. 

On the opposite extreme of sentiment (too much bullishness), per-
formance patterns for the CBOE total put/call ratio were inferior in both
time frames. The equity-only put/call ratio had an expected price change in
the shorter time frame group of −.47 while the CBOE total put/call ratio
had the wrong expected price change of .20. In the longer time frame
group, the equity-only switches signs to .82 and the CBOE total ratio rises
to 3.92 percent; both move in the wrong direction based on what is
expected if the crowd is systematically wrong at extreme bullish market
tops. As I explore the performance of the OEX traders in the next chapter,
this same pattern becomes even more pronounced, as the OEX options
market appears to contain the smartest traders in the entire options group. 
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TABLE 5.8
Performance Comparison—Extreme Bullish
Sentiment Threshold (Equity-Onlyversus
CBOETotal)

Equity CBOE

% Probability 42.48 33.07
≤ T + 40 61.49 46.5
≥ T + 50 23.48 19.65

% Change 2.28 2.63
≤ T + 40 −1.23 0.38
≥ T + 50 3.51 4.88

Expected Change 0.17 3.72
≤ T + 40  −0.47 0.2
≥ T + 50  0.82 3.92

Historical S&P  0.18 0.18
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SUMMARY 

After looking at the performance of the equity-only options traders as a sub-
group of all the options traders in the previous chapter, I examined the per-
formance of both the equity and index traders in the aggregate, as measured
in the CBOE total put/call ratio. Data examined in this chapter confirms the
long-held belief that when viewed as a group, options traders make good
contrarian indicators, even when the so-called smart money is added to the
mix. However, the CBOE total put/call ratio is not very reliable at predicting
market tops in time frames greater than T + 40, except after the most
extreme sentiment zones. Overall performance as a contrarian indicator of
market tops was even worse than the equity-only put/call ratio. In the next
chapter, I examine a subset of traders in the index options group, who
trade the OEX index options.
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CHAPTER 6

OEX Options
Traders—Is This
a Smart Money

Crowd?

In this chapter, I examine OEX options trader performance. I evaluate
them as a group at moments when they are in conformity about the
anticipated direction of the equity markets. The OEX put/call ratio, which

represents the sentiment of a subset of index options traders, is applied
using the percentage threshold levels analysis applied in the two previous
chapters. The results indicate that group sentiment of OEX traders is not a
very good indicator for use in trading against the crowd. 

Over the years that I have followed put/call ratios, I occasionally noticed
that OEX trader sentiment often deviates from that of equity-only options
traders, sometimes moving in opposite directions at emotional extremes. The
test results presented here confirm my initial suspicion that the OEX index
options crowd has transformed into a smart money indicator. According to
tests carried out with the same method applied in the two previous chapters,
the OEX options trading crowd performed better as a smart money indicator
than as an indicator of the wrong-thinking options trading crowd. 

As you will see, when the OEX put/call ratio EMA10-250 oscillator
moves toward a sentiment extreme, it is often the correct sentiment to have
(on average) when examining future price changes during both long and
short time frames. Therefore, these traders get it right more than they get
it wrong. In practice, this means it is wise to avoid trading against this
crowd. However, it might be worthwhile to use the OEX put/call ratio as an
indicator to confirm the behavior of the equity-only options trading crowd
when it is headed to extremes. Since the OEX put/call ratio appears to
move in the opposite direction to the equity-only put/call ratio, it can pro-
vide additional information about the health of a market trend. A look at
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Figures 6.1 and 6.2, which contain extreme sentiment buy and sell thresh-
olds of the OEX put/call ratio EMA10-250 oscillator, should quickly dispel
any notion that the OEX put/call ratio has any value as a measure of the
unsophisticated options trading crowd. 

While the OEX options traders were certainly not correct at all market
turning points, the arrows in Figure 6.1 at market tops correspond closely
with penetration of high levels of the EMA10-250 put/call ratio oscillator.
Recall that put/call ratios of equity-only traders at market tops correspond
with low levels of put demand relative to call demand (low put/call ratios).
Likewise, while there are some exceptions, Figure 6.2 shows the same
inverse pattern for market bottoms. When the OEX put/call ratio EMA10-
250 oscillator shows a pattern of low levels at market bottoms, this indi-
cates more call demand relative to put demand. In other words, OEX
options traders appear to be getting it right, where the equity-only crowd
gets it systematically wrong. 

It is not clear why the OEX traders are better able to anticipate the
future direction of the market. It may have something to do with the migra-
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FIGURE 6.1 Extreme bearish sentiment thresholds levels (OEX put/call ratio
EMA10-250 oscillator). (Data Source: Maridome International)
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tion of more unsophisticated traders, to options on the QQQs and Dia-
monds. Although traded on the broad market indices, the latter are counted
as equity options, not index options. Perhaps the OEX trading crowd has
become relatively more sophisticated, populated by the more professional
and seasoned options traders. This is mere conjecture since we do not have
any direct proof. 

While not all appear perfectly timed, OEX options traders are reliable
indicators of trouble ahead for the bulls and bears, but not because they are
caught up with the herd. The arrows in Figure 6.1 indicate that the OEX
options traders were correct at two key market tops, particularly the last
failed attempt to run to new highs before the long bear market began its
rout of the bulls in early 2000. Even a casual look at this chart should dis-
suade any astute trader from trading against the OEX options trading
crowd. Now let’s take a closer look at extreme sentiment thresholds for the
OEX put/call ratio EMA10-250 oscillator.

The data series for the OEX put/call ratio EMA10-250 oscillator is
longer than for our previous one, so it has even more power in terms of sta-
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FIGURE 6.2 Extreme bullish sentiment thresholds (OEX put/call ratio EMA10-
250 oscillator). 
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tistical probability. Yet these are not meant to be formal statistical tests. I
merely attempt to capture a pattern in the data and provide a practical
means of comparison. 

In short-term time frames of ≤ T + 40 days subsequent to penetration
of an extremely bearish sentiment zone, the expected price change was
actually negative, not positive, which is just the opposite of what we
would expect from an options trading crowd that is supposed to be getting
it wrong, not right. Instead, there was an expected price change of −.4 per-
cent! This suggests that OEX traders at market tops were correctly buying
puts, not calls. For the days after penetration of an extremely bullish sen-
timent zone, the expected price change was positive, not negative (1.05
percent). Once again, this is the opposite of what is desired if OEX traders
are good measures of trader psychology who systematically guess wrong. 

Table 6.1 illustrates performance subsequent to periods of extremely
bearish sentiment for both equity-only and OEX options trading crowds.
The data represents the average price gain for each time frame, as shown in
the first column. Taking ≤ T + 40 first, the equity-only options trading crowd
shows a 5.31 percent average price gain after their extreme bearish bets,
which is a good indication of just how wrong they get it, since they are at an
extreme put-buying level and the market on average rises 5.31 percent.
Meanwhile, the OEX trading crowd average price change was −.07, a sig-
nificant difference, and on average, a correct bet. The performance differ-
ential increases at the ≥ T + 50 time frame for average price changes, with
the equity-only options-trading crowd’s extreme bearishness having an aver-
age price gain of 12.03 percent, compared with the OEX options trading
crowd’s bearishness leading to an average price gain of 2.75 percent. This
last figure is less than the random average price gain of 2.80 percent. 

In terms of probability and the correct market sentiment, the results,
on average, are as follows: The equity-only options trading crowd got it
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TABLE 6.1 Equity-Only Versus OEX Put/Call Performance

EMA10-250 Put/Call Oscillator Comparison

Equity-Only OEX

Average Price Change (%)
Time frame ≤ T + 40 5.31 −0.07
Time frame ≥ T + 50 12.03 2.75

Probability of Price Rise (%)
Time frame ≤ T + 40 77.55 39.29
Time frame ≥ T + 50 65.76 28.80
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wrong 77.55 percent of the time, while the OEX option traders did much
better, getting it wrong just 39.29 percent of the time during the shorter time
frames. Finally, in the longer time frames, the equity-only options trading
crowd got it wrong 65.76 percent of the time, but once again underper-
formed the OEX traders who were wrong just 28.8 percent of the time. 

Upon closer examination, OEX options traders did quite well when
they took extreme positions, as seen in Table 6.2. For example, despite 
the historical bullish bias during the period of this study, which covers 
the dates February 15, 1985 through January 29, 2004, with 4776 days in the
sample, the OEX options traders beat the random historical average price
rise of .58 percent in the ≤ T + 40 time frames (with an average price change
of −.07 for this time frame). These results followed periods when OEX
options trader sentiment was extremely bearish. This means that OEX
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TABLE 6.2
Percentage Rise in Price of S&P 500 Following Penetration of
Extreme Bearish Sentiment Thresholds (OEX Put/Call Ratio 
EMA10-250 Oscillator)

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 5 T + 10 T + 20 T + 30 T + 40 % Totals 

10 −0.64 0.24 −0.99 −1.74 −0.66 −0.76
15 −0.49 0.3 −0.78 −1.41 −0.22 −0.52
20 −0.16 2.78 −0.55 −0.96 0.79 0.38
30 −0.13 0.3 −0.25 −0.57 1.11 0.09
40 0.25 0.33 −0.6 −1.3 0.24 −0.22
50 0.2 0.36 0.46 0.36 1.71 0.62
Threshold 

Average −0.16 0.72 −0.45 −0.94 0.5 −0.07
Historical 

Average 0.22 0.33 0.56 0.78 0.99 0.58

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 50 T + 60 T + 120 T + 180 T + 240 % Totals 

10 1.39 2.81 −0.91 3.41 5.7 2.48
15 1.59 2.84 −1.38 2.13 3.35 1.71
20 2.29 3.12 −0.48 3.14 4.39 2.49
30 2.64 3.25 0.22 4.13 4.84 3.02
40 2.07 2.67 0.39 3.91 3.92 2.59
50 2.78 3.42 2.58 5.81 6.51 4.22
Threshold 

Average 2.13 3.02 0.07 3.76 4.79 2.75
Historical 

Average 1.2 1.41 2.61 3.86 4.92 2.8
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options traders were not excessively bearish at market bottoms, at least
not enough to provide reliable market timing information from a contrarian
perspective. When OEX traders were bullish, however, performance was
even better throughout these time frames, with an average price change of
1.47 percent. This means that OEX options traders were not excessively

bullish at market tops, and were to the contrary, positioned to, on average,
predict positive price gains of 1.47 percent. 

As we move to the longer-term time frames, the bearish bets by OEX
traders were not profitable on average, but still came in below the random
historical average price change for the S&P 500 of 2.8 percent (versus 2.75
percent for price changes after bearish positions of OEX traders). Finally,
in terms of overall probability, the data presented in Table 6.3 show that in
short-term time frames the probability of a price rise was just 39.3 percent,
and for long-term time frames just 28.8 percent. This indicates that the OEX
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TABLE 6.3 Probability of S&P 500 Price Rise at Bearish Thresholds 
(OEX Put/Call Ratio)

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 5 T + 10 T + 20 T + 30 T + 40 % Totals 

10 31.2 40.6 31.2 18.7 34.4 31.22
15 30.9 40.5 28.6 19.1 38.1 31.44
20 38.6 42.1 28.1 26.3 50.9 37.2
30 40 44 30.7 32 56 40.54
40 45.4 47.1 33.9 38.8 54.5 43.94
50 55 49.2 43.9 49.2 59.8 51.42
Threshold 

Average 40.18 43.92 32.73 30.68 48.95 39.29
Historical 

Average 57.4 58.8 62 63.8 65.89 61.58

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 50 T + 60 T + 120 T + 180 T + 240 % Totals 

10 46.2 69.2 0 46.2 23.1 36.94
15 26.8 26.8 7.3 14.6 7.3 16.56
20 34.1 31.7 14.6 14.6 12.2 21.44
30 42.4 42.4 18.6 15.3 10.2 25.78
40 43 44.2 30.2 30.2 14 32.32
50 44 46 42.7 40.7 25.3 39.74
Threshold 

Average 39.42 43.38 18.9 26.93 15.35 28.8
Historical 

Average 67.6 66.5 69.3 70.4 72.5 69.26
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options trading crowd did not get it wrong at market bottoms, and easily
beat the random probability of a price rise at any time during the time
frames studied, which were 61.6 percent (≤ T + 40) and 69.3 percent (≥ T + 50).
This means that OEX traders were correct in their sentiment when they
were buying puts in greater number than calls. 

Moreover, as we see in Table 6.4, the bullish bets of the OEX traders,
as seen in the ≥ T + 50 time frames, had an expected price change of
8.43 percent! Compare this with the historical average price change for
the S&P over these time frames of 2.8 percent. The probability of a price
fall, furthermore, during the longer time frames was just 13.3 percent when
OEX option traders become extremely bullish as shown in Table 6.5. This
would make an excellent smart money indicator for picking market bot-
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TABLE 6.4
Percentage Fall in Price of S&P 500 Following Penetration of Extreme
Bullish Sentiment Thresholds (OEX Put/Call Ratio EMA10-250
Oscillator)

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 5 T + 10 T + 20 T + 30 T + 40 % Totals 

10 −0.38 −0.34 2.22 1.11 0.69 0.66
15 0.81 1.39 1.86 2.44 2.91 1.882
20 0.94 1.58 1.9 2.74 3.4 2.11
30 0.48 0.93 1.92 2.54 3.72 1.92
40 0.33 0.59 0.84 1.63 3.22 1.32
50 0.23 0.32 0.54 1.18 2.31 0.92
Threshold 

Average 0.4 0.75 1.55 1.94 2.71 1.47
Historical 

Average 0.22 0.33 0.56 0.78 0.99 0.58

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 50 T + 60 T + 120 T + 180 T + 240 % Totals 

10 3.6 3.58 2.49 6.23 21.53 7.486
15 3.95 5.14 3.49 6.24 22.98 8.36
20 4.17 4.85 3.72 6.27 23.53 8.508
30 3.59 3.64 3.61 8.6 23.58 8.604
40 2.94 2.68 4.91 11.38 22.6 8.902
50 2.55 2.89 6.4 11.9 20 8.748
Threshold 

Average 3.47 3.8 4.1 8.44 22.37 8.43
Historical 

Average 1.2 1.41 2.61 3.86 4.92 2.8
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toms. Clearly, when the OEX traders are in conformity in their call buying,
they are not, on average, getting it wrong.

COMPARISON WITH EQUITY-ONLY PUT/CALL RATIO 

How does this compare with the equity-only put/call ratio? In the shorter-
term time frames after bullish bets by equity-only option traders, the S&P
500 fell on average by −1.23 percent. However, over longer-term time
frames, the S&P 500 average price changes on these extremely bullish days
were associated with a rise 3.51 percent, significantly below the 8.42 per-
cent price rise registered by OEX traders when they are overly bullish.
Although the OEX sample period covers a longer time span creating an
imperfect comparison, there is clearly a differential rate of performance.
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TABLE 6.5
Probability of S&P 500 Price Fall Following Penetration of Extreme
Bullish Sentiment Thresholds (OEX Put/Call Ratio EMA10-250
Oscillator)

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 5 T + 10 T + 20 T + 30 T + 40 % Totals 

10 42.2 69.2 0 46.2 23.1 36.14
15 26.8 26.8 7.3 14.6 7.2 16.54
20 34.1 31.7 14.6 14.6 12.2 21.44
30 42.4 42.4 18.6 15.3 10.2 25.78
40 43 44.2 30.2 30.2 14 32.32
50 44 46 42.7 40.7 25.3 39.74
Threshold 

Average 38.75 43.38 18.9 26.93 15.33 28.66
Historical 

Average 42.6 41.2 38 36.2 34.11 38.42

Sentiment
Thresholds T + 50 T + 60 T + 120 T + 180 T + 240 % Totals 

10 0 0 38.5 0 0 7.7
15 0 4.9 29.3 0 0 6.84
20 0 7.3 41.5 2.4 0 10.24
30 10.2 27.1 39 1.7 0 15.6
40 17.4 37.2 34.9 3.5 2.3 19.06
50 21.3 31.3 29.3 10.7 9.3 20.38
Threshold 

Average 8.15 17.97 35.42 3.05 1.93 13.3
Historical 

Average 32.4 33.5 30.7 29.6 27.5 30.74
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SUMMARY 

From the data analyzed in this chapter, there appears to be a relatively
more sophisticated trading crowd amidst OEX index options traders. OEX
options traders on average were more correct than equity-only options
traders during bullish and bearish sentiment extremes. While OEX traders
did not always get it right, there is enough evidence here to suggest that
they are generally good at timing the market. While it is still a common
practice in the business press to refer to OEX put/call ratios as measures of
the options trading crowd, traders should avoid trading against this crowd,
and may find it more profitable to trade with these options traders.
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CHAPTER 7

From Statistical 
Tests to Sentiment

Trading System

In the preceding chapters, some simple statistical analysis confirmed
that total and equity-only put/call ratios not only reflect investor and
trader sentiment, but that at extremes they indicate how wrong that

sentiment can be among the investing and trading crowd. Since equity-only
traders on average were the best indicators of common misjudgments
made by the crowd, this chapter attempts to build a trading system out of
this apparent market inefficiency. After custom indicators are constructed
and used in the trading systems in this chapter, I modify and apply them in
future chapters when covering other sentiment data series, such as implied
volatility, public short sales data, advisory opinion, and my own bear-and-
bull news flow intensity indices. 

BUILDING CUSTOM INDICATORS 

The custom indicators I present here process raw put/call ratio data into
smoothed oscillators, similar to the EMA10-250 oscillator used in the previ-
ous chapter tests. I use two custom indicators for the system presented in
this chapter. The first is an oscillator that is derived by differencing the 5- and
21-day exponential moving averages (EMA5-21). The second custom indica-
tor (EMA21-50) also is an oscillator, but it uses the 21-day exponential mov-
ing average as the faster, smoothed series; and a slower series, a 50-day
exponential moving average. The MetaStock and TradeStation code for these
custom indicators can be found in Appendix A at the back of this book. 

The trading system, which I call Squeeze Play I, incorporates the equity-
only put/call ratio into oscillators just mentioned. There are, thus, two time
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frames of option sentiment utilized, a short-term oscillator (EMA5-21), which
will be used to time entries, and a medium-term oscillator (EMA21-50) used
to get out of trades. The system rules for Squeeze Play I are presented
in Table 7.1.

At this stage, I am not using a price-based trigger with the sentiment
oscillators; I add those in the following chapter. The system works like this:
When the EMA5-21 oscillator moves from an excessively bullish zone
(defined as moving from above to below zero), a long trade is entered. Like-
wise, when the EMA5-21 moves from below to above zero, a short trade is
entered. The wavelike pattern of the short- and medium-term oscillators
can be viewed in Figure 7.1. 

Now that I have our entry strategy, a mechanical exit rule is needed. I
have found the exit strategy to be the Achilles heel of most trading systems.
In other words, it is often easy to find good entries, but the system per-
formance suffers largely due to pure timing of exits. 

On the exit side of the system, long trades are closed when the EPC21-
50 itself crosses from above to below the zero-level threshold (average
sentiment), and short trades are closed when the EPC21-50 crosses from

below to above the zero-level threshold (average sentiment). 
Many traders work with trailing stops, profit targets, maximum loss

stops, or a combination of these along with money management (that is,
how large a position to take on entry, and how much to take off the table
at specified exit targets). The process can be frustrating and often requires
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TABLE 7.1 Squeeze Play I Trading System Rules (No Price Trigger) 

Long Entry Signal Short Entry Signal

Enter a long position on tomorrow's Enter a short position on 
open when EMA5-21 has crossed tomorrow’s open when EMA5-21
on a closing basis from above has crossed on a closing basis 
zero to below zero. from below zero to above zero.

Long Exit Signal Short Exit Signal

Exit long position on tomorrow’s Exit short position on 
open when EPC21-50 has crossed tomorrow's open when EPC21-50
on a closing basis from above zero has crossed on a closing basis
to below zero. from below zero to above zero.
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system optimization to find the best approach, which hardly leaves me
feeling confident about the results. I prefer to avoid trying to find just the
right stop loss or trailing stop loss parameters. Therefore, for now I oper-
ate without any stop loss management. Use of stop losses is addressed
later in this book.

Optimization is used in this book. However, while I do run optimiza-
tion routines, the aim is not to find the best fit, but to see if the optimization
results indicate a robust system. That is, does the system make money
across most or all optimization parameters, and are those results relatively
uniform? Or, does the profitability depend on a few parameters, or even a
single one? Clearly, it is important to find systems that profit on as many
parameter values as possible. 

One of the problems typically encountered using sentiment data on its
own is that entries are often too early, which is common with all market-
timing approaches that try to identify overbought and oversold levels. Too
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FIGURE 7.1 EMA5-21 and EMA21-50 oscillator waves and S&P 500.

Bearish
wave
cross
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often, the market remains overbought or oversold far longer than the indi-
cators suggest, seriously eroding the profitability of most swing trading
approaches, causing painful drawdowns. 

In light of results from testing done in previous chapters, I employ an
equity-only put/call ratio series in the system tests in this and subsequent
chapters that address the use of put/call ratios, since it appears to offer the
best overall value as a gauge of the wrong-thinking options trading crowd.
Using this series first, I apply Squeeze Play I with sentiment trading rules
only. In a second round of tests, I add a price trigger to see if there is any
significant improvement in performance. 

SQUEEZE PLAY I PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

To begin, I run Squeeze Play I on three major equity market averages dur-
ing a six-year period, running from January 1997 through January 2004.
The following equity cash indices are tested: S&P 500, Dow Jones Industrial
Average, and the NASDAQ 100, all of which have actively traded futures con-
tracts or ETFs that can be used as trading vehicles. I use MetaStock Pro-
fessional for backtesting (see Appendices A and B for system code in
TradeStation and MetaStock formula languages).

This system, and those presented later, can be traded with futures or
ETFs on the equity indices. However, these tests are conducted on the cash
indices. The Squeeze Play I system code is simple to understand, and can
easily be reproduced. For entries and exits, there is one price delay, which
means that, following a signal generation at the close of a trading day, for
example, the system enters a trade at the market opening on the following
day. The exact dates for the back tests are provided in the tables that con-
tain the results for each market. 

As you can see in Table 7.2, results are mixed for Squeeze Play I using
the EMA5-21 oscillator without a price trigger. Long trades do better than
short trades, but overall performance is not acceptable even though a profit
is shown. Total net profit was 312.7 cash index points (worth $250 each),
with a maximum open system drawdown of −74.4 points (but an open trade
drawdown of −286.1 points). 

The buy/hold index is −1.98, which tells us that the system did not pro-
duce more net profit than the buy/hold profit of 406.8 points. This is a crit-
ical assessment variable for any trading system, since it might not be worth
all the effort if the buy/hold profit rate is superior to the trading system. The
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system will need to do better than this before committing real money to the
markets based on opinions of the options trading crowd. Several additional
key performance numbers also were not appealing. For example, average
loss exceeds average wins, −54.65 versus 30.42 points.

Tables 7.3 and 7.4 show that the substitution of slower sentiment
waves/oscillators EMA21-50 and EMA50-250 for sentiment screens, given
the same exit plan, did not improve performance. Instead there is a decline
of total net profit from 312.7 index points to 151 points when we substitute
the EMA21-50 for the EMA5-21 in the system test. Moreover, when the
slower EMA50-250 custom indicator is used, a positive total net profit now
becomes a net loss of −127.5 cash index points. The slower EMA50-250,
moreover, was very poor in most of the essential test performance vari-
ables, most notably having an open system drawdown of −669.5 points. 
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TABLE 7.2 Squeeze Play I Trading System Performance (No Price Trigger) for 
S&P 500 (1/02/97–1/22/04)

Squeeze Play I (EMA5-21) Points-Only Test on CBOE Equity Put/Call Ratio

Total net profit 312.69
Buy/Hold profit 406.88 Average length of loss 36.25
Days in test 2577 Longest winning trade 88
Total closed trades 41 Longest losing trade 68

Most consecutive wins 9
Average profit Most consecutive losses 3

per trade 5.53 Total bars out 623
Average Win/Average 

Loss ratio 0.56 Average length out 14.83
Total long trades 41
Total winning trades 29 Longest out period 47
Total losing trades 12

System close drawdown 0.00
Amount of Profit/Loss index 32.29

winning trades 882.32 System open drawdown −74.44
Amount of losing trades −655.75
Average win 30.42 Reward/Risk index 80.77
Average loss −54.65
Largest win 149.21 Maximum open trade −286.10

drawdown
Buy/Hold index −1.98

Average length of win 26.52
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TABLE 7.3
Squeeze Play I Trading System Performance (No Price Trigger) for
S&P 500 using an EMA21-50 oscillator (1/02/97–1/22/04) 

Squeeze Play I (EMA21-50) Points-Only Test on CBOE Equity Put/Call Ratio

Total net profit 151.00 Average length of win 22.79
Buy/Hold profit 406.8800 Average length of loss 6.29

Longest winning trade 173
Days in test 2577 Longest losing trade 29
Total closed trades 36 Most consecutive wins 4
Average profit per trade 0.98 Most consecutive losses 3

Total bars out 1214
Average Win/Average Loss ratio 0.99 Average length out 32.81
Total long trades 36
Total winning trades 19 Longest out period 97
Total losing trades 17

System close drawdown −47.55
Amount of Profit/Loss index 31.80

winning trades 359.41
Amount of System open drawdown −55.41

losing trades −324.23
Average win 18.92 Reward/Risk index 73.18
Average loss −19.07 Maximum open trade 
Largest win 125.81 drawdown −90.88
Largest loss −51.51 Buy/Hold index 34.34

TABLE 7.4 Squeeze Play I Trading System Performance (No Price Trigger) for
S&P 500 Using an EMA50-250 Oscillator (1/02/97–1/22/04)

Squeeze Play I (EMA50-250) Points-Only Test on CBOE Equity Put/Call Ratio

Total net profit −127.49 Average length of win 62.75
Buy/Hold profit 406.88 Average length of loss 328.00

Longest winning trade 199
Days in test 2577 Longest losing trade 650
Total closed trades 6 Most consecutive wins 3

Most consecutive losses 2
Average profit per trade −48.5133 Total bars out 770
Average Win/Average Loss ratio 0.23
Total long trades 6 Longest out period 305
Total winning trades 4
Total losing trades 2 System close drawdown −394.67

Profit/Loss index −33.90
Amount of winning trades 248.63 System open drawdown −538.66

Reward/Risk index −23.67
Amount of losing trades −539.71
Average win 62.16 Maximum open trade 
Average loss −269.85 drawdown −669.53
Largest win 145.04
Largest loss −525.54 Buy/Hold index −91.13
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SUMMARY 

This chapter presents results from a preliminary investor sentiment trading
system setup, which does not contain price-based triggers or stop losses.
The CBOE equity-only option put/call ratio was used for a measure of
options trading crowd sentiment in the system tests. An EMA5-21 oscillator
was used as an entry screen. Performance of the tests using EMA5-21, as
well as EMA21-50 and EMA50-250 oscillators, failed to produce viable
results. In the next chapter, I introduce a basic price-based entry trigger
mechanism, which is added to the Squeeze Play I system rules outlined in
this chapter. I use price-based filters for trade entries and the EMA5-21 sen-
timent oscillator screen as an initial screening mechanism. Let’s see if per-
formance can be improved to an acceptable level for risking real money. 
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CHAPTER 8

Squeeze Play I:
Pulling the

Price Trigger

The Squeeze Play I option sentiment trading system explored in
the previous chapter allows trade entry, either long or short, if the
EMA5-21 oscillator value has been above zero (longs) or below zero

(shorts), and then experiences a crossover. Just to reiterate what is hap-
pening during this crossover, when the oscillator crosses to the negative,
the options trading crowd moves from a previously bearish mood to a bull-
ish state. This is captured in the faster-moving EMA5-21 oscillator, so the
hope is that it catches the start of a sentiment reversal. The presumption is
that sentiment is experiencing a sudden change, from what were excessive
levels before the cross. At this point, there is no specification in the system
code to require any specific prior level of extreme sentiment. The sentiment
measured in the EMA5-21 oscillator just needs to have been above average
levels of sentiment, then suddenly to have reversed to get us into the trade.
As for exits, when the slower (EMA21-50) oscillator follows this path, it is
time to get out.

Why should this work? Admittedly, this is a crude approach, but on
average, it has the possibility to catch sentiment reversals. To improve the
hit rate, in this chapter I add an important, yet simple, price-based trigger to
the equation. As seen in Table 8.1, the entry rule for long positions now
includes a close above the high of the previous day by the cash index price.
For short positions, a close below the low of the previous day is required.
The logic behind this price trigger rule is the idea of a “squeeze,” hence the
term Squeeze Play. Price action catches the majority by surprise.

For many years, I have experimented with trading systems, and know
how hard it is to find a reliable one, which meets all my expectations. Since
I am not a computer programmer, I have always had to keep my program-
ming language simple which, at the end of the day, often yields the best
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results. I am a big believer in the KISS (Keep It Simple, Stupid) philosophy.
This applies as much to my trading systems development and testing as it
does in my money management techniques and my personal life.

One basic setup that has been a favorite of mine is a short-term varia-
tion of the simple price breakout method. Long-term trend followers like to
go long when market price breaks out above the high of a previous number
of days (typically a 20-day high). My price-triggered Squeeze Play I system
trades in much shorter time frames, using a much tighter range, using a
close above the previous day’s high or below the low as the trigger. 

Using a closing value instead of an intraday price move, I avoid what
are often false moves arising from market noise that can often trigger buy
stops and sell stops intraday just before reversing. Since I am looking for a
solid confirmation of an impending move up or down, I want a close above

or below the previous day’s high or low, respectively.

TESTING SQUEEZE PLAY I WITH A PRICE TRIGGER 

I add the basic price trigger to the system tested in the previous chapter and
rerun tests on the S&P 500. Following tests on the S&P 500, I run the sys-
tem on other major market averages to evaluate just how robust Squeeze
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TABLE 8.1 Squeeze Play I System Rules with Price Trigger 

Long Entry Signal Short Entry Signal

Rule #1: Enter a long position on Rule #1: Enter a short position on
tomorrow’s open when EMA5-21 tomorrow’s open when EMA5-21 has
has crossed on a closing basis from crossed on a closing basis from
above to below zero. below to above zero.

Rule #2: Enter a long position if today’s Rule #2: Enter a short position if today’s
close is greater than the previous close is less than the previous day’s low.
day’s high.

Long Exit Signal Short Exit Signal

Exit a long position on tomorrow’s Exit a short position on tomorrow’s
open when EPC21-50 has crossed open when EPC21-50 has crossed
on a closing basis from above to on a closing basis from below to
below zero. above zero.
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Play I is with a price trigger. Following these tests, I modify this price trig-
ger parameter setting to evaluate how reliable the triggers are across mul-
tiple parameter values. Finally, there are no traditional price-based stops
used. Instead, the system reverses when the EMA5-21 recrosses the aver-
age (zero) line, in effect limiting losses. 

The addition of a price trigger shows significant improvement in
Squeeze Play I performance. As you can see from the test results presented
in Table 8.2, a simple trigger mechanism makes a critical difference. All test
dates cover the period January 2, 1997 through January 22, 2004. Running
Squeeze Play I with the simple price trigger beginning with longs only, the
system improves substantially. There are now reasonably good results on
the key performance statistics. Total net profit (643.47 points) easily beat
the buy-and-hold profit (406.88). This is a necessary first condition for a
good trading system. Next, an average win increased to 40.49 points, while
an average loss was just −17.31, an excellent average buy/loss spread. This
is even more impressive given the fact that the percentage of winners was
68 percent with 17 winners and 8 losers. This is particularly good given the
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TABLE 8.2 EMA5-21 Squeeze Play I with Basic Price Trigger—S&P 500 
(Longs Only)

Total net profit 643.47 Average length of win 32.24
Average length of loss 30.38

Buy/Hold profit 406.88 Longest winning trade 88
Longest losing trade 68

Days in test 2577 Most consecutive wins 4
Total closed trades 25 Most consecutive losses 2

Total bars out 997
Average profit per trade 21.9896 Average length out 38.35
Average Win/Average Loss ratio 2.34 Longest out period 127
Total long trades 25
Winning long trades 17 System close drawdown 0.0
Total losing trades 8 Profit/Loss index 82.29
Amount of winning trades 688.27 System open drawdown −282.40
Amount of losing trades −138.53 Reward/Risk index 89.63
Average win 40.49
Average loss −17.31 Maximum open trade
Largest win 149.21 drawdown −223.57
Largest loss −73.12 Buy/Hold index 81.18
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closed system drawdown of zero. There is still a high open trade draw-
down of −223.6 points, but the largest closed trade loss experienced was
−73 points. 

Furthermore, there is an excellent reward/risk index number of 89.63,
which compares the amount of winning trades to the amount of losing
trades (100 is maximum performance). Also the profit/loss index is 82.29
(out of a perfect 100), which combines winning trades and losing trades
into one value (−100 is the worst and 100 is the best). 

When the profit/loss index has no losing trades, for example, the index
would be 100, and when it has no winning trades, it is at −100. Therefore, a
profit/loss index of 82.29 is a very good score, with 688.27 winning points
compared with −138.53 losing points.

The net profit is higher than total winning minus losing points would
indicate because the last trade was not closed by the system during the test,
leaving an unrealized gain of nearly 100 points on the position. The last
trade in the system test was entered on November 25, 2003, at which point
there were 549.74 winning points gained. As of January 22, 2004, this trade
was still open with a total net profit on the system of 643.47 (shown in
Table 8.2). Since the trade was not closed, however, this additional gain is
not reflected in the total winning trades column, but it is shown in total net
profits. The trade needs to be closed to be counted in the profit/loss per-
formance field. 

LONGS AND SHORTS COMBINED 

Performance improves further when we go to a combined long and short
system, as was tested in the previous chapter. Recall that Squeeze Play I
without a price trigger generated just 312 points in profit and did not beat
the buy-and-hold number. The test results presented in Table 8.3 now show
a dramatic improvement. Total net profit jumps to 763.71 index points,
which nearly doubles the buy-and-hold profit of 406.88. Meanwhile, the
open system drawdown falls to −54.23 and the maximum open trade draw-
down decreases to −128.19 (reflecting reversal trades that cut losses short).
An average win was 40.53 points compared with an average loss of −26.37.
The ratio of wins to losses was 1.54, which is a very good number. 

In a test run of a shorts-only Squeeze Play I system there was a sub-
stantial loss of over 400 points using the non-trigger test (not shown),
though there was a net loss of just −19.29 points with a trigger added, as
seen in Table 8.4. While the shorts-only is not impressive on its own, clearly
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TABLE 8.3 EMA5-21 Squeeze Play I with Basic Price Trigger—S&P 500
(Longs/Shorts)

Total net profit 763.71 Largest win 120.60
Buy/Hold profit 406.88 Largest loss −109.28

Average length of win 15.37
Days in test 2577 Average length of loss 15.73
Total closed trades 71 Longest winning trade 42

Longest losing trade 68
Average Win/Average Loss ratio 1.54 Total bars out 744
Total long trades 37 Longest out period 69
Total short trades 34
Winning long trades 21 System close drawdown −22.53
Winning short trades 17
Total winning trades 38 Profit/Loss index 46.74
Total losing trades 33 System open drawdown −54.23

Reward/Risk index 93.37
Amount of winning trades 1540.20
Amount of losing trades −870.22 Maximum open trade 
Average win 40.53 drawdown −128.19
Average loss −26.37 Buy/Hold index 110.74

Source: Created using MetaStock Professional from Equis International.

TABLE 8.4 EMA5-21 Squeeze Play I with Basic Price Trigger—S&P 500 
(Shorts Only)

Total net profit −19.29 Average length of win 19.36
Buy/Hold profit 406.88 Average length of loss 46.36

Longest winning trade 50
Days in test 2577 Longest losing trade 108
Total closed trades 25 Most consecutive wins 4

Most consecutive losses 3
Average profit per trade 3.79 Total bars out 1004

Average length out 38.62
Average Win/Average Loss ratio 0.95
Total short trades 25 Longest out period 118
Winning short trades 14
Total losing trades 11 System close drawdown −195.45

Profit/Loss index −3.34
Amount of winning trades 557.97 System open drawdown −282.40

Reward/Risk index −6.83
Amount of losing trades −463.29
Average win 39.855 Maximum open trade
Average loss −42.12 drawdown −170.76
Largest win 120.6 Buy/Hold index −132.75
Largest loss −135.21

Source: Created using MetaStock Professional from Equis International.
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there is a synergy when shorts and longs are combined that allows for the
improved results seen in the long/short tests presented in Table 8.3. 

Adding a proprietary sentiment filter to the Squeeze Play I setup,
finally, I ran the test again, and the results are presented in Table 8.5. Total
net profit jumps to 1141.4 index points, with the maximum open trade
drawdown falling to −83.36 and system open drawdown showing just
−24.48 points. An average win is 32.65, lower than without the proprietary
filter, but average loss is lower, too, at −13.58, leaving a win/loss profit ratio
of 2.4. It does not get much better than this. Figure 8.1 contains the equity
growth for this system testing time frame, which is quite stable.

When applied to the other major equity indices, results were equally
good. The results are summarized in Table 8.6. If these systems were
traded with equity index futures, the total percentage gains for the period
studied would have been 951, 900, and 1,222 percent, respectively, for the
S&P 500, Dow Jones Industrial Average, and NASDAQ 100. Total net dollar
profit was $285,350 (S&P 500), $90,032 (DJIA), and $183,314 (NASDAQ
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TABLE 8.5 EMA5-21 Squeeze Play I with Basic Price Trigger/Secondary
Proprietary Screen—S&P 500 (Longs/Shorts)

Total net profit 1141.40 Largest win 120.60
Buy/Hold profit 406.88

Largest loss −26.80
Days in test 2577
Total closed trades 42 Average length of win 15.40

Average length of loss 12.29
Average profit per trade 24.9445 Longest winning trade 55

Longest losing trade 26
Average Win/Average Loss ratio 2.40 Most consecutive wins 13
Total long trades 22 Most consecutive losses 1
Total short trades 20 Total bars out 1193
Winning long trades 19 Longest out period 114
Winning short trades 16
Total winning trades 35 System close drawdown 0.00
Total losing trades 7 Profit/Loss index 92.31

System open drawdown −24.48
Amount of winning trades 1142.73 Reward/Risk index 97.90
Amount of losing trades −95.06 Maximum open trade
Average win 32.65 drawdown −83.36
Average loss −13.58 Buy/Hold index 203.56

Source: Created using MetaStock Professional from Equis International.
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100). The initial account starting balances for each market were $30,000,
$10,000, and $15,000, respectively. As Table 8.6 clearly shows, the buy and
hold approaches are exceeded substantially. The S&P 500 tests, for exam-
ple, produced over $180,000 in net profit above the buy-and-hold profit.
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TABLE 8.6
Squeeze Play I Percentage Gain/Loss for S&P 500, DJIA, and 
NASDAQ Using Equity Index Futures Contracts (Jan 2, 1997–
Jan 22, 2004

Squeeze Play I: Summary of Performance

Buy/Hold Initial Account
Futures Market Net Profit ($) Profit ($) Size ($) Gain/Loss (%)

S&P 500 285,350 101,720 30,000 951
DJIA 90,032 41,620 10,000 900
NASDAQ 183,314 7,875 15,000 1,222

Data Source: Summa Capital Management & Research.

FIGURE 8.1 Equity growth for Squeeze Play I with proprietary filter and triggers
on S&P 500. Data Source: Pinnacle Data.
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APPLYING SQUEEZE PLAY I TO THE OEX 

In Table 8.7, performance results for testing on the S&P 100 (OEX) stock
index, a popular index option for traders, is presented. Squeeze Play I did
well on the OEX, with a total net profit of 423.54 points compared to a buy-
and-hold profit of 208.65. The system close drawdown was just −12.24
points. The average-win-to-average-loss ratio was 1.57, with a ratio of win-
ners to losers greater than 50 percent. Finally the reward/risk index of 93
suggests that this system offers as much promise as when applied to the
other major market averages covered above.

SUMMARY 

This chapter demonstrates how adding a price trigger to Squeeze Play I
produced substantial improvement in the use of equity-only put/call ratios
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TABLE 8.7 EMA5-21 Squeeze Play I with Basic Price Trigger with (Long/Short)
on OEX Cash Index

Total net profit 423.54 Largest win 68.33
Buy/Hold profit 208.65 Largest loss −44.49
Days in test 2577 Average length of win 17.85
Total closed trades 73 Average length of loss 10.06

Longest winning trade 46
Average profit per trade 5.13 Longest losing trade 40

Most consecutive wins 7
Average Win/Average Loss ratio 1.57 Most consecutive losses 5
Total long trades 39 Total bars out 805
Total short trades 34 Longest out period 69
Winning long trades 22
Winning short trades 18 System close drawdown −12.24
Total winning trades 40 Profit/Loss index 50.66
Total losing trades 33 System open drawdown −29.32

Reward/Risk index 93.52
Amount of winning trades 786.92
Amount of losing trades −412.48 Maximum open trade
Average win 19.67 drawdown −67.18
Average loss −12.50 Buy/Hold index 126.53

Source: Created using MetaStock Professional from Equis International.
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as a measure of the unsophisticated options trader sentiment. First applied
to the S&P 500, the system was then run on the Dow Jones Industrial Aver-
age and NASDAQ 100 (without optimization), and finally the OEX S&P 100
equity index. Performance was quite consistent across each of these equity
indices. Calculating dollar rates of return using futures contracts, gains
were highest (1,222 percent) on the NASDAQ 100 for the seven-year period
of the test and the lowest on the DJIA (900 percent). Total return on the
S&P 500 futures contract was 951 percent for the period. The average
annual gain for the three contracts combined was 146.3 percent. The tests
did not include commissions and slippage, but given the small number of
trades and the type of position trading employed, this would have had only
a minor impact on performance. Later, in tests that take many more trades,
I factor commission costs into the performance results.
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CHAPTER 9

Sentiment Squeeze 
Play II

With the excellent results achieved in the previous chapter using
Squeeze Play I with price triggers on stock indices, it would make
sense to extend such a system to individual stocks to see if simi-

lar profitable performance can be achieved. After all, stock indices are
merely aggregates of individual stock prices, and aggregate equity-only
put /call ratios are taken from individual stock options volume each day.
Logically therefore, individual stocks should be an excellent place to apply
such crowd psychology gauges. However, a preliminary assessment of the
data indicates that there is too much noise using the EMA5-21 oscillator on
individual stock options put/call ratios. As a result, Squeeze Play I needs to
be modified. I call this new system Squeeze Play II.

Many big-cap stocks today—whether “new economy” tech stocks like
Microsoft (MSFT) or old-style, brick-and-mortar companies like General
Electric (GE)—have actively traded listed options, which offer an excellent
secondary data stream for gauging market sentiment. 

A look at the most active puts and calls at the Chicago Board of Trade
(CBOT) for April 9, 2004 offers a glimpse of the nature of the listed stock
options market, with its mix of options traded on stocks, stock indices, and
exchange traded funds (ETFs). As you can see in Figures 9.1 and 9.2, 
the volume can top 5,000 on a daily basis for some of the most active
option contracts. For example, Figure 9.1 shows that on this particular day,
Microsoft had the lead stock option call contract. The August 30 strike
traded 5,965 contracts, with a last sale of 35¢. For puts, as seen in Figure
9.2, Proctor & Gamble (PG) had the leading stock options contract. 

Some options traders monitor daily stock options volume in relation to
open interest on individual stocks in order to find potential big movers,
with the assumption that the smart money must know something. This is
presumably why the volume in put options or call options series is some-
times inexplicably on the rise. This assumes, of course, that there is no
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pending news about a stock. Without an obvious reason, extra volume may
be attributable to insider speculation on the likely direction of the stock in
anticipation of an impending news announcement or company develop-
ment. 

But this “noise” in the markets only causes trouble for put /call ratios,
since we are looking for prolonged sentiment waves, either bullish or bear-
ish, that provide a reliable setup for entering a trade using price triggers.
To clarify, the emphasis is almost exclusively on what the “dumb” (unso-
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FIGURE 9.1 Most active CBOE call options series. (Source: CBOE.)

FIGURE 9.2 Most active CBOE put options series. (Source: CBOE.)
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phisticated) money is doing. Remember, we want to look for sentiment
extremes, when markets are most predictable, and then find a timely entry
point. And one day’s activity does not provide sufficient information about
the crowd’s mood.

My approach, therefore, is not to try to predict if and when a stock is
about to explode in one direction or another based on what the “smart”
money might be buying in the listed options market. I am not suggesting
that this approach is not effective. I have no way to know since I have never
evaluated it. I simply want to distinguish it from the approach to trading
stocks employed here. We are taking positions based on what the smoothed
put/call ratio oscillators are telling us about the prevailing sentiment in the
market. These indicators tell us if the crowd has turned too greedy or too
fearful as reflected in the ratio of the daily volume of puts or calls being pur-
chased (on average).

Let’s begin to examine the raw data. The CBOE average daily options
volume for May 2004 is presented in Table 9.3. Leading the group is
Microsoft, with 355,059 call options and 219,264 put options traded. The
average daily volume (ADV) is shown as well, with 16,908 for calls and
10,441 for puts. A put /call ratio can be calculated using these 21-day aver-
age daily volumes (ADV). By dividing 10,441 (put ADV) by 16,908 (put
ADV), the put /call ratio is .548. However, this approach for deriving ratios
does not work for my purpose. I need a historical series that can be con-
structed easily from the raw daily numbers and manipulated into different
moving average speeds. So the exchange data offers limited use; however,
it does provide a glimpse of leaders in this market and average daily vol-
umes for illustrative purposes.

EMA50-100 SQUEEZE PLAY II 

Turning to system testing, I have somewhat randomly selected a group of
stocks from different industries to use as a sample, with the stocks having
only one feature in common—they are big-cap stocks with actively traded
options. Among the sample of six, IBM, MSFT, GE, Wal-Mart, and Citigroup
are seen among the volume leaders, shown in Figure 9.3. The other, Merck,
is not shown, yet it too has a very liquid options markets. I conduct back
tests on these stocks to see if the manic nature of the stock options trading
crowd offers any useful information for predicting the future direction of
these individual stocks. Similar to the previous Squeeze Play I, Squeeze
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Play II aims to identify small pockets of excessive sentiment as an initial
trading condition, using a price trigger to get into each trade once that con-
dition is found. Table 9.1 contains Squeeze Play II trading rules, which indi-
cates the use of a slower oscillator.

Instead of an EMA5-21 oscillator, Squeeze Play II uses a EMA50-100
oscillator, which is created by differencing a 50-day exponential moving
average with a 100-day exponential moving average (subtracting the 50-day
from the 100-day creates the oscillator series). 

Squeeze Play II has some additional changes. A long trade is entered
when the highest high value of the EMA50-100 in the past 10 days is greater
than 5 percent. For short trades, a position is entered when the EMA50-100
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FIGURE 9.3 CBOE average daily options volume. (Source: CBOE.)
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oscillator’s lowest low value of the past 10 days is less than −5 percent.
Recall that Squeeze Play I took a trade with an EMA5-21 cross of the zero
level. For now, I leave out the price triggers, allowing for a comparative set
of test results when using a price trigger later.

SYSTEM LOGIC 

When the EMA50-100 has been above zero by 5 percent or more, it means
there has been above average bearishness, and when it has been below −5
percent there has been above average bullishness, which establishes a suf-
ficient sentiment setup. These readings are always taken on a daily closing
basis. In other words, if investor psychology is sufficiently one-sided based
on these conditions, either too bearish or too bullish, a trade is entered on
the next open. I begin with Merck.

Merck, a pharmaceutical giant, has an active options market, and is one
of the Dow components. Tests on Merck, as well as the other stocks in this
chapter, cover the period of January 7, 1998 through November 26, 2003. I
look at long-only trade signals first. Because for now I am only looking for
entry points to catch large bullish moves, and this includes a period of
major stock declines, any good results from long trades carry extra statis-
tical weight. The results of the non-trigger tests are presented in Table 9.2.
As you can see, performance results are calculated in simpler-to-interpret
dollar terms; this is not possible for the equity cash indices tested in previ-
ous chapters, a limitation found in MetaStock back tests.
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TABLE 9.1 EMA50-100 Squeeze Play II Rules

EMA50-100 Squeeze Play II Rules—Entries

EMA50-100 Squeeze Play II Rules—Exits

Exit long positions on open when the
EMA50-100 highest high value in the
past 10 days is less than −5 percent.

Exit short positions on open when
the EMA50-100 highest high value
in the past 10 days is greater than 
+5 percent.

Enter a long position on open when
the EMA50-100 highest high value in 
the past 10 days is greater than +5
percent.

Enter a short position on open when
the EMA50-100 lowest low value 
of the past 10 days is less than −5
percent.
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The testing of stocks in MetaStock Professional permits specifying an
initial balance. In this book I use $10,000 in all the tests on stocks, which are
also margined at 50 percent. Without a price trigger at this stage, Table 9.2
shows results using this $10,000 trading capital that are hardly sufficient for
a reasonable system. There are some performance variables that are
acceptable, such as a reward/risk ratio of 93.2 and an average win/average
loss ratio of 1.24. However, while the buy/hold profit also was exceeded,
total net profit was just $2,900.45 for the entire period. Note that buy/hold
profit was a negative −$1,872.39, meaning Merck declined during the period
studied. Now let’s insert a price trigger. 
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TABLE 9.2 EMA50-100 Squeeze Play II with Price Trigger Performance—MRK
(Longs Only) 1/7/98–11/26/03

Total net profit $2,900.45 Average loss −704.62
Largest win $2,347.20

Percent gain/loss 29.00 Largest loss −$1,668.21
Annual percent Average length of win 28.26

gain/loss 4.92
Initial investment $10,000.00 Average length of loss 10.89
Buy/Hold profit −$1,872.39 Longest winning trade 73
Days in test 2,150 Longest losing trade 16
Buy/Hold percentage Most consecutive wins 6

gain/loss −18.72
Annual B/H percentage Most consecutive losses 6

gain/loss −3.18
Total closed trades 37 Total bars out 807

Average length out 21.24
Commissions paid $375.00

Longest out period 154
Average profit per trade $104.57

System close drawdown −$11.28
Average Win/Average Profit/Loss index 18.61

Loss ratio 1.24
Total long trades 37 System open drawdown −$211.61
Total winning trades 19 Reward/Risk index 93.20
Total losing trades 18

Max open 
trade drawdown −$1,650.13

Amount of Buy/Hold index 203.17
winning trades $16,552.18

Amount of 
losing trades −$12,683.08

Average win $871.17
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TABLE 9.4A
EMA50-100 Squeeze Play II Performance with Price Trigger—MRK 
(Longs Only) 1/7/98–11/26/03. Uses 10 percent maximum loss stop
and a trailing stop loss of 50 percent risk with a 9-day price delay

Total net profit $5,735.56 Average loss −$590.14
Percent gain/loss 57.36 Largest win $2,457.41
Annual percent Largest loss −$1,552.59

gain/loss 9.74
Initial investment $10,000.00 Average length of win 25.24

Average length of loss 9.89
Buy/Hold profit −$1,872.39 Longest winning trade 79
Days in test 2150 Longest losing trade 13
Buy/Hold percent Most consecutive wins 6

gain/loss −18.72
Annual B/H percent Most consecutive losses 3

gain/loss −3.18
Total closed trades 26 Total bars out 1007

Average length out 37.30
Commissions paid $265.00

Longest out period 168
Average profit per trade $60.75

System close drawdown $0.00
Average Win/Average Profit/Loss index 51.92

Loss ratio 1.21
Total long trades 26 System open drawdown −$122.65
Total winning trades 17 Reward/Risk index 97.91
Total losing trades 9

Maximum open 
trade drawdown −$1,234.55

Amount of Buy/Hold index 350.57
winning trades $12,090.74

Amount of 
losing trades −$5,311.26

Average win $711.22

TABLE 9.3 EMA50-100 Squeeze Play II Price Trigger Rules—Entries

Enter long when today’s closing price
is greater than the highest high of 
the past three days.

Enter short when today’s closing price
is less than the lowest low of the past
three days.
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Again testing longs only, Table 9.3 contains the addition of a price trig-
ger with Squeeze Play II. The system enters a long position on open given
the sentiment conditions described in Table 9.1, and when the closing price
of the day is greater than the highest high of the past three days (the price
trigger). For short positions, when the closing price of the day is less than
the lowest low of the past three days, a short position is entered on the next
open. Table 9.3 contains these new price trigger rules.

Results from testing Squeeze Play II with the price trigger rules described
in Table 9.3 are presented in Table 9.4A. A stop loss of 10 percent and trail-
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TABLE 9.4B
Optimized EMA50-100 Squeeze Play II Performance with 
Price Trigger—MRK (Longs Only) 1/7/98–11/26/03. Uses 10
percent maximum loss stop and a trailing stop loss of 50 percent
risk with a 9-day price delay

Total net profit $7,247.34 Average loss −$344.50
Percent gain/loss 72.47 Largest win $2,524.08
Annual percent Largest loss −$708.26

gain/loss 12.30
Initial investment $10,000.00 Average length of win 28.75

Average length of loss 11.20
Buy/Hold profit −$1,872.39 Longest winning trade 79
Days in test 2150 Longest losing trade 12
Buy/Hold percent Most consecutive wins 5

gain/loss −18.72
Annual Buy/Hold Most consecutive losses 3

percent gain/loss −3.18
Total closed trades 17 Total bars out 1106

Average length out 61.44
Commissions paid $175.00

Longest out period 235
Average profit per trade $493.59

System close drawdown $0.00
Average Win/Average Profit/Loss index 80.

Loss ratio 2.45
Winning long trades 12 System open drawdown −$122.65
Total winning trades 12 Reward/Risk index 98.34
Total losing trades 5

Maximum open 
trade drawdown −$1,143.74

Amount of Buy/Hold index 425.98
winning trades $10,113.58

Amount of losing trades −$1,722.49
Average win $842.80
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ing stop of 50 percent with a 9-day price delay are also added. Total net
profit increases from $2,900.45 to $5,735.56, with a very good buy/hold
index rating of 350.57. Anything greater than 100 shows the buy/hold
amount was exceeded. The annual gain is 9.74 percent, which beats an
annual buy/hold loss of −3.18 percent. The system had a risk/reward index
of 97.91 (100 is the best) and a very small open system drawdown of −
$122.65. All these are excellent results, especially since this is for long
trades only during a period when Merck suffered declines. 

To further test the validity of these results I now run some optimization
routines on trigger thresholds in the model. The results are presented in
Table 9.5. The best profit was obtained by using a close above the highest
high day over the previous three days for the price trigger, but all produced
a profit—of good indication for this system. 

SYSTEM TESTING ON SHORT TRADES 

Now I want to work the short side into the model, given that we have fairly
good results from the long side for a stock that suffered some large declines
during the study period. The setup uses +5/−5 percent thresholds as speci-
fied in Table 9.1 for short/long entry and exit points and 3-day high/low-
close price triggers breakout points (leaving the same stops in place used
above). Table 9.6 shows the results on Merck using parameters for short
position trades only, with results that easily beat the buy/hold annualized
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TABLE 9.5

EMA50-100 Squeeze Play II Performance with Optimized Price 
Trigger—MRK (Longs Only) 1/7/98–11/26/03 (Note: Same stop 
loss management specified in Tables 9.4A and 9.4B was used in
these tests.)

Optimization of Highest High Days Trigger

Days
Net Total Ratio Winners Optimization

Profit % Profit($) Trades Winners Losers to Losers Days Variable 

75.46 7,545.8750 18 13 5 1.7012 3
59.57 5,957.1211 22 14 8 1.2434 2
53.40 5,340.2178 16 10 6 2.1766 5
47.66 4,766.0752 23 15 8 1.0791 1
45.38 4,537.8652 18 11 7 1.6968 4
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82 TRADING AGAINST THE CROWD

TABLE 9.6 EMA50-100 Squeeze Play II Performance with Price Trigger—MRK 
(Shorts Only) 1/7/98–11/26/03

Total net profit $6,202.56 Average loss −$572.93
Percent gain/loss 62.03 Largest win $2,389.54
Annual percent Largest loss −$1,378.16

gain/loss 10.53
Initial investment $10,000.00 Average length of win 16.33

Average length of loss 8.75
Buy/Hold profit −1872.39 Longest winning trade 51
Days in test 2150 Longest losing trade 12
Buy/Hold percent Most consecutive wins 5

gain/loss −18.72
Annual Buy/Hold 

percent gain/loss −3.18
Total closed trades 26 Total bars out 1170

Average length out 43.33
Commissions paid $260.00

Longest out period 257
Average profit per trade $238.56

System close drawdown −$966.15
Average Win/Average Profit/Loss index 57.51

Loss ratio 1.05
Total short trades 26 System open drawdown −$970.55
Winning short trades 18 Reward/Risk index 86.47
Total losing trades 8

Maximum open 
trade drawdown −$1,257.18

Amount of Buy/Hold index 431.26
winning trades $10,785.99

Amount of 
losing trades −$4,583.43

Average win $599.22

loss of −3.18 percent. Total net profit is $6,202.56 with an annualized gain of
10.53 percent with acceptable performance variables.

When an optimization test run is applied to a range of sentiment thresh-
olds, performance improves slightly. However, more interesting is the appear-
ance of the same wide band of profitable entry/exit threshold parameter
values. Recall that I began this study with a best guess of +5/−5 percent
thresholds for entry/exit. In both long and short optimization runs, all com-
binations of nearby sentiment thresholds produced good to excellent profits.
The results for long trades are presented in Table 9.7, which uses the original
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price trigger from Table 9.3; a maximum stop loss of 10 percent along with a
trailing stop of 50 percent with a 9-day delay, this is also used for all the other
tests on stocks below. The account, moreover, is still trading on 50 percent
margin.

Note the columns of the sentiment threshold variable in Table 9.7.
There is a very good profitable profile for every combination. For example,
the +8/−8 percent threshold levels produced a gain of 187.97 percent during
this six-year period, or a total of $18,796.62 on an original investment of
$10,000. A look at the other combinations indicates the system holds
together quite well across a wide band of excessive sentiment levels.

Finally, let’s put this all together and apply the system to a long and
short trades simultaneous test, which can produce trading synergies as
reverse signals act to limit losses, and possibly produce additional gains.

Table 9.8 contains the results of a long/short test on Merck with thresh-
olds optimized. The maximum net profit was $82,602.55 with a reward/risk
index of 99.71 with no closed system drawdown or open system drawdown,
and annual gain of 140.23 percent. It does not get much better than this,

84 TRADING AGAINST THE CROWD

FIGURE 9.4 Squeeze Play II System test on Merck, indicating entry and exit
points, and equity plot.
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TABLE 9.8

Optimized EMA50-100 Squeeze Play II Performance with Price 
Trigger—MRK (Longs/Shorts) Uses 10 percent maximum stop loss of
50 percent risk with a 9-day price delay and 50 percent margin.
(1/7/98–11/26/03)

Total net profit $82,602.55 Average win $3,941.61
Average loss −$2,827.67

Percent gain/loss 826.03 Largest win $26,473.34
Annual percent 

gain/loss 140.23
Initial investment $10,000.00 Largest loss −$10,289.17

Average length of win 21.61
Buy/Hold profit −$3,739.78 Average length of loss 6.86
Days in test 2150 Longest winning trade 79
Buy/Hold percent Longest losing trade 12

gain/loss −37.4
Annual Buy/Hold Most consecutive wins 6

percent gain/loss −6.35
Total closed trades 45 Most consecutive losses 2

Total bars out 805
Commissions paid $450.00 Average length out 17.89
Average profit Longest out period 113

per trade $1,835.61
Average Win/ System close drawdown $0.00

Average Loss ratio 1.39
Total long trades 18 Profit/Loss index 67.60
Total short trades 27 System open drawdown −240.29
Winning long trades 13 Reward/Risk index 99.71
Winning short trades 18 Maximum open 

trade drawdown −$7,631.17
Total winning trades 31 Buy/Hold index 2308.75
Total losing trades 14
Amount of 

winning trades $122,189.95
Amount of 

losing trades −$39,587.41

especially with an average-win-to-average-loss ratio of 1.39. Figure 9.4
shows the trigger point entries generated by the system back test, catching
some very large moves made by Merck. But just how reliable are these
results, since they are optimized? The answer requires an examination of
the results of the optimization routine on all combinations of the threshold
values, which are presented in Table 9.9; and it requires further testing on
other stocks with these same system parameters. 
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The worst combination of the threshold +4/−4 percent produced a net
profit of $35,698.72 and a total gain of 356.99 percent (last entry in Table
9.9), which indicates that these parameters all work quite well, at least on
Merck. In other words, any of the sentiment thresholds used would have
generated fairly good results. Will I get the same favorable results on
other stocks? The next step in testing requires running this system on the
other equity issues I’ve selected, which should give us some clues.

OUT-OF-SAMPLE TESTING ON OTHER 
LARGE-CAP STOCKS

If the system developed in this chapter has a chance of success, it must be
able to perform well on more than just one stock. In other words, the system
performance must be robust, and one way to explore this dimension is
through an out-of-sample test on other stocks. Typically this is performed
on the same stock or market using a time period different from that used to
derive the performance parameters. Out-of-sample tests are important
because the past may not repeat itself exactly in the future. Ideally, an out-
of-sample test should yield similar performance to the initial sample tests,
without altering key threshold parameters. More important, however, is to
see if the same results, without any further optimization, can be obtained
from other stocks.

As already mentioned, similarities exist between the stocks selected
for this study despite being from different industry groups. The common
characteristics are that they are large-cap stocks with actively traded
options markets. This is an important preselection criterion. The market
for options must be very liquid in order to effectively capture the option
trading crowd’s sentiment. Recall that the theory of crowd behavior in
options markets rests on the premise that the unsophisticated or ama-
teurish options trader, while perhaps a rational individual in isolation,
behaves emotionally as part of a group, making predictable misjudgments
at market extremes. The higher the degree of public involvement, repre-
sented by greater liquidity, the more likely the theory will work. The
greater the overall volume of options trade, in other words, the better the
results should be: This is statistically more significant in terms of repre-
senting the sentiment of the options trading crowd.

With this in mind, I present the results from running Squeeze Play II on
a group of stocks with liquid options markets in Table 9.10. The tests are
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conducted on IBM, Citigroup, Merck, Wal-Mart, General Electric, and
Microsoft (MSFT). During the period of the study, the aggregate equity grew
from $60,000 to $217,157, a total net profit of $157,157, as seen in Table 9.10.
The testing actually covers just five and a half years (not six) because the
moving averages need 100 days before they can begin to be calculated. The
annualized rate of return, therefore, actually comes to 47.6 percent. While
this performance appears adequate, further study is necessary to determine
why certain stocks perform better than others. Ideally, this approach
should be applied across a much larger basket of stocks to diversify risk (as
is common with standard portfolio risk management) with the employ-
ment of multiple sentiment threshold parameters to diversify entry/exit entry
points. 

Finally, with no optimization of the threshold variables, and using
the original +5/−5 percent values, I ran the test again on all the stocks: the
results, which were impressive, did not beat the buy/hold level of profit, as

88 TRADING AGAINST THE CROWD

TABLE 9.10 Summary of Results for Squeeze Play II Run on IBM, Citigroup, 
Merck, Wal-Mart, General Electric, and Microsoft (Optimized)

Stock Net Profit Percent Gain/Loss Total Trades Winning Losing

IBM $4,754.38 47.54 41 18 23
C $44,793.34 417.93 17 12 5
MRK $82,602.55 826.03 45 31 14
WMT −$4,675.28 −46.75 34 16 18
GE $14,228.01 142.20 78 39 39
MSFT $15,454.00 154.54 46 23 23
Total $157,157.00 1,571.49 261 139 122

TABLE 9.11 Summary of Results for Squeeze Play II Run on IBM, Citigroup,
Merck, Wal-Mart, General Electric, and Microsoft (Nonoptimized)

Stock Net Profit Buy/Hold Profit Percent Gain/Loss

IBM $564.13 $14,205.71 5.64
C $14,258.93 $15,309.93 142.59
MRK $70,182.26 −$3,736.65 701.82
WMT −$8,334.31 $36,372.33 −83.34
GE −$1,565.92 $3,425.43 −15.66
MSFT −$3,339.19 $29,297.40 −33.39
Total $71,786.21 $94,874.15 717.66
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presented in Table 9.11. The total net profit for the group was $71,786.21
compared with a total buy/hold profit of $94,874.15. Total percent gain was
717.66 for the group of stocks, but was heavily dependent on the perform-
ances of Merck, since the remainders were largely a wash. I would like to
see earnings more evenly spread across all the stocks. To fully evaluate
Squeeze Play II on stocks, moreover, it would require a much larger sample
than six issues, which is outside the scope of this book. Properly done,
though, this system clearly has huge potential if applied to a larger portfo-
lio of stocks.

SUMMARY 

Based on tests in this chapter using put/call ratios for individual stocks,
there is clearly an inefficiency in these markets that allows astute traders to
capitalize on the ebb and flow of excessive fear and greed. Here, too, it pays
to watch the equity option buyers and trade against this crowd. However,
testing Squeeze Play II, it was shown that performance underperformed
the buy/hold approach as a group. In the next chapter, I continue to look for
pockets of market inefficiency again using put/call ratios on stocks to see
if it is possible to develop an even better system. One such system uses
Squeeze Play II combined with long-term equity options (LEAPS) to avoid
the detrimental effect of stop losses, and to maximize leverage.

Sentiment Squeeze Play II 89
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CHAPTER 10

Squeeze Play II
and LEAPS 
Surrogates

Given the mixed system test results using Squeeze Play II in the pre-
vious chapter, I now attempt to apply a variation of Squeeze Play II
to the same group of stocks using LEAPS, long-term equity options.

LEAPS serve as surrogates to buying or shorting the underlying stock.
Again, the premise is that the option trading crowd sentiment, at extremes,
is tradable information despite what theorists of efficient markets and ran-
dom walk disciples claim.

In the modified Squeeze Play II applied in this chapter, I keep the same
entry rules but adjust the exit plan, which includes the removal of all stops.
Recall that the original setup used a 10 percent maximum stop loss and a
trailing stop that risks 50 percent of any unrealized profit in a trade (with
a 9-day delay price). The exit plan now uses a time stop. In this approach,
that is, the exit is set at three different fixed time intervals, which is why I
refer to them as time stops. This exit approach is deployed in future chap-
ters as well. The exits occur at T + 30 (30 days into the trade), T + 60, and
T + 90 days into the trades; in effect, there are three trading systems, since
each has a different exit rule. By creating a triple exit strategy, I hope to be
able to apply some of the knowledge gained during the statistical tests per-
formed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, which examined performance of put /call
ratios across long- and short-term time frames. The trading rules are pre-
sented in Table 10.1, and Figures 10.1 and 10.2 illustrate the oscillator and
a long trade.

The first phase of tests is based on using stocks, not options, for trad-
ing. Then I replace the use of stocks for trading with LEAPS as surrogates.
The LEAPS used are in the money, which allows for defined risk before
entering the trade but unlimited profit potential. Furthermore, with no (or
very little) time value, there is no (or very little) time value decay; addi-
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tionally, there are not many associated issues of volatility with which to
contend. To learn more about LEAPS, the Chicago Board Options Exchange
offers wonderful educational tools for those interested in these very useful
trading vehicles. My Web site, TradingAgainstTheCrowd.com, also offers a
primer on LEAPS.

Table 10.2 contains the results of the system tests performed on the
same group of stocks used in the previous chapter. The total buy/hold profit
for each stock is included, as well. Each stock trades $10,000 on each time
frame, as these are actually considered separate trading systems. For exam-
ple, IBM has one system running with a T + 30 exit and another with T + 60,
each with initial investments of $10,000. The buy/hold totals are seen in
Table 10.2 in the last column on the right. Taken as a group, the buy/hold
approach is not exceeded by the total profit generated by the systems run-
ning on six stocks ($290,377.41 versus $135,033.40). The initial investment
to trade the systems is $180,000. 

If we take just the T + 30 time frame for shorts (recall from Chapters 4,
5, and 6 that the best results and the only time frame worth trading are the
shortest ones) and all the long-trade time frames, total profit for these sys-
tems increases to $167,075.22. This amount is higher than that of the group
as a whole, but still does not beat the buy/hold approach for the group. Per-
formance of this variation of Squeeze Play II, therefore unfortunately under-
performs, even though it is profitable. 

Instead of using traditional stops for risk management, a better approach
is to trade with LEAPS. This permits trades to catch some of these big
moves without getting whipped (stopped) out of a position by too early an

TABLE 10.1 Modified EMA50-100 Squeeze Play II Rules: All Stop 
Losses Were Removed

Modified EMA50-100 Squeeze Play II Rules—Entries

Modified of EMA50-100 Squeeze Play II Rules—Exits

Exit long positions at T + 30-, T + 60-,
and T + 90-day lagged periods from
entry of trade. 

Exit short positions at T + 30-, T + 60-,
and T + 90-day lagged periods from
entry of trade.

Enter a long position on open when
EMA50-100 highest high value in the
past 10 days is greater than +5 percent.

Enter a short position on open when
the EMA50-100 lowest low value of the
past 10 days is less than −5 percent.
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TABLE 10.2 Modified Squeeze Play II Test Results Summary—No Stops Using 
T + 30 through T + 90 Time Frames as Exits 

T + 30 Longs T + 60 Longs T + 90 Longs T + 30 Shorts

IBM $16,373.73 −$ 337.67 $ 6,294.62 $18,618.19
C $11,715.04 −$ 6,429.00 −$ 1,394.29 −$ 80,76.92
MRK −$ 4,941.92 −$ 3,327.43 −$ 3,458.26 $28,001.95
WMT $13,253.49 $21,092.37 $32,174.91 −$ 6,555.94
GE −$ 7,101.84 −$ 8,718.74 −$ 3,624.59 −$ 4,935.58
MSFT $18,170.95 $26,611.64 $43,300.11 −$ 9,630.13
Total $47,469.45 $28,891.17 $73,292.50 $17,421.57

T + 60 Shorts T + 90 Shorts Total Profit Buy/Hold Profit

IBM $ 6,813.48 −$3,190.12 $ 44,572.23 $ 38,150.67
C −$ 5,950.40 −$9,371.81 −$ 19,507.40 $ 35,108.10
MRK $15,028.82 −$ 440.13 $ 30,863.03 $ 5,028.65
WMT −$ 9,077.83 −$9,139.32 $ 41,747.68 $115,429.15
GE $ 810.24 −$4,099.29 −$ 27,669.8 $ 11,213.29
MSFT −$ 6,015.50 −$7,409.44 $ 65,027.63 $ 85,447.55
Total $ 1,608.81 −$3,650.19 $135,033.40 $290,377.41

TABLE 10.3 Modified Squeeze Play II Test Results Summary—LEAPS 
Using T + 30 through T + 90 Time Frames as Exits

T + 30 Longs T + 60 Longs T + 90 Longs T + 30 Shorts

IBM $ 37,135.83 $ 19,869.53 $ 48,302.92 $29,322.19
C $ 20,702.51 $ 795.86 $ 2,035.06 −$ 3,077.04
MRK $ 2,327.06 $ 5,630.18 $ 6,350.77 $32,836.79
WMT $ 26,232.69 $ 29,283.00 $ 39,843.60 −$ 1,374.42S
GE −$ 3,616.97 $ 1,052.41 $ 7,690.51 $ 5,145.82
MSFT $ 65,653.25 $ 47,152.64 $ 80,943.01 −$ 3,988.93
Total $148,434.40 $103,783.60 $185,165.90 $60,238.83

T + 60 Shorts T + 90 Shorts Total Profit Buy/Hold Profit

IBM $ 9,933.41 $ 4,140.41 $148,704.30 $ 38,150.67
C $ 4,140.90 $ 2,422.69 $ 27,019.98 $ 35,108.10
MRK $20,516.44 $12,228.17 $ 79,889.41 $ 5,025.65
WMT −$ 3,117.79 −$ 2,268.77 $ 89,972.73 $115,429.15
GE $15,874.54 $ 1,822.13 $ 27,968.44 $ 11,273.29
MSFT $ 812.29 −$ 2,869.02 $187,703.20 $ 85,447.55
Total $48,159.79 $15,475.61 $560,754.83 $290,377.41
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entry or by other market noise before the move actually occurs. Table 10.3
contains the results of Squeeze Play II using LEAPS, which does not need
stops for risk management because maximum loss is known prior to enter-
ing each trade. 

Total profit for the entire group of stocks and time frames now increases
to $560,754.83, well above the buy/hold total of $290,377.41. This represents
a 51% annualized return versus a buy/hold return of 27%.

If the T + 30 short position trades and T + 30 through T + 90 long position
trades are the only ones taken, total net profit for these systems comes to
$497,622.73. This can be compared favorably with buy/hold profits of
$290,377.41. But while improvement over the non-LEAPS approach for these
time frames is achieved, it does not do better than the group as a whole.

Last, we might want to eliminate all short position trades when using
this LEAPS approach. We can aim instead to try to catch only the long
bull moves following bearish sentiment extremes. In this case, the T + 30,

FIGURE 10.1 EMA50-100 for Merck put/call ratio with Merck daily prices.
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T + 60, and T + 90 long position trades only ( just call option trades) pro-
duces a profit of $437,383.90 versus a buy/hold profit of $290,377.41, beat-
ing the important benchmark by over $147,006.49! 

The initial capital investment for these three long position only sys-
tems is $30,000 for each stock in the group, still a total of $180,000. This
results, therefore, in a total gain of 243 percent, or annualized rate of return
over six years of 40 percent for the total group—not too shabby for taking
just long trades. While you might make the case that this is cherry picking
the best periods, previous tests substantiated that it is very difficult to make
money on short trades using put/call ratios thus providing support for such
an approach. Therefore, taking long position trades aimed at catching big
bearish sentiment wave reversals would make perfect sense. The options
trading crowd is usually the most incorrect at market bottoms, moves that
appear to be captured quite well using Squeeze Play II with in-the-money
LEAPs call options as surrogates to trading with the underlying stock.

FIGURE 10.2 EMA50-100 for Merck put/call ratios with Merck daily prices.
Long entry and exit arrows for system.
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SUMMARY 

Squeeze Play II proves itself once again when using a variation on the exit
plan. With maximum and trailing stops removed and predetermined
exit “time stops” used instead, the system produced good total net prof-
its. However, it was not large enough to beat the buy/hold level of profits.
However, when LEAPS are substituted for stocks, total net profit jumps
well above the buy/hold level with an annualized return of 51 percent.
Applying what was learned in a previous statistical analysis of put/call
ratio on stock indices, trading only in the shortest time frame (T + 30) for
shorts, and taking all long time frames on all the stocks, total net profits
easily surpasses total buy/hold profits but does not beat total group prof-
its. Finally, the results were good when the short trades were eliminated
altogether, taking just long trades, with a total percentage profit of 243
percent, an annualized gain of 40 percent. This also compares favorably
with the buy/hold rate of return for the same period of 27 percent.
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CHAPTER 11

The Tsunami
Sentiment Wave
Trading System

Iam never satisfied with just one approach; I know that it is smart to com-
bine trading systems and diversify the markets to which the systems are
applied. I therefore explore another dimension in this chapter that is a

further variation of the idea of trading against the options crowd used in
previous chapters. Again, I use the same group of stocks for testing and to
provide a basis for comparison.

Since there is considerable noise in these individual stock options
markets, I now attempt to reduce the number of trades by identifying the
most extreme zones and entering trades only at these levels, for predeter-
mined long-term holds that vary in length. 

I call this approach the Tsunami Sentiment Wave (TSW) System be-
cause it aims to catch the biggest sentiment waves for long rides instead of
all the smaller ripples of inefficiency measured in less extreme bullish and
bearish sentiment zones. 

This approach is best done with in-the-money LEAPS on stocks be-
cause just like with Squeeze Play I no stops are required, and it effectively
acts as a surrogate to purchasing or shorting the underlying stock, thus
allowing for greater leverage of capital. The leverage increases to 90 per-
cent because $10,000 of starting capital (the model account used in this
book) allows trades with LEAPS up to an equivalent stock position of
$90,000. For example, if the stock is trading at $100 per share and $10,000
is applied, the stock position size would be 100 shares. (This is the equiva-
lent of one LEAPS option, since options are denominated in 100-share units).
But the LEAPS option would require only about $1,000 to $1,500 in capital. 

Since in-the-money LEAPS allow for creating surrogate stock positions
with only 10–15 percent of the capital needed for these stock positions, there
is much more leverage available. Assuming again a stock trading at $100,
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therefore, you could buy a LEAPS option for about $1,500 and get the same
profit potential (minus any small time premium in the option, if any) that a
$10,000 stock position offers. Maximum risk on the position, meanwhile,
would be just $1,500 (about 15 percent of starting equity). Since we know
maximum loss going into the trade, there is no need to use traditional stops.
This can dramatically change performance, because the underlying stock has
lots of wiggle room, without the risk of getting stopped out of a trade. Each
trade, therefore, risks up to 15 percent of equity.

TSUNAMI SENTIMENT WAVE SETUP 

TSW system rules are quite simple and are presented in Table 11.1. As with
the Squeeze Play II, there are three exit time frames used for longs and
shorts: T + 30, T + 60, and T + 90 days. But the wave speed has been slowed
down to EMA21-50 from EMA50-100 used in Squeeze Play II. The system
works as a long and short system, but no reversals from short-to-long or
long-to-short occur if already in a trade. In other words, if a short signal is
generated while in a long position, the trade is ignored. The same holds true
for long signals when in a short position. When a trade is entered, a LEAPS
option is purchased and held until the time stop is reached (i.e., T + 30,
T + 60, T + 90). This means that if a short signal is generated while in 
a LEAPS call position, the LEAPS long call position is still held open and 
no LEAPS put position is established until the time stop of T + 30, 60, or 90
days is reached. The same applies to open LEAPS put option positions. 

As you can see in Table 11.2, total net profit from the TSW system
using LEAPS was greater than the buy/hold total by $196,067, with a total
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TABLE 11.1 Tsunami Sentiment Wave Trading Rules

Long Entry Short Entry

Enter a long position on open when Enter a short position on open when
EMA21-50 is greater than 10 percent EMA21-50 is less than −10 percent
and there are no open short positions. and there are no open long positions.

Long Exit Short Exit

Exit a long position on open in three Exit a short position on open in three
steps: at T + 30, T + 60, T + 90 days. steps: at T + 30, T + 60, T + 90 days.
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buy/hold profit of $298,597 and total LEAPS net profit of $494,664. Com-
pare this to a non-LEAPS approach, which generated a $307,374 profit
against a buy/hold return of $298,597. Total percent gain was 275 percent,
with an annualized rate of return of 50 percent. The tests cover a period of
5.5 years, as in the previous chapter.

Figure 11.1 shows Tsunami Sentiment Wave threshold extremes (+10%
and −10%) for GE, which indicated key turning points. A look a Figure 11.2
reveals how these extreme thresholds can correctly indentify key turning
points, as the long entry point for Merck shows.

The buy-and-hold profit rate for the group was 16 percent on an annu-
alized basis. Looking at individual time frames for LEAP performance, 
T + 60 produced the best returns with a gain of $240,832, a total return
of 401 percent, or an annualized gain of 72.9 percent, compared with a
buy/hold annual rate of return of 32 percent for this time frame. The worst
time frame using the TSW LEAPS strategy was T + 90, with $111,974 in
total net profit, or an annual rate of return of 34 percent, but above the
buy/hold level of $84,171 for this time frame. As for the best period in
terms of profit differential over buy/hold profits, the T + 60 was superior,
with $240,832 versus $106,054 for the buy/hold approach. T + 30, mean-
while, produced $141,858 in total net profit.
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TABLE 11.2
Performance of TSW System Based on $10,000 in Trading Capital 
Applied to Each Stock for Each Time Frame, or a Total of $180,000
for All Subsystems 

Non-LEAPS Performance LEAPS Performance

T + 30 T + 60 T + 90 T + 30 T + 60 T + 90

GE 8,133 18,240 31,973 22,767 26,568 36,774
MSFT −1,971 −5,381 6,607 8,326 11,744 13,132
IBM 4,126 13,745 28,674 16,192 24,935 32,597
WMT 42,087 12,472 −7,644 49,560 19,438 −262.71
C −9,940 −7,015 −6,338 −2,678 512.67 4,173
MRK 28,737 130,480 12,745 47,691 157,634 25,561
TSW Profit 71,172 162,541 73,661 141,858 240,832 111,974
Buy/Hold 

Profit 108,372 106,054 84,171 108,372 106,054 84,171
TSW-

Buy/Hold
Profit −37,200 56,487 −10,510 33,486 134,777 27,803
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FIGURE 11.1 Tsunami sentiment wave chart with EMA21-50 and GE.

FIGURE 11.2 TSW system test showing entry and exit arrows for MRK test
found in Table 11.3.
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While TSW with LEAPS is not quite as good as Squeeze Play II, it still
has excellent returns overall, especially in the T + 30 and T + 60 time
frames. Table 11.3 shows results from testing on the top-performing stock
in this series of tests. Merck in the T + 60 period had total net profits with-
out LEAPS of $130,480 and total net profits with LEAPS of $157,634. 

The test results on Merck presented in Table 11.3 show how this system
has the ability to produce stellar profits on the right stocks. With no closed
system drawdown and a reward/risk index of 97.87, trading does not get
better than this—especially without any consecutive losses and 15 winning
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TABLE 11.3 Tsunami Sentiment Wave Trading Merck (T + 60) 
(LEAPS profit = +$157,633.62)

Total net profit $130,480.52 Average win $13,569.68
Percent gain/loss 1,304.81 Average loss −$14,612.93

Largest win $40,965.02
Annual percent Largest loss −$59,223.92

gain/loss 225.29 Average length of win 62.00
Initial investment $10,000 Average length of loss 62.00

Longest winning trade 62
Buy/Hold profit −1091.41 Longest losing trade 62

Most consecutive wins 5
Days in test 2,114 Most consecutive losses 1
Buy/Hold percent Total bars out 1,437

gain/loss −10.91
Annual Buy/Hold Average length out 68.43

percent gain/loss −1.88 Longest out period 113
Total closed trades 20 System close drawdown $0.00
Commissions paid 0.00 Profit/Loss index 64.10
Average profit 

per trade $6,524.03 System open drawdown −$2,838.85
Average Win/Average 

Loss ratio 0.93 Reward/Risk index 97.87
Total long trades 11 Max open 

trade drawdown −$59,223.92
Total short trades 9 Buy/Hold index 12,055.25
Winning long trades 7
Winning short trades 8
Total winning trades 15
Total losing trades 5
Amount of 

winning trades $203,545.16
Amount of 

losing trades −$73,064.63
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trades out of a total of 20. The maximum open trade drawdown and open
system drawdown, while high, is not of any concern since the LEAPS have
limited losses by definition. Thus, we can ignore these numbers as they do
not reflect actual trading using options, since we know losses are limited to
a maximum of 15 percent of equity.

SUMMARY 

Trading at only the most extreme levels of the EMA21-50—defined by a
deviation from the average sentiment of this wave by 10 percent (extreme
bearishness = long entries) and −10 percent (extreme bullishness = short
entries) and removing all triggers and stops—the Tsunami Sentiment Wave
(TSW) system only slightly beat the buy-and-hold net profit for the three
time frames used as subsystems. Yet, when LEAPS are substituted for own-
ing or shorting the stock itself, the system shows great promise, with an
annualized rate of return for the three time frames of 50 percent. Buy-and-
hold annualized return for the period, assuming fully invested positions
margined at 50 percent (the same assumption throughout this book for all
stocks), was 32 percent. Using the equity-only put /call contract volume ratio
for each of the stocks in the study, therefore, it appears that, on average,
traders of individual stock options also make excellent contrarian senti-
ment indicators. 
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CHAPTER 12

Adapting 
Put/Call Ratios 

to Bond Futures

Similar to the stock market, the options trading crowd can be relied
upon to furnish the fuel needed to power bond market trades to prof-
itability. The same dynamic of crowd psychology, identified with bond

option put/call ratios, can be found to work in the market for bond futures. 
If you are not familiar with futures markets, a futures contract is merely

a derivative instrument. This is a fancy way of saying that it get its value
from underlying real assets, in this case 30-year U.S. Treasury bonds. My pre-
vious book Options on Futures, New Trading Strategies provides an excel-
lent introduction to futures and futures options, including some classic
trading strategies. Of course, there are many other books, and I encourage
you to consult as many as possible before getting started trading futures. 
For now, you only need to know the following product specifications to
understand testing performance analysis: U.S. Treasury bond futures are
valued in tick sizes of 1⁄32 (0.03125) of a point, each tick worth $31.25, so a full
point (32 ticks) move of a contract is valued at $1,000 (31.25 × 32 = $1,000). 

If bond futures move by 3⁄32, for example, the contract value changes by
$93.75 (three ticks multiplied by $31.25 = $93.75). If the bond futures rise
by this amount and you are in a long position, $93.75 would thus be the unre-
alized gain, minus commissions and slippage. Similarly, if in a short position
in a bond futures contract, this would be the amount of your loss. This is
about all you need to understand for interpreting the results below. This
market offers great potential for traders with a good trading system, as
margin requirements are quite low for a one-lot (contract) position. This
differs from stock index futures, where initial margin can be as high as
$20,000 for the S&P 500. It is possible to trade bond futures, therefore, with
as little as $2,500 per lot, although given performance data in the tables pre-
sented in this chapter, I assume a minimum account size of $5,000.
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In this chapter, I run Squeeze Play I on U.S. Treasury long bond futures.
The rules for Squeeze Play I are presented in Table 12.1. First I apply the
strategy without a price trigger, and then run tests again with the same
price trigger used in the tests run on stock indices. Recall that Squeeze Play
I employs two speeds, the EMA5-21 and EMA21-50. It signals a long trade
when the faster EMA5-21 crosses from above to below zero. For short posi-
tion entries, the EMA5-21 must cross from below to above zero to identify
the sentiment conditions for a trade. 

As for the trigger rules, trades are entered when the close today is
higher than the previous day’s high (for long position entries) and when the
close today is lower than the previous day’s low (for short position entries).
While the same parameter settings are used for the sentiment waves that
were run on stock indices, here I use a normalized put volume measure
(instead of put/call contract volume ratio), which is a ratio of total long-bond
futures put volume to total long-bond futures options volume, for the raw
data. This helps to smooth the series, removing excess noise in the data.
Additionally, I use a dollar value of options traded instead of options con-
tract volume, which I have found works well in futures markets. Figure 12.1
shows the EMA21-50 plot of the series along with bond futures daily prices.

The performance results for Squeeze Play I (no triggers) tests on U.S.
Treasury long bond futures are presented in Table 12.2. Total net profit is 24
points, or $24,000, which beats the buy-and-hold profit of 15.28 or $15, 280.
The dates of this test are January 4, 1999 through November 26, 2003, with
1,788 days in the sample test period. There were a total of 30 trades, with an
average profit of .44 points per trade ($440 dollars), an acceptable number
in terms of transaction costs and potential slippage. 
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TABLE 12.1 Squeeze Play I Trading System Rules for Bond Futures 
(No Price Trigger) 

Long Entry Signal Short Entry Signal

Enter a long position on tomorrow’s Enter a short position on tomorrow’s
open when EMA5-21 has crossed open when EMA5-21 had crossed 
from above to below zero. from below to above zero.

Long Exit Signal Short Exit Signal

Exit a long position on tomorrow’s Exit a short position on tomorrow’s
open when EPC21-50 has crossed open when EPC21-50 had crossed 
from above to below zero. from below to above zero.
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As for percentage gain, there are two ways to access the rate of return
of this system. Typically, system traders using futures markets take the ex-
change minimum required to hold futures contract overnight and the open
system drawdown amount as the initial investment to calculate rate of
return. In this test and the one done with a price trigger in Table 12.3, how-
ever, I simply assume a $5,000 initial investment, which is higher than min-
imum margin requirements combined with open system drawdown. 

Unlike the testing on stocks, moreover, the system is not fully invested
at all times. When a bond futures trade is closed (and any futures market
tested in this book), for example, any profit or loss is tallied and added to
the cumulative net total. When a new trade is entered, however, the posi-
tion size is always the same: one contract. This is a limitation of the soft-
ware used in testing, which does not permit any other money management
approach. When testing stocks, recall that an initial investment of $10,000
is not a constant value for each new trade entered. Instead, if a profit of
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FIGURE 12.1 EMA21-50 plot with bond futures price. (Source: Pinnacle Data).
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$5,000 was generated on the previous trade, the next trade investment is
$15,000. And if the test is running on 50 percent margin, the next investment
is $30,000—double the actual investment available for investing. Therefore,
the results presented in Table 12.2 for bond futures do not reflect the full
potential of this system. That said, based on an initial investment of $5,000,
Squeeze Play I with no price triggers produced a total rate of return of 480
percent during the approximately 5-year study period, yielding an annual-
ized return of 96 percent. 

The overall profile of this performance is not great, but acceptable.
An average win totaled 1.46 points, which was less than an average loss of
−2.05,but with 71 percent of total trades being winners, the average-win-to-
average-loss ratio is counterbalanced somewhat. The reward/risk ratio was
excellent at 98.46, with no closed system drawdown, and just −.37 (−$370)
for the open system drawdown. The maximum open trade drawdown is
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TABLE 12.2
Squeeze Play I on Bond Futures (without a Price Trigger) or Stops
Using Normalized Dollar-Weighted Put Volume over Total
Dollar-Weighted Options Volume

Total net profit 24.00 Largest win 4.75
Buy/Hold profit 15.28 Largest loss −7.78
Days in test 1788 Average length of win 9.87
Total closed trades 55 Average length of loss 22.63

Longest winning trade 30
Average profit per trade 0.44 Longest losing trade 46

Most consecutive wins 8
Average Win/ 

Average Loss ratio 0.71 Most consecutive losses 2
Total long trades 27 Total bars out 562
Total short trades 28 Average length out 11.47
Winning long trades 19
Winning short trades 20 System close drawdown 0.00
Total winning trades 39 Profit/Loss index 42.22
Total losing trades 16 System open drawdown −0.37

Reward/Risk index 98.46
Amount of winning 

trades 56.84
Amount of losing Maximum open 

trades −32.84 trade drawdown −10.06
Average win 1.46
Average loss −2.05 Buy/Hold index 57.07
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large with −10 points, but as you will see shortly, the use of a price trigger
substantially improves these key performance variables. Also, while not
shown here, in-the-money bond futures options can be used as a surrogate,
much like LEAPS on stocks, to improve performance. 

Turning to the tests using the powerful price trigger, Table 12.3 presents
test results showing significant improvements in key performance variables.
Total net profit has increased to 27.47 points, with an accompanying fall in
the maximum open trade drawdown to −5.22 points (almost half of the pre-
vious test level amount of −10.0). An average win compared to an average
loss improves to a preferable number greater than 1.0—1.65, up from .71.
The percentage of winning trades, finally, fell only slightly to 69 percent
from 71 percent out of a total of 29 trades, 19 long and 10 short. Interestingly,
short trades were 90 percent accurate (9 out of 10 were winners). 
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TABLE 12.3
Squeeze Play I on Bond Futures with Price Trigger and No Stops 
Using Normalized Dollar-Weighted Put Volume over Total Dollar-
Weighted Options Volume

Total net profit 27.47 Largest win 8.69
Buy/Hold profit 15.28 Largest loss −2.50
Days in test 1,788 Average length of win 15.70
Total closed trades 29 Average length of loss 16.44

Longest winning trade 60
Average profit 

per trade 0.95 Longest losing trade 28
Average Win/

Average Loss ratio 1.65 Most consecutive wins 7
Total long trades 19 Most consecutive losses 2
Total short trades 10 Total bars out 799
Winning long trades 11 Longest out period 105
Winning short trades 9
Total winning trades 20 System close drawdown 0.00
Total losing trades 9 Profit/Loss index 72.71

System open drawdown −1.16
Amount of winning 

trades 37.78 Reward/Risk index 95.96
Amount of losing trades −10.31

Maximum open trade 
Average win 1.89 drawdown −5.22
Average loss −1.15 Buy/Hold index 79.77
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Considering profit rates in light of the non-trigger tests in Table 12.2,
total return for the period increased from 480 percent to 549 percent, again
assuming an initial account size of $5,000, which yields an annualized rate
of return of 109 percent. 

SUMMARY 

Squeeze Play I with a price trigger has applications elsewhere as was dem-
onstrated in this chapter with U.S. Treasury bond futures. Using a dollar-
weighted normalized put volume as a sentiment measure of the options
trading crowd—which helps remove unnecessary noise and may have appli-
cations on other futures markets—performance of the system tests were
very good. The annualized rate of return registered 109 percent without any
optimization. While not presented here, contract volume put/call ratios
were also excellent in Squeeze Play I testing on bond futures.
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CHAPTER 13

Option Implied
Volatility and

Investor Sentiment

As you will learn in this chapter, use of put and call volume is not the
only way to measure the mood of the options trading crowd.
Option prices also can provide valuable information about how

bearish or bullish investor sentiment has become. Option prices can be
used to calculate an implied volatility for any market. Levels of implied
volatility may be thought of as what options traders are expecting volatility
to be in the future; it depends partially on demand for put and call options
in day-to-day trading. If traders are paying up for options then we know
something about their emotional state. 

In the previous chapters, I explained how options buyers tend to be
wrong about their market views at extreme points, namely excessive levels
of put or call buying, measured as a ratio of daily put and call contracts or
dollar-weighted volume, and viewed in terms of sentiment waves, small
and large. Here, instead of options volume data, the sentiment of options
traders is assessed from what arguably is a purer source: the prices paid

for those options, and how expensive or cheap these options have become.
For example, an appetite for expensive options—not just many options—
should tell us something about how much the crowd expects future prices
to move, even if the crowd is not very good at predicting market direction.
Interestingly, here options traders as a group also become useful from a
contrarian point of view.

In order to understand how powerful implied volatility sentiment
waves can be for contrarians and sentiment technicians, some background
in options pricing theory is necessary. I have no intention of walking you
through mathematical proofs, however, especially since I am not a mathe-
matician and find the exercise pointless for purposes of trading crowd psy-
chology. Nevertheless, I need to briefly explain both historical and implied
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volatility and how they are related. Once we know historical volatility, it is
possible to obtain implied volatility of any option and then an average
implied volatility measure for all the options in a particular market. This
average number of implied volatility is one that we can plot historically and
use in our trading systems. 

THEORETICAL PRICING OF OPTIONS 

Option pricing models, such as the widely used Black-Scholes model (and
the Black model for futures options), use statistical or historical volatility as
a variable to determine what an option price should be, given a number of
other less important variables. Since historical (statistical) volatility is the
most important variable in deriving the price of any out-of-the-money
option, it follows that this should be well understood. Before discussing his-
torical volatility, however, I want to mention two important related points. 

First, I am not concerned with debates about the shortcomings of
Black-Scholes or Black models that are the subject of so many academic
articles. This has no relevance to how I use implied volatility data in the fol-
lowing chapter with trading systems. I accept these formulations for deriv-
ing implied volatility because I am looking at these in relation to previous
levels generated by the same method (not compared with other methods).
This makes debates about what constitutes real theoretical values of
options—and hence accurate measures—of implied volatility a moot point
for the purposes of trading systems presented in this book. 

Another point I want to make here pertains to the measures of implied
volatility I use for testing. For stock indices, I use the popular CBOE im-
plied volatility stock indices, VXO and VIX, which are discussed shortly. For
stock options volatility, meanwhile, I use a simple grand average of implied
volatility of all stock options traded on that particular issue. Finally, I limit
use of implied volatility to trading stocks and stock market indices only. 

Stock and stock index options implied volatility has an inverse rela-
tionship, much like put/call ratios, to price stock movements. Therefore, if
the S&P 500 falls on increasing bearish sentiment, implied volatility will rise
and vice versa. Commodity futures options do not have this clear pattern,
which is why use is restricted to stocks. Also, I lack accurate data for some
markets, which is always a problem for back testing, so I stick to those mar-
kets where I have data that I can expect to be accurate (within some small
margin of error).
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With this understood, let’s review some of the basic inferential methods
for deriving historical volatility. First, what is meant by volatility? It is not
uncommon to hear market commentators speak of stock market volatility.
Typically, they are referring to erratic behavior of prices (up and down).
This definition is actually somewhat misleading, however, since historical
volatility has nothing do to with direction of the underlying, only how large

these changes are and how quickly they are occurring. 
Driving a car provides an excellent analogy for understanding histori-

cal volatility. When we take distance traveled divided by time of travel, we
arrive at driving speed (in miles per hour). Historical volatility of a stock
or stock futures is nothing more than the speed of price changes, but we
measure it with a different gauge (annualized standard deviation of price
changes). For example, using the auto analogy, if you are driving at 60
miles per hour and holding steady, the velocity is 60 miles traveled in one
hour (60 mph). Price volatility, however, is not measured in hours but
rather in years, or on an annualized percentage basis. For the volatility of
an auto traveling at 60 miles per hour, therefore, we would have to know
how many miles per year. In the case of the velocity of the auto traveling
at 60 miles per hour, this turns out to be 525,600 miles per year. 

But when speaking of stocks and stock futures, we need to convert this
rate to a percentage, which is the way we can make easy comparisons with
past levels and levels of historical volatility on other stocks and markets. So
historical volatility of stocks and a stock index is actually a percentage
number, like 20 or 25—sometimes higher, sometimes lower. This tells us
how far the price will move, either up or down, one year ahead, just like the
hourly rate of speed of an auto can be used to tell us how far we will travel
in a year. 

Historical volatility, as mentioned before, is the most important factor
affecting an option’s price. The Black-Scholes pricing model for options
also uses time to expiration, price of the underlying in relation to the strike
price, and short-term interest rates for the calculation. Historical volatility,
however, can have the biggest impact. In the Black-Scholes model, volatil-
ity is an annualized standard deviation of price changes of the underlying,
as alluded to above. Leaving aside technical issues related to the derivation
of the historical deviation of price changes, the important point to grasp is
that since historical volatility is a known number and it is the key factor in
determining the level of option prices, any rise or fall will cause option
prices to rise and fall, other things being equal. When stocks or a stock
index rise, this is historically associated with falling historical volatility and
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when falling, rising historical volatility. This creates a pattern not unlike the
behavior of put/call ratios.

Once calculated, historical volatility can be examined to see how
volatile a stock, stock index, or commodity has been. This is easy to do
because, based on the above calculation, we can compute the level of his-
torical volatility as long as we have price data. Remember, historical volatil-
ity is calculated using daily price closes only. While uses of daily price
closes may not be the best measure of volatility, it is the most popular
method and the one I use here. 

In plain English, if an asset’s price tends to make larger daily price
changes over a specified period of time in the past, historical volatility will
be increasing. If price changes are smaller than the average of those in the
recent past, then historical volatility will be decreasing. Again, this is an
important point to keep in mind. Annualized historical volatility is com-
puted without reference to the direction of the asset. Whether the stock or
stock index price moves up or down is immaterial. It is just a question of by
how much and how quickly. But since falling prices tend to experience
larger daily ranges, historical volatility rises as stocks fall. And historical
volatility rises and peaks at market bottoms, and falls to extreme lows at
market tops, generally.

With this understanding of statistical volatility, we can begin to look
at the more important concept of imputed, or implied volatility. Implied
volatility is largely derived by using the actual price of the option and work-
ing backwards in the model. Instead of determining the theoretical price
from historical volatility, we use the market price to work backwards solv-
ing for implied volatility. Essentially, if the market price is not equal to the
theoretical price, then historical volatility is not equal to implied volatility.
The difference between market and theoretical pricing is thus attributed to
implied volatility.

This level of volatility meets the market expectation, as indicated by
the market price of options in question or all the options on a particular
stock or futures. If the market price is higher than the theoretical price,
then the market is expecting higher volatility than recent historical vola-
tility suggests. With stock options and stock indices, there is directional
bias to levels of implied volatility; this means that higher levels suggest the
options trading crowd has greater concern about market declines and
lower levels imply complacency or less fear about potential for downside
price movement. Panic demand for puts contributes to this dynamic.
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Fortunately, implied volatility of stock index options is already calcu-
lated for us in the form of VIX and VXO indices. VIX and VXO are published
daily by the CBOE and are widely quoted indicators measuring implied
volatility for short-term, near-the-money options on the S&P 100 (VXO) and
the S&P 500 (VIX). The same method can be applied to stocks, but I use a
grand average method for stocks instead of the method used by the CBOE
to calculate the VIX, VXO, and VXN (NASDAQ 100 implied volatility index).
The data quality of these indices is excellent and there is a long data history
for use in system testing, which makes them very attractive and valuable
for system traders. 

First we should take a look at the history of the VXO for S&P 100 (OEX)
options. Known as the “fear gauge,” it was created by Professor Robert
Whaley of Duke University for the CBOE. Figures 13.1 and 13.2 plot the
recent history of the VXO and VXN. As you can see, there is a clear pattern
(the butterfly wings) in the relationship between the price series and the
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FIGURE 13.1 VXO and S&P 500 stock index chart. (Source: Pinnacle Data.)
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implied volatility series. As the market declines, VXO increases. Therefore,
a high VXO represents increased fear that prices may decline more. A low
VIX reading, however, indicates a complacency about potential risk to the
downside. Contrarians interpret the latter as the sign of a nearby top in the
market (too little fear), and the former as the indication of a bottom (too
much fear). Later, I program this data to test this idea.

More recently, another stock market volatility index has become popu-
lar. Similar to the VXO and VIX, it is calculated for the NASDAQ 100 op-
tions, and is known as the VXN. The shorter history and lack of liquidity of
NASDAQ 100 index options make VXN less useful.

When looking at implied volatilities of individual stock options, you can
see the same contrarian pattern in many of the big-cap stocks traded on the
market today. These typically have liquid options markets, which are
required to calculate a valid reading of implied volatility. In the next two
chapters, I use implied volatility for stock index options and big-cap stock
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FIGURE 13.2 VXN and NASDAQ 100 stock index chart. (Source: Pinnacle Data.)
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options to test my Squeeze Play trading systems. The hope is that this senti-
ment data will work as well or even better than put/call ratios, signaling
when the options trading crowd has begun to act as a misinformed group
making shared miscalculations about future market direction.

SUMMARY 

Like put/call ratios, options market prices provide valuable clues about
crowd psychology. Too much implied volatility calculated from actual daily
option prices tells us how fearful the crowd is at any point in time. Too lit-
tle implied volatility tells us that the crowd has become complacent and,
therefore, likely to be wrong at these extremes. Too much implied volatil-
ity indicates too much fear and thus the possibility of a market bottom. This
chapter presents a nontechnical description of historical and implied volatil-
ity and how these price-driven dimensions of stock options and stock index
options markets offer insight into investors’ emotional state. 
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CHAPTER 14

Testing Option
Volatility on

Equity Indices

One key advantage to using implied volatility as a gauge of investor
sentiment is that there can be no confusion about market senti-
ment. Prices are what they are, and inflated option premiums sug-

gest that investors and traders typically expect more volatility. In the stock
market, this usually occurs when fear is increasing and bearish sentiment
is rising. Since there is an inverse relationship between implied volatility
and stock market prices, this data provides sentiment technicians with a
valuable trading tool. When the crowd gets too fearful or too fearless, once
again, it is time to go against this sentiment.

Contrast the previous explanation with issues related to measures of
the crowd using option volume, where it is not always clear what the volume
represents. Is it opening or closing volume, short- or long-option volume, or
is it volume from an option spread trade? Whether this unknown under-
mines performance when using put/call ratios is not clear. Using implied
volatility, however, it is possible to skirt such issues.

In this chapter, I attempt to incorporate the implied volatility indices
VXO (from S&P 100 options) and VIX (from S&P 500 options) into the trad-
ing systems developed and tested in previous chapters, but with some mod-
ifications. The VXN NASDAQ 100 implied volatility, meanwhile, is not used
due to lack of liquidity in this market for options, which can distort levels
of implied volatility. 

The tests conducted in this chapter cover a longer time frame than
those conducted in previous chapters. The sample period runs from
December 25, 1995 through January 22, 2004. The actual testing period,
however, is smaller because some of the moving averages used in the VXO
and VIX sentiment oscillators require previous raw data to calculate a first
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data point, which reduces the test period by as much as 100 days in some
of the tests. 

The first system I test is Squeeze Play I, since it did so well on both
equity indices and bond futures in previous testing. If I can achieve good
results using implied volatility, then I can conclude this is an exceptionally
robust trading system. The first test is on the S&P 500 stock index, and will
be assumed to be traded with S&P 500 futures. I run the VXO first, which
is based on implied volatility of S&P 100 options, not S&P 500 options, yet
it should serve as a good proxy for stock market sentiment. Figure 14.1
provides a broad look at the cycles of investor fear and complacency cap-
tured by VXO implied volatility sentiment waves alongside movements of
the S&P 500. These waves provide the initial screens for my Squeeze Play
I trading system setup.

Table 14.1 shows the results of the first test, using Squeeze Play I,
which are good, but not good enough, since the total net profit of 514.6
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FIGURE 14.1 VXO sentiment waves and S&P 500. (Source: Pinnacle Data.)
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S&P 500 index points does not beat the buy-and-hold net profit of 680.62
index points, an essential benchmark for any trading system. Note, how-
ever, that overall performance is not so bad—which is a good sign. As you
can see, in Table 14.1, the highest number of consecutive losses for this test
period covering 3,304 days (about nine years) is just two, which speaks
highly of the power of implied volatility to provide excellent timing signals.
Also the reward/risk index is over 97, with no closed system drawdown.
Other trading system test variables are excellent as well. 

A closer look at the test results reveals that the system did not beat the
buy-and-hold profit partly because there were just eight trades. Even with
five of them winning, and an average-win-to-average-loss ratio at a fantas-
tic 2.91, the small number of trades makes it difficult to pull enough points
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TABLE 14.1 Squeeze Play I Test Using VXO on S&P 500

Total net profit 514.63 Largest win 432.13
Buy/Hold profit 680.62 Largest loss −8.88

Average length of win 21.00
Days in test 3,304 Average length of loss 23.33
Total closed trades 8 Longest winning trade 83
Average profit per trade 64.33 Longest losing trade 42

Most consecutive wins 3
Average Win/Average Most consecutive losses 2

Loss ratio 2.91
Total bars out 314

Total long trades 4 Average length out 34.89
Longest out period 87

Total short trades 4 System close drawdown 0.00
Profit/Loss index 79.35

Winning long trades 3
Winning short trades 2 System open drawdown −15.04
Total winning trades 5
Total losing trades 3 Reward/Risk index 97.16
Amount of Maximum open 

winning trades 648.57 trade drawdown −138.96
Amount of losing trades −133.94 Buy/Hold index −24.39
Average win 129.71
Average loss −44.65
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out the market to beat a buy-and-hold profit so large. Changes to some of
the parameters might help, but I first test this system again using the VIX
implied volatility measure, which is based upon premiums on S&P 500
options.

Table 14.2 shows the results of a rerun of Squeeze Play I on the S&P 500
using the VIX implied volatility index. Total net profit rises to 591.11 points,
but still does not surpass the buy-and-hold net profit. Meanwhile, some of
the system test variables deteriorate slightly, with closed-system drawdown
going from zero to −65.22 points, and the average-win-to-average-loss ratio
dropping to 2.01—still quite good. Interestingly, the total number of closed
trades fell to six, with just one loser. Average wins easily beat average
losses (131.27 points compared to 65.22). 
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TABLE 14.2 Squeeze Play I Test Using VIX on S&P 500

Total net profit 591.12 Largest win 428.41
Buy/Hold profit 680.62 Largest loss −65.22
Days in test 3,304
Total closed trades 6 Average length of win 20.80
Commissions paid 0.00 Average length of loss 33.00
Average profit per trade 98.52 Longest winning trade 84

Longest losing trade 33
Average Win/Average Most consecutive wins 5

Loss ratio 2.01
Most consecutive losses 1

Total long trades 2 Total bars out 347
Average length out 57.83

Total short trades 4 Longest out period 83
System close drawdown −65.22

Winning long trades 2
Winning short trades 3 Profit/Loss index 90.06
Total winning trades 5
Total losing trades 1 System open drawdown −80.26
Amount of Reward/Risk index 88.05

winning trades 656.34
Amount of Maximum open 

losing trades 65.22 trade drawdown −76.70
Average win 131.27 Buy/Hold index −13.15
Average loss −65.22
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TABLE 14.3 EMA21-50 Squeeze Play II (Long/Short) at T + 30 Day Exits on S&P
500 (VIX)

Total net profit 848.93 Largest win 174.6
Buy/Hold profit 406.88 Largest loss −124.55
Buy/Hold profit 2,577 Average length of win 32.00
Total closed trades 30 Average length of loss 32.00
Commissions paid 0.00 Longest winning trade 32
Average profit per trade 28.30 Longest losing trade 32
Average Win/Average Most consecutive wins 8

Loss ratio 1.38
Most consecutive losses 3

Total long trades 13 Total bars out 875
Average length out 28.23

Total short trades 17 Longest out period 170
System close drawdown −6.40

Winning long trades 9
Winning short trades 11 Profit/Loss index 63.9
Total winning trades 20
Total losing trades 10 System open drawdown −27.45
Amount of 

winning trades −479.69
Average win 66.43 Reward/Risk index 96.87
Average loss −47.97 Maximum open 

trade drawdown −238.46
Buy/Hold index 108.64

Now let’s try running a modified Squeeze Play II, which worked well on
stocks in Chapter 10 using put /call ratios. I only present the T + 30 time
frame test results, but they all worked well in the testing. There were no
stops used, and I have chosen the medium-speed oscillator to test first, the
EMA21-50. After testing this faster oscillator, I conduct another round of
tests with the EMA50-100, the slowest of the three oscillators used through-
out this book, using Squeeze Play II system rules. Table 14.3 shows the
results of Squeeze Play II using the EMA21-50 medium-speed oscillator.
Clearly, use of Squeeze Play II dramatically improves results, well above buy-
and-hold profit. Table 14.4 contains the rules for this system. Using VIX data
first, total net profit jumps to 848.93 points, compared with buy-and-hold
profit of 406.88. This yields a buy/hold index greater than 1.0, indicating
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TABLE 14.4 EMA21-50 Squeeze Play II Rules—No Stops

EMA21-50 Squeeze Play II Rules—Entries

Enter long position when EMA21-50 Enter short position when the 
highest high value in past 10 days is EMA21-50 lowest low value of the 
greater than +5 percent. past 10 days is less than −5 percent.

EMA21-50 Squeeze Play II Rules—Exits

Exit long position at T + 30-, Exit short position at T + 30-,
T + 60-, and T + 90-day lagged T + 60-, and T + 90-day lagged
periods from entry. periods from entry.

more than double the buy/hold profit level. All the key system test variables
are excellent, with a maximum of three consecutive losers, closed system
drawdown of just −6.4 points, an average-win-to-average-loss ratio of 1.38,
and a reward/risk index of 96.87. The only red flag is a maximum open
trade drawdown of −238.46 points, which is quite large, even though the
closed system drawdown is just −27.45.

Table 14.5 presents the results of the same system test using VXO. Here
we get a slight deterioration in performance, with the total net profit falling
to 812.69, although it is still more than double buy-and-hold profit. Even
though the closed system drawdown drops to zero, other performance vari-
ables do not improve and some worsen. Curious about slower oscillator
performance, I decided to run tests with EMA50-100 instead of EMA21-50.
The results are presented in Tables 14.6 (VXO) and 14.8 (VIX).

Total profit (583.55) is lower, as seen in Table 14.6, but still beats buy-
and-hold profit. Overall, there is not much change in performance. But sub-
stituting VIX for VXO and running the test again boosts total net profit to
804.97, as seen in Table 14.8. 

The results seen in Table 14.8 have an excellent average-win-to-average-
loss ratio of 1.85 (compared with 1.05 in the previous test). The reward/
risk index registered 94.52 and maximum open-trade drawdown drops to 
−114.45, with a closed system drawdown of just −46.69 points. 

By optimizing the price trigger rules, as seen in Table 14.7, which in
these tests so far has been based on a closing price above the highest high
or below the lowest low of the previous five days, results improve signifi-
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TABLE 14.5 EMA21-50 Squeeze Play II (Long/Short) at T + 30-Day Exits on S&P 
500 (VXO)

Total net profit 812.69 Largest win 156.68
Buy/Hold profit 406.20 Largest loss −145.26
Days in test 2,577 Average length of win 62.00
Total closed trades 21 Average length of loss 62.00
Commissions paid 0.00 Longest winning trade 62
Average profit per trade 38.70 Longest losing trade 62

Most consecutive wins 5
Average Win/Average Most consecutive losses 2

Loss ratio 1.05
Total bars out 460

Total long trades 8 Average length out 20.91
Total short trades 13 Longest out period 170

System close drawdown 0.00
Winning long trades 6 Profit/Loss index 61.96
Winning short trades 9
Total winning trades 15 System open drawdown −50.59
Total losing trades 6
Amount of Reward/Risk index 94.14

winning trades 1,311.70 Maximum open  
trade drawdown −191.32

Amount of Buy/Hold index 165.41
losing trades −499.01

Average win 87.45
Average loss −83.17

cantly. Trying 0 through 10 days for highs and lows in an optimization rou-
tine reveals that all the combinations produced a net profit that beats buy-
and-hold, with the best being a close above a 1 day high for longs and a
close below an 8-day low for shorts. Highest net profit is 997.95, as shown
in Table 14.9, which also lists all net profit associated with every possible
combination of trigger parameters. It should be clear that acceptable prof-
its are generated for all, with fewer number of days working best for longs
and greater number of days best for short trades on average.

As a final test of implied volatility on equity indices, I sped up the
oscillator to see if there is any profit potential in shorter cycles. The
results are presented in Tables 14.10 and 14.11. Using a fast EMA1-10
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oscillator, the system works on a simple threshold penetration rule, going
long when the oscillator moves 5 percent above zero and short when it
moves −5 percent below zero. Long and short trades are closed when the
oscillator crosses zero. There are no stops or triggers used. A test using

TABLE 14.6 EMA50-100 Squeeze Play II (Long/Short) at T + 30-Day Exits on
S&P 500 (VXO)

Total net profit 583.55 Largest win 161.39
Buy/Hold profit 406.20 Largest loss −177.42
Days in test 2577 Average length of win 32.00
Total closed trades 25 Average length of loss 32.00
Commissions paid 0.00 Longest winning trade 32
Average profit per trade 23.34 Longest losing trade 32

Most consecutive wins 7
Average Win/Average Most consecutive losses 3

Loss ratio 1
Total bars out 961

Total long trades 12 Average length out 36.96
Longest out period 223

Total short trades 13 System close drawdown −29.01
Winning long trades 8 Profit/Loss index 53.14
Winning short trades 9
Total winning trades 17 System open drawdown −75.84
Total losing trades 8
Amount of Reward/Risk index 88.5

winning trades 1,098 Max open 
trade drawdown −191.32

Amount of 
losing trades −514.53

Average win 64.59 Buy/Hold index 88.65
Average loss −64.32

TABLE 14.7 Modified EMA50-100 Squeeze Play II Price Trigger Rules

Enter long when today’s closing Enter short when today’s closing 
price is greater than the highest price is less than the lowest 
high of the past five days. low of the past five days.
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TABLE 14.8 EMA50-100 Squeeze Play II (Long/Short) at T + 30-Day Exits on
S&P 500 (VIX)

Total net profit 804.97 Largest win 195.07
Buy/Hold profit 406.20 Largest loss −88.60
Days in test 2,577
Total closed trades 27 Average length of win 32.00
Commissions paid 0.00 Average length of loss 32.00
Average profit per trade 29.81 Longest winning trade 32
Average Win/Average Longest losing trade 32

Loss ratio 1.85
Most consecutive wins 5

Total long trades 10 Most consecutive losses 2
Total bars out 901

Total short trades 17 Average length out 32.18
Longest out period 171

Winning long trades 8 System close drawdown −46.69
Winning short trades 9
Total winning trades 17 Profit/Loss index 68.21
Total losing trades 10
Amount of System open drawdown −46.69

winning trades 1,180.07
Amount of Reward/Risk index 94.52

losing trades −375.10
Average win 69.42 Maximum open 

trade drawdown −114.45
Average loss −37.51 Buy/Hold index 160.23

Testing Option Volatility on Equity Indices 125

VXO on the OEX produced 488 points of net profit compared with buy-
and-hold profit of 208.6, which is quite good. Performance overall was
mixed, however, as seen in Table 14.10. For example, there were seven
consecutive losers and average wins do not beat average losses, but
reward/risk was excellent at 99.05.

Running the same test on the S&P 500 using VIX, total net profit was
859.9 with a better overall profile, and certainly acceptable as a trading
system. Notably, maximum consecutive losses drop to four. If using S&P
futures with an initial account balance of $25,000, rate of return was 95
percent annually.
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130 TRADING AGAINST THE CROWD

TABLE 14.11 EMA1-10 5% Trading System on SP500 with VIX

Total net profit 859.91 Largest win 72.32
Buy/Hold profit 406.88 Largest loss −136.46
Days in test 2,577 Average length of win 5.73
Total closed trades 185 Average length of loss 10.14
Commissions paid 0.00 Longest winning trade 29
Average profit per trade 4.69 Longest losing trade 41
Average Win/Average Loss ratio 0.85 Most consecutive wins 8

Most consecutive losses 4
Total long trades 85 Total bars out 750

Average length out 5.21
Total short trades 100 Longest out period 19

System close drawdown 0.00
Winning long trades 59 Profit/Loss index 34.35
Winning short trades 60
Total winning trades 119 System open drawdown −9.53
Total losing trades 66 Reward/Risk index 98.90
Amount of winning trades 2,511 Maximum open trade drawdown −167.78
Amount of losing trades −1,643.25 Buy/Hold index 109.43
Average win 21.10
Average loss −24.90

TABLE 14.10 EMA1-10 5% Trading System on OEX with VXO

Total net profit 488.04 Largest win 37.44
Buy/Hold profit 208.65
Days in test 2,577 Largest loss −66.26
Total closed trades 185
Commissions paid 0.00 Average length of win 5.36
Average profit per trade 2.66 Average length of loss 10.72
Average Win/Average Loss ratio 0.89 Longest winning trade 21

Longest losing trade 41
Total long trades 85 Most consecutive wins 8

Most consecutive losses 7
Total short trades 100 Total bars out 750

Average length out 5.21
Winning long trades 60 Longest out period 19
Winning short trades 58 System close drawdown 0.00
Total winning trades 118 Profit/Loss index 35.99
Total losing trades 67
Amount of winning trades 1,360 System open drawdown −4.705

Reward/Risk index 99.05
Amount of losing trades −868.18 Maximum open trade drawdown −85.70
Average win 11.53
Average loss −12.96 Buy/Hold index 132.02
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SUMMARY 

Using a EMA21-50 medium speed and EMA50-100 slow-speed oscillator in
Squeeze Play II, and a faster EMA1-10 oscillator in a simple 5 percent
extreme threshold penetration system, this chapter shows that implied
volatility offers another profitable way to trade against the crowd. Testing
was conducted on the S&P 500 and S&P 100 equity indices using CBOE’s
new and old implied volatility indices VIX (for S&P 500) and VXO (for S&P
100). VIX and VXO indices are calculated based on options that trade on
these indices and provide a gauge of excessive fear and greed. As the tests
show, if you go against the crowd during times of high levels of fear or
times of too much complacency, by using implied volatility as a measure of
these moods, excellent profits are obtainable. In the next chapter, I apply
similar tests to stocks to see if these results can be reproduced. 
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CHAPTER 15

Stock Options
Volatility and

Sentiment
Long Waves

As you’ve seen, implied volatility provides a psychological gauge
that offers tremendous profit potential if properly analyzed and
processed. In this chapter, I extend this sentiment approach to indi-

vidual stocks. 
Let’s quickly review the trading setups I use in this chapter. A version of

Squeeze Play II trading rules is applied in the same manner used in Chapter
14. Once again, the logic is based on finding entries that are triggered by
price action immediately following periods of above-average bullish or
bearish sentiment. A long position is signaled when the EMA21-50 oscilla-
tor’s (running on daily stock option implied volatility data now) highest
high value in the past 10 days is greater than 5 percent, and when today’s
close is greater than yesterday’s high. A short position is established when
the EMA21-50 oscillator’s lowest low value in the past 10 days is less than
−5 percent, and when today’s close is less than yesterday’s low.

For the exit plan, I again use the T + 30-, T + 60-, and T + 90-day triple- 
exit approach used successfully with put/call ratios and with implied volatil-
ity in Chapter 14 trading the equity indices. I assess this strategy, moreover,
in terms of a LEAPS and non-LEAPS approach, to again illustrate the power
of using options to capture the long-term swings in price. 

Just like stock index options, individual stock options provide the pric-
ing information needed to derive implied volatility. However, the average
implied volatility calculation for stock options is not that which is used to
calculate the VIX, VXN, and VXO looked at in the previous chapter. It is pos-
sible, however, to obtain the same data from certain vendors if the other
VIX-like calculations were preferred. Here we simply take a daily grand
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average of implied volatility calculated from all of a stock’s options to use
as a gauge of options market sentiment. For our purposes, this provides a
good enough sentiment measure, as you can see in Figure 15.1. Again, like
with VIX and VXO, a high reading indicates expensive options and is a con-
dition that arises near market bottoms; a low reading is typically associated
with market tops when there is low volatility and less fear. If the crowd is
getting it wrong at these sentiment extremes (the overall assumption
throughout this book), then a trading system built using this data should
provide reasonably good trading results.

Let’s look at our same group of stocks to test this idea: Microsoft, IBM,
Citigroup, Wal-Mart, GE, and Merck. Before we evaluate the individual and
group performance of these groups, however, I want to illustrate the power
of sentiment information by running the system with the price triggers only
first. Tables 15.1 and 15.2 show IBM T + 30 Squeeze Play II test results with-

out a sentiment screen, using just a close above the previous day’s high as a
long position entry signal and a close below the previous day’s low as a short
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FIGURE 15.1 MSFT implied volatility sentiment waves.

High fear

Low fear
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position entry signal. Not surprisingly, both test results show net losses,
with longs losing $2,085.83 and shorts losing $7,474.63. Once the sentiment
rules are dropped into the trading system, however, the equity perform-
ance gets a facelift. Tables 15.3 and 15.4 show the long and short position
tests for the T + 30 exit time frame only. 

Profits on the long side jump amazingly to $35,957.30 and on the short
side to $5,247.63, compared with a buy-and-hold profit of $14,205.71. For
the longs, the annual percent gain is 61.04 percent compared with a buy-
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TABLE 15.1 Squeeze Play II—IBM (No Sentiment Screen, Longs Only, T + 30)

Total net profit −$2,085.83 Average win $2,064.38
Percent gain/loss −20.86 Average loss −$2,917.03
Annual percent gain/loss −3.54 Largest win $7,868.77

Largest loss −$14,388.00

Initial investment $10,000.00 Average length of win 32.00
Buy/Hold profit $14,205.71 Average length of loss 32.00
Days in test 2,150 Longest winning trade 32
Buy/Hold percentage 

gain/loss 142.06 Longest losing trade 32
Annual Buy/Hold 

percentage gain/loss 24.12 Most consecutive wins 4
Most consecutive losses 4

Total closed trades 40 Total bars out 1,470
Commissions paid 0.00 Average length out 35.85
Average profit per trade −$52.72 Longest out period 44
Average Win/Average System close

Loss ratio 0.71 drawdown −$5,690.10
Total long trades 40 Profit/Loss index −4.21
Total short trades 0 System open 

drawdown −$7,607.69
Winning long trades 23 Reward/Risk index −27.42
Winning short trades 0 Maximum open 

trade drawdown −$16,170.60
Total winning trades 23
Total losing trades 17 Buy/Hold index −114.52
Amount of winning

trades $47,480.82
Amount of losing trades −$49,589.53
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and-hold gain of 24.12 percent. Combining sentiment screens with price-
based triggers clearly enables traders to capture tremendous profit, well
above buy-and-hold, something that has been repeatedly demonstrated
throughout this book. The problem, of course, is getting enough good 
performance from all the stocks in a group. There are likely to be under-
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TABLE 15.2 Squeeze Play II—IBM (No Sentiment Screen, Shorts Only, T + 30)

Total net profit −$7,474.63 Average win $270.07
Percent gain/loss −74.75 Average loss −$573.00

Largest win $1,126.52
Annual percent 

gain/loss −12.69 Largest loss −$2,062.44
Initial investment $10,000.00 Average length of win 32.00

Average length of loss 32.00
Buy/Hold profit $14,205.71 Longest winning trade 32
Days in test 2,150 Longest losing trade 32
Buy/Hold percentage 

gain/loss 142.06
Annual Buy/Hold 

percent gain/loss 24.12 Most consecutive wins 4
Most consecutive losses 4

Total closed trades 41 Total bars out 1,441
Commissions paid 0.00 Average length out 34.31
Average profit 

per trade −$182.31 Longest out period 48
Average Win/Average System close

Loss ratio 0.47 drawdown −$8,944.86
Total long trades 0 Profit/Loss index −59.29
Total short trades 41 System open 

drawdown −$10,000.00
Reward/Risk index −74.75

Winning long trades 0 Maximum open 
trade drawdown −$2,062.44

Winning short trades 19
Total winning trades 19 Buy/Hold index −152.62
Total losing trades 22
Amount of winning 

trades $5,131.32
Amount of losing 

trades −$12,605.95
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performers or even losers, as seen previously. One issue worth noting here
is that while many of the system tests show inferior performance in terms
of the buy-and-hold approach, there are generally few actual losing system
tests showing absolute losses (as opposed to relative losses from not beat-
ing buy-and-hold). This is true in most of the tests throughout this book.
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TABLE 15.3 Squeeze Play II—IBM (with Sentiment Screen, Longs Only, T + 30)

Total net profit $35,957.30 Average win $5,883.44
Percent gain/loss 359.57

Average loss −$2,832.28
Annual percent 

gain/loss 61.04
Largest win $18,207.20

Initial investment $10,000.00 Largest loss −$7,411.09
Buy/Hold profit $14,205.71 Average length of win 32.00
Days in test 2,150 Average length of loss 32.00
Buy/Hold percentage 

gain/loss 142.06 Longest winning trade 32
Annual Buy/Hold 

percentage gain/loss 24.12 Longest losing trade 32
Most consecutive wins 4

Total closed trades 15 Most consecutive losses 3
Commissions paid 0.00 Total bars out 1,467
Average profit 

per trade 2,397.15 Average length out 91.69
Average Win/Average 

Loss ratio 2.08 Longest out period 196
System close drawdown 0.00

Total long trades 15 Profit/Loss index 67.91
Total short trades 0 System open drawdown 0.00

Reward/Risk index 100.00
Winning long trades 9 Maximum open trade 

drawdown −$11,811.06
Winning short trades 0
Total winning trades 9 Buy/Hold index 153.12
Total losing trades 6
Amount of winning

trades $52,950.99
Amount of losing

trades −$16,993.69
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When comparing the group performance (our six stocks) using implied
volatility oscillators to put/call ratio test results, the latter show superior
performance. Table 15.5 contains the results previously presented and
Tables 15.6 and 15.7 show non-LEAPS and LEAPS results running with
implied volatility. The long LEAPS trades, where the best performance
usually appears, show $93,246.60 for T + 30 net profit using implied vola-
tility compared with $148,434 for Squeeze Play II put/call ratio system tests.
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TABLE 15.4 Squeeze Play II—IBM (with Sentiment Screen, Shorts Only, T + 30)

Total net profit $5,247.63 Average win $1,439.13

Percent gain/loss 52.48 Average loss −$1,540.90

Annual percent gain/loss 9.05 Largest win $3,875.51

Largest loss −$3,155.76

Initial investment $10,000.00

Average length of win 32.00

Buy/Hold profit $14,205.71 Average length of loss 32.00

Days in test 2,150 Longest winning trade 32

Buy/Hold percentage 
gain/loss 24.12 Longest losing trade 32

Annual Buy/Hold 

percentage gain/loss 24.12 Most consecutive wins 3

Most consecutive losses 2

Total closed trades 14 Total bars out 1,473

Commissions paid 0.00 Average length out 98.20

Average profit per trade $374.83 Longest out period 249

Average Win/Average System close
Loss ratio 0.93 drawdown −$5,571.78

Total long trades 0 Profit/Loss index 40.52

Total short trades 14 System open 
drawdown −$6,672.47

Winning long trades 0 Reward/Risk index 44.02

Winning short trades 9 Maximum open 
trade drawdown −$3,868.15

Total winning trades 9

Total losing trades 5 Buy/Hold index −60.75

Amount of winning 
trades $12,952.13

Amount of losing 
trades −$7,704.51
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TABLE 15.5 Squeeze Play II Performance—LEAPS Options Using T + 30 Through
T + 90 Time Frames as Exits (Put/Call Ratios)

T + 30 Longs T + 60 Longs T + 90 Longs T + 30 Shorts

IBM $37,135.83 $19,869.53 $48,302.92 29322.19
C 20702.51 795.86 2035.06 −3077.04
MRK 2327.06 5630.18 6350.77 32836.79
WMT 26232.69 29283 39843.60 −1374.42
GE −3616.97 1052.41 7690.51 5145.82
MSFT 65653.25 47152.64 80943.01 −3988.93
TOTAL 148,434.40 103,783.60 185,165.90 60,238.83

T + 60 Shorts T + 90 Shorts Total Profit Buy/Hold Profit

IBM 9933.41 4140.41 148,704.30 38,150.67
C 4140.90 2422.69 27,019.98 35,108.10
MRK 20516.44 12228.17 79,889.41 5,028.65
WMT −3117.79 −2268.77 89,972.73 115,429.15
GE 15874.54 1822.13 27,968.44 11,213.29
MSFT 812.29 −2869.02 187,703.20 85,447.55
TOTAL 48,159.79 15,475.61 561,258.10 $290,377.41

The best results for implied volatility were for the T + 90 longs-only time
frame, which produced a net profit of $81,212.35, but this was still substan-
tially below the $185,165.90 produced using the same strategy with put /call
ratios. However, total long trades did produce a profit of $223,476.17 for the
LEAPS approach! Short trades showed sharply deteriorating performance,
with only T + 30 showing a small profit for the non-LEAPS approach. This
improves from $2,250 to $15,676 with the LEAPS plan, but well below prof-
its produced using put/call ratios for T + 30 shorts-only trades, a profit of
$60,238.90. 

Finally, the tests using implied volatility showed substantially less
total net profit, with $104,300.00 for the non-LEAPS approach, and $228,654
for LEAPS-option trading on the trade signals from Squeeze Play II, as
seen in Tables 15.6 and 15.7. Contrast this with Squeeze Play II results
using put /call ratios, which made a total of $561,258.10, well above
buy/hold profits. This is well above the $290,377.41 in buy/hold total profit
for the group. 
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TABLE 15.7 EMA10-21 Squeeze Play II Performance—LEAPS Options Using 
T + 30 Through T + 90 Time Frames as Exits (Implied Volatility)

T + 30 Longs T + 60 Longs T + 90 Longs T + 30 Shorts

IBM $40,053.01 $16,864.39 $44,449.87 $7,880.84
C $1,054.31 −$1,763.93 −$3,268.80 −$2,077.79
MRK $9,535.21 −$1,304.99 −$3,075.28 $11,510.21
WMT $22,507.63 $18,004.96 $28,715.99 −$2,440.34
GE $4,015.15 −$1,526.03 $5,920.74 $2,632.71
MSFT $16,081.29 $18,742.82 $8,469.83 −$1,829.18
TOTAL $93,246.60 $49,017.22 $81,212.35 $15,676.45

T + 60 Shorts T + 90 Shorts Total Profit Buy/Hold Profit

IBM −$767.03 −$1,600.80 $106,880.28 38,150.67
C −$1,763.93 −$2,521.02 −$10,341.16 35,108.10
MRK −$216.35 −$1,668.49 $14,780.31 5,028.65
WMT −$3,563.53 −3,964.56 $63,224.71 115,429.15
GE $4,160.91 $2,764.08 $17,967.56 11,213.29
MSFT −$2,322.25 −$2,999.59 $36,142.92 85,447.55
TOTAL −$4,472.18 −$6,025.82 $228,654.61 290,377.41

TABLE 15.6 EMA21-50 Squeeze Play II Performance—No Stops Using T + 30
Through T + 90 Time Frames as Exits (Implied Volatility)

T + 30 Longs T + 60 Longs T + 90 Longs T + 30 Shorts

IBM $35,957.30 $11,723.53 $44,449.87 $5,247.63
C −$1,896.43 −$4,210.59 −$3,268.80 −$2,913.50
MRK $5,995.33 −$5,285.83 −$3,075.28 $8,105.82
WMT $22,399.14 $13,300.53 $28,715.99 −$5,534.29
GE $1,364.24 −$5,857.54 $2,194.04 $2,632.71
MSFT $10,902.43 $7,011.32 −$6,589.77 −$5,288.23
TOTAL $74,722.01 $16,681.42 $62,426.05 $2,250.14

T + 60 Shorts T + 90 Shorts Total Profit Buy/Hold Profit

IBM −$3,375.87 −$5,179.64 $88,822.82 38,150.67
C −$4,210.59 −$4,279.97 −$20,779.90 35,108.10
MRK −$216.35 −$4,432.59 $1,091.10 5,028.65
WMT −$7,643.91 −$7,803.44 $43,434.02 115,429.15
GE $1,232.32 −$1,994.29 −$428.52 11,213.29
MSFT −$6,442.50 −$7,429.80 −$7,836.55 85,447.55
TOTAL −$20,657.00 −$31,119.70 $104,303.00 290,377.41
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SUMMARY 

The tests in this chapter that use stock options implied volatility in LEAPS
and non-LEAPS Squeeze Play II produced profitable results for all long time
frames. Taking overall profitability for the group, Squeeze Play II did not
beat the buy-and-hold profit, and fell far short of performance derived from
using this same system with put/call ratio data. This hardly represents the
final word on stock options implied volatility, since there are other ways to
both calculate this sentiment gauge and to trade it. The results derived here
with Squeeze Play II at least suggest that these secondary data streams lack
the predictive power that contract volume has been shown to have, at least
at the level of individual stocks. However, those clever enough may find
better ways to collect and process this data.
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CHAPTER 16

Gauging Crowd
Psychology with

Short Selling
Ratios

Short selling is a bet on an expected market decline, or fall of an indi-
vidual stock, by selling stock that is borrowed. In the case of a com-
modity, there is no borrowing, just short sales, but the same profit/loss

dynamics exist. Stock short sellers are required to return the stock that was
borrowed to the broker at a later date. Therefore, if the market that is
shorted declines, a trader or investor buys back the shares sold short at a
lower price and thus at a profit (sold high, bought low), at which point the
shares are returned to the broker.

If all this sounds confusing, it actually happens automatically with
orders to either “get short,” (a click of the mouse in today’s online trading
environment), or to “cover-buy,” the term used to explain when shorts buy
back, or “offset” their open short positions. Since open short positions
(known as short interest) reflect shares that have not yet been repurchased
but need to be eventually, they ultimately represent potential buying power.
In this and the following chapter, I show how to quantify this short-selling
activity with the right data in order to objectively trade against this crowd
using mechanical trading systems.

One of the oldest and most useful measures of investor sentiment,
short-selling activity on Wall Street has proved to be a very reliable market-
timing tool for stock market sentiment technicians. Figure 16.1 shows the
steady growth in short sale activity by one of the most important players on
Wall Street, the so-called smart money specialists, who are members of
the exchange authorized to make the market in particular stocks. While
many have tried to use this series in relation to the public short sales—seen
in Figure 16.2—or on its own to time the market, this ratio has become
problematic for a number of reasons. 
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THE PUBLIC GETS MORE INVOLVED 
IN SHORT SELLING 

With click-and-point ease, traders can “get short” a stock or futures market
without much trouble (although not all stocks are available for shorting) in
today’s online trading environment. But there are certain rules about when
exactly a stock can be shorted (a point discussed in more detail below). Since
shorting a stock reflects bearish expectations, data showing increasing

short-selling intensity indicates the crowd is becoming more bearish. This is
especially the case when unprofessional short selling activity (the public
shorts) increases, as opposed to total short selling going on at any one time,
by NYSE floor traders, specialists, and other members of the exchange (the
professional or so-called “smart money”). My favorite short-selling ratio is
one that takes a little effort to calculate but provides excellent signals; it pro-
vides a reading of public shorting activity only, which history shows is one of
the best indicators of the wrong-headed crowd. 
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FIGURE 16.1 Total NYSE weekly specialist short sales. (Data Source: Pinnacle Data.)
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In the past 20 years, traders and investors have become more actively
involved in short-selling activity. Figure 16.2 demonstrates this trend, with
a chart of total public short-selling activity. This trend in the data can be
seen rising sharply in the late 1990s. However, since total NYSE volume 
was also trending higher during the same period, this trend in total public
shorting does not give us a picture of the true magnitude of public short-
selling sentiment. Just how much public short-selling sentiment occurs
depends on the ratio of total public shorting to the total volume of stocks
traded. To process this data in a way that is useful for trading, however, it
is necessary to take a ratio of total public short-selling volume divided by
total NYSE volume. 

Figure 16.3 provides a view of this normalized public short sales series
(which has also been detrended using a difference of four- and eight-week
exponential moving averages). The oscillations clearly show a very nice pat-
tern of the public at increased shorting extremes just when the S&P 500 is
ready to put in a bottom. The same is true for market tops when public
short-selling activity is at an extreme low. This is similar behavior, therefore,
to our options crowd, which gets it wrong generally at market sentiment
extremes, as measured in our put/call ratios and levels of implied volatility.
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FIGURE 16.2 NYSE total weekly public short sales. (Data Source: Pinnacle Data.)
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THE RISKS AND REWARDS OF SHORT SELLING 

Short-selling activity in stocks is often deemed extremely risky and difficult
to do, something better left to the trading professionals. The stock market
historically exhibits a long-term bullish directional bias. Combined with
the fact that there is theoretically unlimited risk in shorting because the
price of a stock has no price limits on the upside, it would appear that
shorting is riskier than buying stocks. One added dimension to using inten-
sified short-selling activity as an indicator is that, if wrong, traders need
to buy back their open short positions, thus providing a catalyst for gains
in stocks and the stock market. 

Short sellers, who face potentially unlimited losses should the price
of the security continue to move higher, can thus get trigger-happy. In com-
modity markets the same logic applies, except that historically, prices do
not exhibit the same secular tendencies to move higher, as they do in stock
markets. However, there is still great risk since commodities can spike
higher rapidly following sudden changes in weather (for example, a frost in
coffee regions) driving prices up and catching short traders by surprise. It
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S&P 500

High shorting levels

Low shorting levels

FIGURE 16.3 Public short sales detrended and normalized (using total NYSE
volume). (Data Source: Pinnacle Data.)
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is this potential for unlimited losses that forces short sellers to “cover” or
buy back their stock positions in a hurry as they are “squeezed,” often
alluded to in the business media as “short covering rallies.” 

What is interesting about short-selling activity, however, is that many
of this selling tends to intensify as the stock market begins to trend lower,
or the price of a stock declines over a period of time. The greater the decline,
the greater the short selling sales, and the greater pressure on the price—the
reverse of the cycle outlined above. Of course, if short interest is increas-
ing, it ultimately represents potential purchasing power, as mentioned
above, since shorts eventually need to cover-buy their positions. Therefore,
it represents an excellent gauge of sentiment, particularly because short
selling also tells us that there is potential fuel for sustained upside moves if
the shorting activity is at extremes. And it provides substantial potential
momentum for rallies if a trader goes against this crowd at the correct time.

Based on the above, is it any surprise that indicators built on short-
selling activity have remained popular contrary opinion trading tools?
Despite changes in financial markets that have altered the usefulness of
certain types of short sales data, the basic idea still has merit. Below I will
discuss the history of the indicator and short sales data and what works
best today. In the following chapter I built a trading system from this data.

THE HISTORY OF THE INDICATOR 

The history of short-selling indicators begins with the odd-lot short-selling
ratio. It was based on the idea that odd lots (trade orders or lots of less than
100 shares) were thought to represent the unprofessional small investor or
trader with little market sophistication, someone who makes incorrect
emotional decisions at market extremes. Remember, the theory of contrary
opinion states that the market is most predictable when participants are
generally of one mind about its likely direction. The view is generally rein-
forced by the media, which ultimately draws in all available longs or shorts
by its repeated reporting of the prevailing trend. The last entrants, of course,
tend to be the least sophisticated among the crowd. In regards to odd-lot
short sales, therefore, too much of this activity means the market is ready
to stop declining. This “greater fool” mechanism eventually comes to an
end, as the last ones short sorely learn.

Investor sentiment gauges that can identify these relatively uninformed
traders and investors, therefore, may perform well, which was precisely the
logic behind the now antiquated odd-lot short-selling ratio (OLSR). 
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THE DEMISE OF THE ODD-LOT SHORT SALES RATIO

After a successful period, the OLSR lost its usefulness. The OLSR suffered its
demise from the arrival of listed put options in the late 1970s, a development
I return to shortly. The OLSR, which measured the activity of the perennial
losers on Wall Street, was constructed as a normalized value, usually taking
the daily average of overall odd-lot purchases and sales as the denominator
in the ratio, and total daily odd-lot short sales as the numerator.

This construction, therefore, captured the intensity of short selling rela-
tive to overall odd-lot activity, rather than overall shorting activity in the mar-
ket as a whole, a construction I employ in Chapter 17 using a more useful
short sales data series. Low levels of the ratio (little interest in short selling
by odd-lotters) indicated that the small and unprofessional trader or investor
believed prices were going to rise; as a result, prices would fall. High levels of
the ratio (indicating odd-lot short-selling intensity) revealed that the dumb
money was betting on a market decline and prices would rise instead. For
more than three decades, this powerful measure actually worked quite well.

As mentioned above, the rise of listed put options brought about the
demise of the odd-lot short sale ratio. The purchase of put options, with
known and limited risk, became the new way for the crowd to place bets on
expected or in-motion market declines. They are well suited to the small,
unprofessional trader because no margin deposits are required. In addi-
tion, short- or long-term options could be purchased depending on the time
horizon of the trader. We have already seen how put volume, when meas-
ured against total call option volume (or even total option volume in the
case of bond futures), can produce very good market timing signals. Put/call
ratios, I would argue, are driven today by the same crowd psychology be-
hind the old odd-lot ratio. In effect, it is the old odd-lot crowd masquerad-
ing in new clothes—but still as dependable as ever at getting it wrong. 

ODD-LOTTERS AS SMART MONEY? 

More recent behavior suggests the odd-lot ratio may behave better as a
smart money indicator; this is due to today’s heavy use of odd-lots by spe-
cialists and other larger traders who are trading in odd-lots to circumvent
the NYSE up-tick rule. While I do not delve into that question in this book,
it might be worth the effort. The odd-lot ratio, like the OEX put/call ratio (as
I showed in Chapter 6), today works better as a measure of correct market
sentiment, not the wrong sentiment of the crowd.
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In order to understand why this might be the case, you first need to
understand how the data is collected and organized. Since short selling is
considered a legitimate trading activity with its own associated risks, there
are regulations of this activity. The most well known is the prohibition on
short selling when the best bid price is on a down-tick, or lower than the
previous inside best bid on any stock, generally referred to as the NYSE
“up-tick rule.” 

The NYSE up-tick rule, however, has a loophole. If you are an odd-
lotter (trading in lots less than 100), you can skirt the rule. For example, a
specialist or member of the NYSE could sell on a down-tick if the size is
99 shares or less. Therefore, the odd-lot indicators may have become pol-
luted with “smart money” traders, rendering this ineffective as an indicator
of the unsophisticated crowd. And with most of the dumb money having
moved from odd-lots to put options, especially on the QQQs and other
ETFs, the odd-lotter may actually be today’s smart money in disguise. 

ODD-LOT BALANCE INDEX (OLBX) 

Another data series that was useful for traders is the odd-lot balance index
(OBLX); it measures the ratio of odd-lot sales relative to purchases, pro-
ducing a value that would range above and below 1.0. Below 1.0 indicated
net buying, and above 1.0 net selling by odd-lotters, who almost invariably
got it wrong at market turning points when the OLBX was near relative
extremes (high suggested that odd-lotters were getting too bearish and low
suggested that they were getting too bullish). These corresponded with
extreme readings above and below 1.0 on the OBLX. Typically, this data is
smoothed with a moving average method, which helps to remove market
“noise” from distorted daily movements of the series.

Sadly, this indicator of the buying and selling activity of the smallest
traders also lost its predictive power during the mid-1960s with the evolution
of financial markets, again partly as a result of the growth of options trading. 

OTHER SHORT-SELLING DATA AND RATIOS 

One of the most widely quoted shorting activity indicators is the monthly
NYSE short interest ratio. While not too useful for our purposes, it is a
good conceptual starting point. It enables us to better understand the
underlying shorting activity and how to best use the data. NASD firms are
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mandated to provide the NYSE with all short positions on the 15th of each
month. If the 15th is not a business day, the deadline date defaults to the
previous business day. The monthly report presents total short interest
and the short interest ratio for both the NYSE and NASDAQ exchanges.
This report includes short interest and short interest ratios for individual
stocks as well. 

The short interest data is defined as all open short positions as of the
deadline date, usually the 15th. This is to be distinguished from short  sales,
which I discuss below, because this open interest represents all short sales
that have not been offset, and thus remain open as of the deadline. The
short interest ratio, meanwhile, is simply the total short interest at the end
of each monthly period divided by the NYSE average daily trading volume.
The ratio provides a relative measure of shorting, relative to how active the
Big Board trading has been. 

The monthly NYSE absolute levels of short interest, however, are dis-
torted by merger arbitrage, particularly in bull markets when this activity is
running high. The short interest ratio also lumps together public and mem-
ber trading activity, so we are left without a measure of the less sophisti-
cated crowd. For these reasons they are not very useful gauges to use in
trading systems. 

THE NYSE WEEKLY MEMBERS REPORT 

In Table 16.1, the NYSE weekly members report data is presented. This data,
which is delayed for two weeks before release to the public, is the basis for
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TABLE 16.1 NYSE Members Report for the Week of July 11, 2003 

Total Volume Week 7/11/03 Previous Week Year-Ago Week

Weekly Total Volume 7,297,186 5,591,373 8,105,731
Daily Average Volume 1,459,437 1,397,843 1,621,146
Short Sales 941,621 733,181 973,584
Public 462,189 372,045 475,094
Member 479,432 361,136 498,490
Specialist 304,372 238,879 366,762
Floor Traders 240 200 1,133
Other Members 174,820 122,057 130,595
Specialist/Public % .7 .6 .8
Member/Public % 1.0 1.0 1.0
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several short sales ratios that I use in my trading systems. I construct my
favorite shorting activity indicator from this data, which is then programmed
into a trading system. As you can see, short sales are parsed into several cat-
egories of traders. Most of the volume is concentrated in three groups: pub-
lic, specialist, and member. These three groups, and their shorting activity,
provide valuable data about what the smart traders and the unsophisticated
traders are thinking, the latter being the group that I am looking to track.
Taking a look at the public short sales category in Table 16.1, you can see
that for the week of July 11, 2003, public short sales totaled 462,189 shares.
The public short sales ratio can be created by dividing this number by total
short sales activity for the week (941,621). For this week, the public short
sales ratio was .49 (462,189/941.621 = .49). Figure 16.4 provides a look at
recent movements of this ratio.

While some sentiment technicians still use the ratio of short sales by
the public to short sales by specialists (public–specialist short sales ratio),
this does not seem to produce a reliable indicator any more. Nevertheless,
the idea is that if the public is going short relative to the specialist, or smart
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FIGURE 16.4 NYSE public short sales ratio and Dow Jones average.
(Data Source: Pinnacle Data.)
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money, then they are likely to be wrong about the market’s direction (the
assumption is that the smart money must be better informed), especially at
extreme readings of this indicator. However, this indicator suffers from a
number of problems, such as distortion by merger arbitrage activity similar
to the monthly report, which can become quite large during bull markets. 

I can briefly explain why this distortion occurs. Merger arbitrage dis-
torts the overall levels of short sales because when arbitrageurs speculate
on an announced merger, they typically will buy the target company. This
tends to trade at a discount to the announced purchase price due to the risk
of the merger not happening, and then the arbitrageurs short the acquiring
company. The spread between the two should narrow as the completion
date approaches and begins to appear a done deal, thus the target company
stock rises, narrowing the spread (which can produce an arbitrage profit).
So how does this affect our indicators? The short sales of the acquiring
company get counted in the weekly and monthly numbers released by the
NYSE. This can be quite heavy in bull markets, especially near tops when
the mood gets frothy and there are many merger deals announced. Yet this
activity is clearly not directional speculation, and is in fact a market-neutral
trading strategy. The result is that it artificially increases the recorded level
of total short-selling activity. 

SUMMARY 

This chapter provides a brief historical and analytical overview of short-
selling activity data and indicators used by sentiment technicians. The
monthly and weekly data is used to calculate short interest levels, short
interest ratios, short sales ratios, and the odd-lot short sales ratio. Some of
the weaknesses of these indicators have been pointed out, such as the dis-
tortion of the data by merger arbitrage activity, the rise of odd-lot smart
money traders, the migration of old odd-lotters to options markets, and the
long delay in the release of data. The weekly public short sales data, how-
ever, is one series that remains very useful, even though this data is delayed
by two weeks. In Chapter 17, I test a short-selling trading system built with
weekly public short sales data and run on major market indices.
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CHAPTER 17

Public Shorts:
Still as Good as
Ever as Crowd
“Sentimeter”

To improve the use of short-selling data, some sentiment technicians
prefer to use the public-only short-selling activity, also known as the
nonmember short sales ratio. Like our options buyers, these public

short sellers do not have a very good reputation for predicting market
moves, and are thus excellent indicators for trading against the crowd. The
public shorts are almost invariably wrong about the market direction, espe-
cially when absolute levels of participation (overall short selling) is running
high. As with put buying, too much pessimism (increased short sales) gen-
erally signals that a market bottom is near. Conversely, too much optimism
(decreased short sales) historically has marked the end of a bull market, or
bullish market trend. 

With these issues in mind, I construct a trading system in this chapter
using a normalized public short sales ratio (NPSR) that is available weekly.
There are two data streams required to construct the series; the weekly
short sales by the public and the total weekly short sales volume. There
are other ways to manipulate the data, such as normalizing with NYSE
total trading volume (used in the oscillator chart in the previous chapter),
but I do not venture down that road with testing in this chapter. To remove
unwanted trends in the data, NPSR is processed in one of my oscillators
using the difference between four- and eight-week exponential moving
averages. 
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NORMALIZED WEEKLY PUBLIC SHORT SALES 
TRADING SYSTEM TEST

The system I use in this chapter is proprietary, but runs on the data outlined
above. NSPR produces excellent results despite its two week public release
delay.

The contrarian logic behind this system is as follows: When the NPSR
oscillator has gotten too high, the assumption is that there has been too
much shorting activity with presumably more open interest, thus a potential
rally exists. When the oscillator value has been too low, the assumption is
that there has been too little shorting activity (and presumably less short
open interest) and a potential market decline awaits. By applying the cor-
rect triggers to actually get into trades, it might be possible to catch some
of the short and long squeezes that occur on the heels of too little or too
much shorting activity by the public. 

The results of data testing are presented in Tables 17.1 through 17.4 for
the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), S&P 500 stock index, NASDAQ 100,
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TABLE 17.1 NPSR Proprietary System Test on DJIA. No Stops Were Used. 
(Points Test.)

Total net profit 15,046.97 Largest win 1,572.3
Buy/Hold profit 6849.8 Largest loss −522.65
Days in test 3668 Average length of win 7.83
Total closed trades 64 Average length of loss 2.93
Commissions paid 0.00 Longest winning trade 32
Average profit per trade 220.6 Longest losing trade 9
Average Win/Average Most consecutive wins 4

Loss ratio 3.63 Most consecutive losses 3
Total long trades 32 Total bars out 142
Total short trades 32 Average length out 7.47
Winning long trades 21 Longest out period 13
Winning short trades 14 System close drawdown 0.00
Total winning trades 35 Profit/Loss index 78.29
Total losing trades 29 System open drawdown 0.00
Amount of winning trades 18,293.3 Reward/Risk index 100.0
Amount of losing trades −4,171.98 Maximum open 
Average win 522.7 trade drawdown −811.6
Average loss −143.86 Buy/Hold index 133.18
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TABLE 17.2 NPSR Proprietary System Test on S&P 500. (Points Test.)

Total net profit 1,605.85 Largest win 294.87
Buy/Hold profit 697.05 Largest loss −63.08
Days in test 3493 Average length of win 8.67
Total closed trades 61 Average length of loss 3.03
Commissions paid 0.00 Longest winning trade 52
Average profit per trade 24.9 Longest losing trade 8
Average Win/ Average Most consecutive wins 4

Loss ratio 3.70 Most consecutive losses 4
Total long trades 32 Total bars out 120
Total short trades 29 Average length out 7.5
Winning long trades 17 Longest out period 18
Winning short trades 13 System close drawdown −7.71
Total winning trades 30 Profit/Loss index 73.15
Total losing trades 31 System open drawdown −19.54
Amount of winning trades 2,108.8 Reward/Risk index 98.8
Amount of losing trades 589.6 Maximum open 
Average win 70.3 trade drawdown −159.79
Average loss −63 Buy/Hold index 142.8

TABLE 17.3 NASDAQ 100/NPSR Proprietary Trading System. (Points Test)

Total net profit 4388.29 Largest win 1,067.7
Buy/Hold profit 1,163.22 Largest loss −435.34
Days in test 3668 Average length of win 7.28
Total closed trades 68 Average length of loss 3.00
Commissions paid 0.00 Longest winning trade 26
Average profit per trade 62.4 Longest losing trade 9
Average Win/Average Most consecutive wins 4

Loss ratio 2.93 Most consecutive losses 3
Total long trades 36 Total bars out 148
Total short trades 32 Average length out 6.73
Winning long trades 21 Longest out period 17
Winning short trades 15 System close drawdown −3.00
Total winning trades 36 Profit/Loss index 70.39
Total losing trades 32 System open drawdown −6.02
Amount of winning trades 15272.07 Reward/Risk index 99.86
Amount of losing trades −6,088.08 Maximum open 
Average win 169.1 trade drawdown −1099.13
Average loss −57.69 Buy/Hold index 289.85
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TABLE 17.4 RUSSELL 2000/NPSR Proprietary Trading System. (Points Test)

Total net profit 876.35 Largest win 84.02
Buy/Hold profit 290.15 Largest loss −62.02
Days in test 3080 Average length of win 7.13
Total closed trades 61 Average length of loss 2.10
Commissions paid 0.00 Longest winning trade 16
Average profit per trade 13.36 Longest losing trade 5
Average Win/Average Most consecutive wins 3

Loss ratio 4.75 Most consecutive losses 3
Total long trades 31 Total bars out 142
Total short trades 30 Average length out 7.47
Winning long trades 20 Longest out period 14
Winning short trades 10 System close drawdown 0.00
Total winning trades 30 Profit/Loss index 79.45
Total losing trades 31 System open drawdown −1.67
Amount of winning trades 1041.76 Reward/Risk index 99.81
Amount of losing trades −226.67 Maximum open
Average win 34.72 trade drawdown −51.86
Average loss −7.31 Buy/Hold index 223.15

and Russell 2000. The dates in this sample period are July 1, 1994 through
January 22, 2004.

Starting with total net profits, the DJIA test produced a spectacular
15,046.97 points with a buy/hold level of 6,849.8; however, there was a
dizzying maximum open trade drawdown of −811.6 points even though the
system close drawdown was zero. All the vital statistics were quite good
otherwise, with a 100.00 reward/risk index. Looking at the S&P 500, mean-
while, results were equally good, with 1,605.85 points extracted from the
period studied compared with a buy/hold profit of 697.05 points (see Table
17.2). There was a −159.79 point open trade swoon in the system, but other-
wise the vital stats are stellar. They include an average-win-to-average-loss
ratio of 3.70! Total number of trades was 61 with 30 winners. The largest
loss was −63.08, which is not too bad given the absolute level of net profit.
Looking at Figure 17.1, the equity plot reveals some flat zones, but other-
wise the growth is quite stable and certainly viable. 

The two other markets also did very well. The NASDAQ 100 and
Russell 2000 test runs pulled out 4,388.29 and 876.35 points, respectively. 
The NASDAQ 100 maximum open trade drawdown was −1,099.13 points, 
which would be hard to stomach for most traders; however, in the con-
text of absolute returns and consistency of performance across this 
long test period, it cannot be denied that this system holds great prom-
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ise. Other vital statistics were well within acceptable parameters, as seen
in Table 17.3 and Table 17.4. By applying this system simultaneously to
these markets as a group, much of the equity swings can be smoothed,
although certainly not eliminated altogether.

SUMMARY 

Public short-selling volume derived from the NYSE weekly members report
was used as a normalized ratio and detrended with differencing using slow-
and fast-moving averages similar to the previous systems. The proprietary
system tests performed on four major stock market indices produced total
net profits that surpass all other system performance. While large swings in
open trades were apparent, the very large absolute levels of net gains sug-
gest that this approach offers great potential if applied with the correct
money management methods.
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FIGURE 17.1 Equity plot for NPSR test on S&P 500. (Source: Maridome
International.)

NPSR Equity Plot

NPSR oscillator

S&P 500 Weekly
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CHAPTER 18

Trading Against
the Advisory

Opinion Crowd

First applied systematically by Abraham Cohen, tabulating and quan-
tifying the advice of the market experts is still used by sentiment
technicians today for medium- and long-term timing of the stock

market. The basic idea is similar to the other approaches I have examined.
In this case, though, it is the opinion of market “experts” that is wrong, even
though they are the supposed professionals. 

Too much optimism by advisors, for example, means there are likely to
be few potential buyers left—assuming investors are following their advice,
of course. Conversely, too much pessimism by the advisors suggests that
there might not be many sellers left, creating potential for many buyers
(and short covering power rallies). Extreme levels, like with other indica-
tors I have examined, generally produce the best signals. 

ADVISORY OPINION DATA SOURCES 

Cohen’s percentage of bullish and bearish advisors is still available from
Investors Intelligence. In addition to Investors Intelligence data, this chap-
ter uses the opinion of market advisors from another excellent source,
Bullish Consensus. Started by Earl Hadady, Bullish Consensus numbers
are published by Market Vane today. Collected from advisory services and
newsletters for the futures and commodity markets, Bullish Consensus

numbers are constructed and normalized as an index number between 0 and
100. If the Bullish Consensus number is high, there are more bullish advi-
sors; if the number is low, there are fewer bullish advisors. 

This service is provided both on a daily and weekly basis. It is com-
piled from buy and sell recommendations of top market advisors from over
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30 futures markets, including the stock market. Data is collected from mar-
ket advisor newsletters, well-known brokerage houses, and phone, fax, and
e-mail recommendations. 

The Bullish Consensus numbers measure the intensity of bullish senti-
ment (but not necessarily actual positions). For example, a low reading of 17
for S&P 500 futures would indicate that there are very few bullish advisors.
In other words, just 17 percent of the advisors have bullish outlooks, which
means that the market is oversold, and that a reversal is possibly nearby. 

First tabulated in 1964 as a way to determine when to take positions
against the crowd in futures markets, the idea is that a market eventually
exhausts all the buyers in bullish moves, or all the sellers during extended
bearish declines, so traders can position for a reaction, opposite the pre-
vailing thinking of this crowd. 

Another excellent source of data about investor sentiment that is tested
in this chapter is the American Association of Independent Investors (AAII)
survey of members’ medium-term outlook on the stock market (six months
ahead). This is an excellent source of investor sentiment that tracks bullish
and bearish sentiment, like Investors Intelligence, but with one important
difference; it directly samples investors, not their advisors.

Finally, I have developed my own public opinion gauge, which I present
in the final chapter of this book. It represents, as far as I know, the only
attempt to systematically quantify the intensity of bearish and bullish news
flow. In addition, I test this investor sentiment data on the broad market.

TESTING “EXPERT” AND INDIVIDUAL 
INVESTOR OPINION

The setups used on newsletter opinion data are similar to that used in the
previous chapters on put/call ratios data. The first test applied is a version
of Squeeze Play II. I run the system separately on each of the three sources
of opinion mentioned above: Investors Intelligence, Bullish Consensus,
and the American Association of Individual Investors. 

The trading rules for this version of Squeeze Play II are presented in
Table 18.1. This is a weekly data series so the oscillator is constructed with
a one-week value differenced with a four-week (EMA1-4W). Price triggers
or not, these systems make a nice profit as shown in Table 18.2 and 18.3 on
each of the sources of opinion outlined above. The dates covered in the test
run from January 3, 1997 through January 22, 2004. 
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TABLE 18.1 EMA1-4W Squeeze Play II Rules for Advisory Opinion 
Data—Entries/Exits

EMA1-4W Squeeze Play II Rules—Entries

EMA1-4 Squeeze Play II Rules—Exits

Exit long position when the EMA1-4W
lowest low value is less than zero and
this week’s close is less than last
week’s low. 

Exit short position when the EMA1-4W
highest high value is greater than zero
and this week’s close is greater than
last week’s high.

Enter long position when EMA1-4W
highest high value is greater than 
5 percent and this week’s close is
greater than last week’s high. 

Enter short position when the EMA1-4W
lowest low value is less than −5
percent and this week’s close is less
than last week’s low.

TABLE 18.2 EMA1-4W Squeeze Play II Test—S&P 500 (Investors Intelligence)

Total net profit 489.08 Largest win 154.02
Buy/Hold profit 383.04 Largest loss −153.79
Days in test 2,576 Average length of win 12.5
Total closed trades 20 Average length of loss 7.88
Commissions paid 0.00 Longest winning trade 21
Average profit per trade 21.90 Longest losing trade 34
Average Win/Average Most consecutive wins 7

Loss ratio 1.71 Most consecutive losses 3
Total long trades 11 Total bars out 181

Average length out 18.10
Total short trades 9 Longest out period 32

System close drawdown −141.44
Winning long trades 8 Profit/Loss index 63.71
Winning short trades 4
Total winning trades 12 System open drawdown −230.64
Total losing trades 8 Reward/Risk index 67.95
Amount of winning trades 716.48 Maximum open 

trade drawdown −138.84
Amount of losing trades −278.57 Buy/Hold index 41.04
Average win 59.71
Average loss −34.82
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The same system, run on AAII’s bearish opinion index, meanwhile, also
produced a profit, but the total net profit of 251 index points did not beat
the buy-and-hold number of 383 for the period. Table 18.3 presents the run
on Market Vane’s Bullish Consensus data for the S&P 500, which has to
reverse the rules because it measures bullish—not bearish—opinion. It pro-
duced excellent results with 662 index points captured compared with the
buy/hold amount of 383. System close drawdown was −50, which is larger
than most of tests done in previous chapters, but still acceptable given the
overall performance. Trading this system with an S&P 500 futures contract
and an initial account size of $30,000 would have produced an annualized
rate of return of 79 percent. 

Another way to test this data is to create a ratio of the bull-and-bear
indices, which is something I do with news flow in the next chapter. There
are two tests I conduct with this approach, one on the Investors Intelligence

bull /bear ratio and one on AAII’s bull /bear ratio. The AAII tests produced
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TABLE 18.3 Market Vane EMA1-4W Squeeze Play II Test—S&P 500

Total net profit 662.25 Largest win 226.38
Buy/Hold profit 383.04 Largest loss −144.27
Days in test 2,576 Average length of win 14.07
Total closed trades 27 Average length of loss 10.00
Commissions paid 0.00 Longest winning trade 30
Average profit per trade 19.34 Longest losing trade 48
Average Win/Average Most consecutive wins 4

Loss ratio 1.35 Most consecutive losses 3
Total long trades 13 Total bars out 43

Average length out 43.00
Total short trades 14 Longest out period 43

System close drawdown −50.28
Winning long trades 8
Winning short trades 7 Profit/Loss index 46.61
Total winning trades 15
Total losing trades 12 System open 
Amount of drawdown −97.63

winning trades 1280.60 Reward/Risk index 87.15
Amount of Maximum open 

losing trades −758.44 trade drawdown −212.58
Average win 85.37
Average loss −63.20 Buy/Hold index 109.47
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171 points in total net profit, still below the buy/hold approach. The
Investors Intelligence bull/bear ratio did slightly better with 262 points,
but still not good enough. This limited number of tests, therefore, seems
to point to bear opinion as having more predictive power than bull opin-
ion guages. 

SUMMARY 

Further tests should be carried out with different oscillator speeds and pos-
sibly different trading setups on this important data. Optimization routines
might be run on threshold levels to evaluate different sentiment levels for
setting up the trades. Nevertheless, the crowd again has shown itself to be
a good predictor of market turns, with bearish opinion data from Investors

Intelligence, AAII, and Market Vane’s Bullish Consensus showing the best
results. While I did not obtain overall results superior to other data tested
in this book, this may be due to the fact that this is opinion and not neces-
sarily what investors are doing. Yet there is still great potential here for any-
one ambitious enough to dig deeper into this data to find some additional
trading clues about crowd psychology.
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CHAPTER 19

The Fourth
Estate Crowd

In his excellent book on stock market pricing behavior entitled, Irra-

tional Exuberance, Robert Shiller writes “Nothing beats the stock mar-
ket for sheer frequency of potentially interesting news items.” In this

chapter, I measure the intensity of this news flow, the sentiment of the so-
called Fourth Estate, in the form of quantitative bull and bear news inten-
sity indices, which I have built from news scans. I then test the data series
in a trading system run on equity market indices.

There is no question that news coverage of the stock market helps
sell newspapers and get the attention of television and radio viewers, as
Shiller implies. But news also tends to foster what Robert Shiller terms an
“attention cascade” among investors, leading them to behave in a herd-
like manner, which can lead to common misjudgments. If this is true, then
a quantification of bearish and bullish news flow might provide another
profitable technique to gauge crowd psychology, much like put/call volume
ratios, option volatility, short sales, and newsletter opinion.

When stock market price movements prompt editorial desks at the
nation’s leading newspapers and magazines to increase the frequency and
visibility (more headlines and copy) of either bearish or bullish news flow,
investors may overreact. Reading a top-of-the-fold article blaring “Panic
Selling on Wall Street Sends Stocks Diving,” sure can get the attention of
investors; they may discuss the bad news at work or home, further cascad-
ing the news flow. 

For many years, sentiment technicians have used books, magazines,
and newspaper cover stories as indications of extreme crowd psychology.
Contrarians looked to major cover stories or sensational books about a
market as a sign of extreme sentiment; they traded opposite to this news or
these publications and thus against the crowd. 
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It is possible to trade a quantitative news flow series instead, as my
database proves. My bull and bear news flow intensity indices can be used
much like other data in this book and interpreted in a similar manner: When
the level of bullish news flow reaches an extreme, the market is near a top,
and when there is a dearth of optimistic news flow and high level of pes-
simism in the news, the market is headed towards a bottom. 

As far as I know, there is no published series like this that captures and
quantifies news flow. Aside from some old academic studies that looked at
bullish or bearish content of news stories to determine market sentiment
extremes and subsequent price behavior, there is no continuous series of
objective data that quantifies on a weekly basis (much like put and call vol-
ume or investment advisor surveys do) the level of bullishness or bearish-
ness on Wall Street and Main Street. 

The advances of computerization and digitized media have enabled the
systematic construction of an objective, bull-and-bear news intensity data-
base, which can be updated weekly. Table 19.1 below presents a list of
some of the base terms and key words used to construct my proprietary
news flow database. 

Typically, following a series of rallies, or prolonged bull trend, bullish
news flow intensity increases in the media. This increased intensity and
frequency of bullish news creates a positive feedback loop. More bullish
news flow begets more buyers who feel they are missing out; this sustains
the rally as more buyers join in and additional bullish news flow results as
markets move even higher. A similar dynamic works for bearish news
flow and bearish crowd behavior, perhaps even more powerfully due to
the fear factor. 
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TABLE 19.1 Bull and Bear News Flow Intensity Base Terms and Key Words

Base Terms Bull News Key Words Bear News Key Words

Wall Street Optimism Pessimism
Investors Hopes Worries

Stocks Soar Plunge
Equities Positive Negative
Analysts Upbeat Panic
Traders Bullish Bearish
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A look at my bear news intensity series, which has been smoothed with
a sixteen-week exponential moving average, shows how news sentiment
extremes work like measures of investor sentiment seen elsewhere in this
book. In fact, the chart in Figure 19.1 shows that this alternative indicator
of crowd sentiment gave excellent warnings of impending major market
reversals, most notably the market top of March 2000 and the market bot-
tom of March 2003. The low level of the indicator demonstrates lack of
bearish news flow and vice versa. Too much bearish news flow usually sig-
nals a market bottom. Note, however, that there is always some news flow
that is either bearish or bullish, but when the news flow reaches an extreme,
it can signal that a market reversal is nearby.
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FIGURE 19.1 16-week exponential moving average of bear news intensity
index. (Source: Summa Capital Management & Research, LLC.)
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SYSTEM TESTS 

The indicator used in this book to test the ability of news to forecast price
movements is a weekly oscillator (BNI4-8EMA) created by differencing a
four-week exponential moving average and an eight-week exponential mov-
ing average. The raw data used is a normalized weekly series created by
dividing the quantity of bearish news stories by total Wall Street news flow
(another series I maintain). When this oscillator moves 5 percent either
above or below zero (zero is the average), the sentiment is considered at an
extreme and thus the market is considered oversold or overbought respec-
tively. To test this hypothesis, I set up some simple trading rules that are
nearly identical to those used in previous chapters, essentially a version of
Squeeze Play II. The rules are presented in Table 19.2

I have found that the bear news intensity index (BNI4-8EMA), much
like the bearish opinion indices examined in the previous chapter, offer the
most valuable information about the crowd’s behavior. The bull /bear news
intensity ratio, while satisfactory, is not as good, which may have something
to do with the reaction time of investors to news flow. Presumably, falling
prices and rising prices should be reported equally. However, investors may
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TABLE 19.2 Bear News Intensity Index (BNI4-8EMA) Trading Rules 

Enter long position when the 
BNI4-8EMA oscillator has 
been greater than 5 percent 
in the past two weeks and 
today’s high is greater than 
last week’s high.

Exit long position one week after
entry.

Exit long position two weeks after
entry.

Exit long position three weeks after
entry.

Exit long position four weeks after
entry.

Enter short position when the 
BNI4-8EMA oscillator has 
been less than 5 percent in 
the past two weeks and 
today’s low is less than the 
last week’s low.

Exit short position one week after
entry.

Exit short position two weeks after
entry.

Exit short position three weeks after
entry.

Exit short position four weeks after
entry.
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TABLE 19.3 Bear News Intensity Index Trading System Test (S&P 500)—Longs 
Only/Exit Week One

Total net profit 82.27 Largest win 114.55
Buy/Hold profit 313.97 Largest loss −103.61
Days in test 2516 Average length of win 3.00
Total closed trades 35 Average length of loss 3.00
Commissions paid 0.00 Longest winning trade 3
Average profit per trade 2.35 Longest losing trade 3
Average Win/Average Most consecutive wins 6

Loss ratio 1.09 Most consecutive losses 5
Total long trades 35 Total bars out 327
Total short trades 0 Average length out 9.08
Winning long trades 18 Longest out period 26
Winning short trades 0 System close drawdown −86.37
Total losing trades 17 Profit/Loss index 13.48
Amount of winning trades 610.33 Total winning trades 18
Maximum open losing System open drawdown −86.37

trades −528.06 Reward/Risk index 48.78
Average win 33.91 Amount of trade drawdown −88.61
Average loss −31.06 Buy/Hold index −73.8

become more irrational and herd-like during market declines than during
market rallies, as they can easily panic in big market swoons. Fear may thus
be more powerful than greed as an emotional variable to use when trading
against the crowd. Table 19.3 contains the results of the first test that incor-
porates an exit-on-close one week following entry into a long trade. 

All tests of my news flow indicator are for the period January 3, 1997
through December 26, 2003. With only 82 points in net profit, as seen in
Table 19.3, which is below the buy/hold level of 314, and with other vital
performance statistics unacceptable, this will not do. However, if we delay
the exit for another week, as seen in Table 19.4, performance jumps to 586
index points for longs only (easily beating the buy/hold level), with total
winners ahead of losers and a reward/risk index of 100! The average-win-to-
average-loss ratio was also an excellent 2.45, with an average profit per
trade of 18 points. Clearly, trading off excessive bear news flow has some
potential. 
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The exit plans for weeks three and four also produced excellent total
net profits (641 and 659, respectively), with equally good performance pro-
files. As you can see in Figure 19.2, the BNI4-8EMA oscillator reflects sen-
timent extremes quite well. 

Can shorting the Fourth Estate produce equally good results? That is,
when the bearish news flow reaches a low level, does this indicate that
investors have been fed too much bullish news and that the stock market
is ready for reversal lower? Tables 19.5 and 19.6 indicate that the lack 
of bullish news flow may be an even better timing indicator. While the
week-one exit plan only marginally beat buy/hold profits (yet still a much
better performance than the longs-only tests assuming an exit at the end
of week one), and week two is essentially flat (−2 points), the third- and
fourth-week exit plans produce excellent total net profits: 721 and 491,
respectively.

When combining the longs and shorts into one trading system, fin-
ally, performance in all the four time frames is positive. However, the third
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TABLE 19.4 Bear News Intensity Index Trading System Test (S&P 500)—Longs 
Only/Exit Week Two 

Total net profit 586.09 Largest win 125.85
Buy/Hold profit 313.97 Largest loss −71.87
Days in test 2516 Average length of win 4.00
Total closed trades 32 Average length of loss 4.00
Commissions paid 0.00 Longest winning trade 4
Average profit per trade 18.31 Longest losing trade 4
Average Win/Average Most consecutive wins 4

Loss ratio 2.45 Most consecutive losses 4
Total long trades 32 Total bars out 298
Total short trades 0 Average length out 9.03
Winning long trades 17 Longest out period 24
Winning short trades 0 System close drawdown 0.00
Total winning trades 17 Profit/Loss index 63.99
Total losing trades 15 System open drawdown 0.00
Amount of winning trades 915.98 Reward/Risk index 100.00
Amount of losing trades −329.89 Maximum open 
Average win 53.88 trade drawdown −88.61
Average loss −21.99 Buy/Hold index 86.67
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FIGURE 19.2 Bear news intensity BNI4-8EMA oscillator and S&P 500. 
(Source: Summa Capital Management & Research, LLC.)

High intensity

Low intensity

week exit strategy is only 4 points, profits having been reduced by the poor
performance of the short trades. Tables 19.7 and 19.8 show the best-per-
forming weeks: weeks two and four, with 580 and 943 points of net profit,
respectively. Drawdowns, however, are bigger than in previous system
tests. Yet, there is a closed system drawdown of zero, and a modest open
trade drawdown of just −95 index points in the week four exit plan. Net
profit performance for week four beats buy/hold twice over, which is one
of the best-performing systems presented in this book. The system rules, it
should be pointed out, allow for taking long trades only when not in a short
trade and taking short trades only when not in a long trade. There are thus
no reversals of open trades.

Finally, Table 19.9 presents a summary of performance of the long/short
system using bear news flow. Annualized buy/hold profit for the seven-year
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TABLE 19.5 Bear News Intensity Index Trading System Test (S&P 500) Shorts 
Only/Exit Week Three

Total net profit 720.67 Largest win 219.13
Buy/Hold profit 313.97 Largest loss −103.15
Days in test 2516 Average length of win 5.00
Total closed trades 39 Average length of loss 5
Commissions paid 0.00 Longest losing trade 5
Average profit per trade 18.48 Most consecutive wins 6
Average Win/Average Most consecutive losses 5

Loss ratio 1.97 Total bars out 245
Total long trades 0 Average length out 6.13
Total short trades 39 Longest out period 14
Winning long trades 0 System close drawdown −124.6
Winning short trades 21 Profit/Loss index 56.51
Total winning trades 21 System open drawdown −132.58
Total losing trades 18 Reward/Risk index 84.46
Amount of winning trades 1275.33 Maximum open 
Amount of losing trades −554.66 trade drawdown −63.13
Average win 60.73 Buy/Hold index 129.53
Average loss −30.814

TABLE 19.6 Bear News Intensity Index Trading System Test (S&P 500) Shorts 
Only/Exit Week Four 

Total net profit 491.06 Largest win 164.23
Buy/Hold profit 313.97 Largest loss −106.28
Days in test 2516 Average length of win 6.00
Total closed trades 32 Average length of loss 6.00
Commissions paid 0.00 Longest winning trade 6
Average profit per trade 15.35 Longest losing trade 6
Average Win/Average Most consecutive wins 6

Loss ratio 1.70 Most consecutive losses 5
Total long trades 0 Total bars out 232
Total short trades 32 Average length out 7.03
Winning long trades 0 Longest out period 13
Winning short trades 17 System close drawdown −106.16
Total winning trades 17 Profit/Loss index 48.10
Total losing trades 15 System open drawdown −143.55
Amount of winning trades 1020.93 Reward/Risk index 77.38
Amount of losing trade −529.87 Maximum open 
Average win 60.05 trade drawdown −92.72
Average loss −35.33 Buy/Hold index 70.95
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TABLE 19.7 Bear News Intensity Index Trading System (S&P 500) Longs/Shorts
Exit Week Two

Total net profit 579.98 Largest win 125.85
Buy/Hold profit 313.97 Largest loss −79.88
Days in test 2516 Average length of win 4.28
Total closed trades 60 Average length of loss 4.00
Commissions paid 0.00 Longest winning trade 5
Average profit per trade 9.67 Longest losing trade 4
Average Win/Average Most consecutive wins 9

Loss ratio 1.56 Most consecutive losses 5
Total long trades 25 Total bars out 231
Total short trades 35 Average length out 4.44
Winning long trades 15 Longest out period 15
Winning short trades 17 System close drawdown 0.00
Total winning trades 32 Profit/Loss index 43.95
Total losing trades 28 System open drawdown 0.00
Amount of winning trades 1319.63 Reward/Risk index 100.00
Amount of losing trades −739.65 Maximum open 
Average win 41.24 trade drawdown −62.99
Average loss −26.42 Buy/Hold index 101.91

TABLE 19.8 Bear News Intensity Index Trading System Test (S&P 500)—
Longs/Shorts Exit Week Four

Total net profit 942.85 Largest win 214.30
Buy/Hold profit 313.97 Largest loss −108.00
Days in test 2516 Average length of win 6.35
Total closed trades 44 Average length of loss 6.83
Commissions paid 0.00 Longest winning trade 9
Average profit per trade 21.4284 Longest losing trade 9
Average Win/Average Most consecutive wins 4

Loss ratio 1.67 Most consecutive losses 3
Total long trades 16 Total bars out 174
Total short trades 28 Average length out 4.70
Winning long trades 11 Longest out period 12
Winning short trades 15 System close drawdown 0.00
Total winning trades 26 Profit/Loss index 58.43
Total losing trades 18 System open drawdown −11.49
Amount of winning trades 1613.58 Reward/Risk index 98.80
Amount of losing trades −670.73 Maximum open 
Average win 62.0608 trade drawdown −95.27
Average loss −37.2628 Buy/Hold index 208.95
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period is 37.26 percent (not shown in Table 19.9); this was surpassed in all
but the week-three exit plan tests. Average annual return for the group as a
whole came in at 80.68 percent, which easily beat the buy/hold rate of 37.26
percent when all the trading periods are accounted for, so there is no cherry
picking here. 

SUMMARY 

It appears from the tests presented in this chapter that, as a group, investors
overreact to news. We see this clear pattern in the S&P 500 over periods of
one to four weeks, following extreme levels of either low bearish news flow
(tops) or high bearish news flow (bottoms). If markets were efficient, news
flow that already has been digested should be “stale” and would have no
value at predicting future price movements. This claim, however, is called
into question with the results presented here. Indeed, it would appear that
the theory that markets correctly price all known information efficiently is
the illusion, not that prices appear to be too low or too high.
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TABLE 19.9
Performance Summary of Long/Short Using Bear News Flow Profit
and Percentage Gain Based on $30,000 Account Value for Each Exit
Plan on S&P 500

Exit Net Net Total Average 
Time Frames Profit (Points) Profit ($) Return (%) Return/Year (%)

1st week exit 450.08 112,520 375.07 53.58
2nd week exit 579.98 144,995 483.32 69.04
3rd week exit 737.9702 184,492.5 614.98 87.85
4th week exit 942.85 235,712.5 785.71 112.24
Totals 2,710.88 677,720 2,259.08 80.68
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CHAPTER 20

Postscript on
Crowd Psychology

in Financial
Markets

If we are to believe the economic theory of efficient markets, then the prof-
its derived from back testing that are presented in this book are not
attainable. The weak version of the efficient markets hypothesis (EMH)

states that it is not possible to predict future prices with past, publicly avail-
able information. This is an intriguing claim since it relegates all system
developers to one of two camps. In one group are those sincere but misdi-
rected traders who do not know that their actions are pure folly. In the other
group are those who produce and sell systems they know will ultimately not
work. In either case, looking for patterns in price charts or secondary data
streams that can be harnessed into trading systems simply is not possible
according to the EMH, whether technicians are well intentioned or not. 

The second form of the EMH, known as the semi-strong version, allows
for some above-normal profits to be made from such trading systems. While
a trading system may be effective for a time, though, profits will soon be
arbitraged away as trading patterns and methods become widely known
and traded by others. It is interesting that this assumes that this knowledge
becomes publicly available for traders to exploit. It is entirely possible, for
example (and likely), that profitable systems remain proprietary, the pri-
vate domain of the trader who developed them, and therefore not available
for other traders to learn and apply. 

After all, many hedge funds and managed futures trading programs
operate with undisclosed proprietary systems, which is why they earn high
management and incentive fees. There are many such contradictions in the
reasoning of EMH theorists, most of whom are academics and not traders.
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The strong version of EMH, finally, is widely not considered to hold
water. It claims that it is not possible even for those with privileged knowl-
edge to profit. This is obviously contradicted by repeated patterns of illegal
insider trading which, if it were not for vigilance on the part of the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission, would probably be a regular source of super
profits for those with access to insider knowledge. In fact, there are still
plenty of legal differential rates of access to valuable knowledge that exist;
they are thus a potential source of insider trading profit for those with the
information. Delayed release of short-selling and short-interest data, for
example, allows specialists who know how much short selling is taking
place to capitalize on it prior to the general public. 

REFLECTIONS ON EMH AND THE PSYCHOLOGY 
OF THE CROWD

The research conducted for this book has in part been done with the claims
of EMH adherents in mind. Does the theory of crowd psychology, notice-
ably absent in a discussion by the EMH faithful, pose a major challenge to
the school’s claims?

Rereading A Random Walk Down Wall Street by Burton G. Malkiel, per-
haps one of the most widely read defenses of the EMH, I was surprised to
find no mention of contrary opinion theory among his survey of failed trad-
ing systems. Perhaps this is due to serious challenges that the theory poses
to EMH in all its forms. To begin to understand the severity of the threat, I
want to discuss an important point raised by challengers to EMH who are
known as behavioral finance theorists. Behavioral finance is a relatively
new trend in economic theory that arose largely in response to the growing
number of empirical anomalies and theoretical contradictions of EMH. 

The semi-strong version of EMH allows for some exceptions to the
main claim as encapsulated in the quotation from Robert Shiller found at
the beginning of this book. However, it hinges critically on the ability of
arbitragers to push prices back in line with fundamentals. But what if the
smart money is not capable of pushing prices back to fundamental values,
due to either the so-called smart money not having the risk tolerance or
interest to go against the crowd, nor the capital to move markets in the
other direction? 

In fact, many professional money managers (not traditionally consid-
ered members of the unsophisticated crowd), due to competitive pressures
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to perform, might find it—at least in the short run—more advantageous to
follow the crowd and the accompanying price momentum. This can be a
reinforcing, circular dynamic, leading to large price distortions.

This behavior was seen in the extended rally in the late 1990s. Why
fight such a powerful trend, especially when it can produce quick profits?
If the mutual fund crowd thinks alike in this manner, and since they are
arguably the primary market movers in today’s markets, it is hard to imag-
ine how the semi-strong version of EMH can hold, that markets are kept
efficient by smart money. 

Indeed, as the cycles of investor sentiment quantified and tested in
this book appear to indicate, something other than efficient markets cre-
ated by an assumed all-knowing investor exists. I argue that markets are
largely driven by fluid cycles of investor sentiment (professional and non-
professional) with little reference to fundamentals in the short to medium
term. Ironically, when the market is in agreement about prices (extreme
uniformity), it most often gets it wrong, exactly when believers in EMH say
the investor should be getting it right. After all, if the majority of investors
is wrong at these turning points, then they are chronic mispricers of mar-
kets, hardly what the efficient markets theory would have us believe.
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APPENDIX A

MetaStock 
Formula Language

Code

SQUEEZE PLAY I 

Enter long:
(HHV(Fml("EMA5-21"),1) < 0)
AND (HHV(Fml("EMA5-21"),2) > 0)
AND C > Ref(H,-1)
Close long:
HHV(Fml("EMA21-50"),1)<0 and
HHV(Fml("EMA21-50"),2)>0
Enter short:
(LLV(Fml("EMA5-21"),1) > 0) and
AND (LLV(Fml("EMA5-21"),2) < 0)
AND C < Ref(L,-1)
Close short:
LLV(Fml("EMA21-50"),1)<0 and
LLV(Fml("EMA21-50"),2) < 0)
AND (HHV(Fml("EMA5-21"),2) > 0)
Positions: Long, Short
Entry trade price: Open
Entry trade delay: 1 (enters on next open)
Exit trade price: Open
Exit trade delay: 1 (exits on next open)

Note: System reverses with long and short signals.

SQUEEZE PLAY II 

Enter long: 
(HHV(Fml("EMA50-100"),10) > 5

179
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AND Ref(C,1) > HHV(H,3)
Close long: (LLV(Fml("EMA50-100"),10) < -5)
Enter short:
(LLV(Fml("EMA50-100"),10) < -5)
AND Ref(C,1) < LLV(L,3)
Close short: (HHV(Fml("EMA50-100"),10) > 5)
Positions: Long, Short
Entry trade price: Open
Entry trade delay:2
Exit trade price: Open
Exit trade delay: 1

Note: Some versions of Squeeze Play II use alternative price triggers that
are not included with this code. Appendix B does not contain Easy-
Language® code for Squezze Play II.

TSUNAMI SENTIMENT WAVE 

Enter long: (HHV(Fml("EMA21-50"),1) > 10)
Exit long: C
Enter short: (LLV(Fml("EMA21-50"),1) < -10)
Exit short: C
Positions: Long, Short
Entry trade price: Open
Entry trade delay: 1 (enters on next open)
Exit trade price: Open
Exit trade delay: 30, 60, 90 days

NEWS FLOW TESTING CODE 

Enter long:
(HHV(Fml("EMA4-8"),2) > 5)
AND C > Ref(H,-1)
Close long: C
Enter short:
(LLV(Fml("EMA4-8"),2) < -5)
AND C < Ref(L,-1)
Close short: C
Positions: Long, short
Entry trade price: Open
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Entry trade delay: 1 (enters on next open)
Exit trade price: Open
Exit trade delay: 1,2,3,4

Note: EMA4-8 processes a raw bear news intensity index, a normalized
value using bear news and total Wall Street news.

ADVISORY OPINION TEST CODE 

AAII and Investors Intelligence % Bears (Weekly)

Enter long:
(HHV(Fml("EMA1-4"),1) > 5)
AND C > Ref(H,-1)
Close long:
(LLV(Fml("EMA1-4"),1) < 0)
AND C < Ref(L,-1)
Enter short:
(LLV(Fml("EMA1-4"),1) < -5)
AND C < Ref(L,-1)
Close short:
(HHV(Fml("EMA1-4"),1) > 0)
AND C > Ref(H,-1)
Positions: Long and short
Entry trade price: Open
Entry trade delay: 1 (enters on next open)
Exit trade price: Open
Exit trade delay: 1 (exits on next open)

Market Vane’s Bullish Consensus Weekly Index (S&P 500)

Enter long:
(LLV(Fml("EMA1-4"),1) < -5)
AND C > Ref(H,-1)
Close long:
(HHV(Fml("EMA1-4"),1) > 5)
AND C < Ref(L,-1)
Enter short:
(HHV(Fml("EMA1-4"),1) > 5)
AND C < Ref(L,-1)
Close short:
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(LLV(Fml("EMA1-4"),1) < -5)
AND C > Ref(H,-1)
Positions: Long and short
Entry trade price: Open
Entry trade delay: 1 (enters on next open)
Exit trade price: Open
Exit trade delay: 1 (exits on next open)

CUSTOMER INDICATORS 

EMA5-21 Custom Indicator Code

(((Ref((Mov(Security("symbol",C),5,E)),-1)-
Ref((Mov(Security("symbol",C),21,E)),-1))/
(Ref((Mov(Security("symbol",C),21,E)),-1)))*100)

EMA10-21 Custom Indicator Code

(((Ref((Mov(Security("symbol",C),10,E)),-1)-
Ref((Mov(Security("symbol",C),21,E)),-1))/
(Ref((Mov(Security("symbol",C),21,E)),-1)))*100)

EMA21-50 Custom Indicator Code

(((Ref((Mov(Security("symbol",C),21,E)),-1)-
Ref((Mov(Security("symbol",C),50,E)),-1))/
(Ref((Mov(Security("symbol",C),50,E)),-1)))*100)

EMA50-100 Custom Indicator Code

(((Ref((Mov(Security("symbol",C),50,E)),-1)-
Ref((Mov(Security("symbol",C),100,E)),-1))/
(Ref((Mov(Security("symbol",C),100,E)),-1)))*100)
End
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APPENDIX B

TradeStation
EasyLanguage®

Code*

SENTIMENT OSCILLATOR FUNCTION

Inputs: The inputs are simply the length of the faster moving average and
the length of the slower moving average.

Inputs for the fast and slow values are 5/21, 10/21, 21/50, 50/100. 

This function can be used for an indicator, and is used in the trading sys-
tems presented in the book.

Inputs: FastAvgLength(numeric),
SlowAvgLength(numeric), Price(numeric);

Variables: nSlowXMA(0), nFastXMA(0);

nFastXMA = XAverage(Price, FastAvgLength);
nSlowXMA = XAverage(Price, SlowAvgLength);

SentimentOsc = ((nFastXMA - nSlowXMA)/(nSlowXMA)) *
100;

183

*All code was adapted for TradeStation by Ron Hudson (www.symmetrading.com).
For questions or comments about TradeStation EasyLanguage® code for these 
systems, send an email to: jsumma264@cs.com. Ron Hudson or John Summa
assume no responsibility for coding errors. Please verify all code by visiting
TradingAgainstTheCrowd.com.
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SENTIMENT OSCILLATOR INDICATOR

Inputs: The inputs are simply the length of a faster moving average and
the length of a slower moving average.

Inputs for the fast and slow values are 5/21, 10/21, 21/50, 50/100. It is used
with a daily sentiment data series, which is normally set up as Data2 

Inputs: FastAvgLength(5), SlowAvgLength(21);

Plot1(SentimentOsc(FastAvgLength, SlowAvgLength,
Close), ("SentimentOsc");

SQUEEZE PLAY I SYSTEM
(TRADESTATION EASYLANGUAGE® CODE 

// Inputs are two exponential moving average lengths
Inputs: FastAvgLength(5), SlowAvgLength(21);

// Simplify code by using variables to signal bullish/bearish conditions
Variables: bBullishSignal(False), bBullExit2(False)
bBearExit2(False);
bBearishSignal(False);

// Skip first bar on chart to avoid divide by zero error
If BarNumber > 1 Then Begin

// Reset the flag variables and re-evaluate the signal each day
bBullishSignal = False;
bBearishSignal = False;
bBullExit2 = False;
bBearExit2 = False;

// Bullish if yesterday’s SentimentOsc is negative, but the previous day’s
SentimentOsc was positive
// Bearish if yesterday’s SentimentOsc is positive, but the previous day’s
SentimentOsc was negative
bBullishSignal = (SentimentOsc(FastAvgLength,
SlowAvgLength, Close of Data2)[1] < 0
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And SentimentOsc(FastAvgLength, SlowAvgLength, Close
of Data2)[2] > 0);
bBearishSignal = (SentimentOsc(FastAvgLength,
SlowAvgLength, Close of Data2)[1] > 0
And SentimentOsc(FastAvgLength, SlowAvgLength, Close
of Data2)[2] < 0);

// Enter long if bullish signal and today closes higher than yesterday’s high
If bBullishSignal And Close > High[1] Then Buy Next
Bar On Open;
// Enter short if bearish signal and today closes lower than yesterday’s low
If bBearishSignal And Close < Low[1] Then Sell Short
Next Bar on Open;

// Additional Exit based on 21-50 oscillator 
bBullExit2 = (SentimentOsc(21,50,High of Data2[1] < 0
And SentimentOsc(21,50,High of Data2)[2] > 0;
bBearExit2 = (SentimentOsc(21,50,Low of Data2[1] > 0
And SentimentOsc(21,50,Low of Data2)[2] < 0;

// Exit if long and bearish signal, or if short and bullish signal
If MarketPosition = 1 And (bBearishSignal or
bBullExit2) Then Sell Next Bar On Open;
If MarketPosition = -1 And (bBullishSignal or
bBearExit2)Then BuyToCover Next Bar On Open;

End;

ORIGINAL METASTOCK CODE

Squeeze Play I

Enter long:
(HHV(Fml("EMA5-21"),1) < 0)
AND (HHV(Fml("EMA5-21"),2) > 0)
AND C > Ref(H,-1)
Close long:
(HHV(Fml("EMA21-50"),1) > 0)
AND (HHV(Fml("EMA21-50"),2) < 0)
Enter short:
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(HHV(Fml("EMA5-21"),1) > 0)
AND (HHV(Fml("EMA5-21"),2) < 0)
AND C > Ref(H,-1)
Close short:
(HHV(Fml("EMA21-50"),1) < 0)
AND (HHV(Fml("EMA21-50"),2) > 0)

Positions: Long, Short
Entry trade price: Open
Entry trade delay: 1
Exit trade price: Open
Exit trade delay: 1

TSUNAMI SENTIMENT WAVE SYSTEM
(TRADESTATION EASYLANGUAGE® CODE 

Note that this System requires two data streams.
// Inputs are two exponential moving average lengths. 
Inputs: FastAvgLength(21), SlowAvgLength(50);

// Simplify code by using variables to signal bullish/bearish conditions
Variables: bBullishSignal(False),
bBearishSignal(False);

// Skip first bar on chart to avoid divide by zero error
If BarNumber > 1 Then Begin

// Reset the flag variables and re-evaluate the signal each day
bBullishSignal = False;
bBearishSignal = False;

// Bullish if yesterday’s SentimentOsc is greater than 10
// Bearish if yesterday’s SentimentOsc is less than −10
bBullishSignal = (Highest SentimentOsc(FastAvgLength,
SlowAvgLength, Close of Data,2),1 > 10);
bBearishSignal = (Lowest SentimentOsc(FastAvgLength,
SlowAvgLength, Close of Data,2),1 < -10);

// Enter long on tomorrow’s open if bullish signal 
If bBullishSignal Then Buy Next Bar On Open;
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// Enter short on tomorrow’s open if bearish signal 
If bBearishSignal Then Sell Short Next Bar on Open;

// Exit on the close for a one-day trade
If MarketPosition = 1 Then Sell This Bar On Close;
If MarketPosition = -1 Then BuyToCover This Bar On
Close;

End;

ORIGINAL METASTOCK CODE

Tsunami Sentiment Wave

Enter long: (HHV(Fml("EMA21-50"),1) > 10)
Exit long: C
Enter short: (LLV(Fml("EMA21-50"),1) < -10)
Exit short: C

Positions: Long, Short
Entry trade price: Open
Entry trade delay: 1
Exit trade price: Open
Exit trade delay: 30, 60, 90 days

NEWSFLOW TESTING CODE
(TRADESTATION EASYLANGUAGE® CODE 

Note that this System requires two data streams.

// Inputs are two exponential moving average lengths. 
Inputs: FastAvgLength(4), SlowAvgLength(8);

// Simplify code by using variables to signal bullish/bearish setups
Variables: bBullishSignal(False), 
bBearishSignal(False);

// Skip first bar on chart to avoid divide by zero error
If BarNumber > 1 Then Begin
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// Reset the flag variables and re-evaluate the signal each day
bBullishSignal = False;
bBearishSignal = False;

// Bullish if the highest value for the SentimentOsc over the last 2 days is
greater than 5
// Bearish if the lowest value for the SentimentOsc over the last 2 days is
less than −5
bBullishSignal = (Highest(SentimentOsc(FastAvgLength,
SlowAvgLength, Close of Data2), 2) > 5);
bBearishSignal = (Lowest(SentimentOsc(FastAvgLength,
SlowAvgLength, Close of Data2), 2) < -5);

// Enter long on tomorrow’s open if bullish signal
If bBullishSignal Then Buy Next Bar On Open;
// Enter short on tomorrow’s open if bearish signal
If bBearishSignal Then Sell Short Next Bar on Open;

// Exit on the close*
If MarketPosition = 1 Then Sell This Bar On Close;
If MarketPosition = -1 Then BuyToCover This Bar On
Close;

End;

*This will need to be programmed to delay exit by T + 30, T + 60, and T + 90 day.

ORIGINAL METASTOCK CODE
NEWSFLOW TESTING CODE*

Enter long:
(HHV(Fml("EMA4-8"),2) > 5)
AND  C > Ref(H,-1)
Close long: C
Enter short:
(LLV(Fml("EMA4-8"),2) < -5)
AND C < Ref(L,-1)
Close short: C
Positions: Long, short
Entry trade price: Open
Entry trade delay: 1
Exit trade price: Open
Exit trade delay: 1,2,3,4 weeks

*Uses weekly data
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ADVISORY OPINION TESTING CODE
(TRADESTATION EASYLANGUAGE® CODE) 

AAII and Investors Intelligence % Bears

Note that this System requires two data streams.

// Inputs are two exponential moving average lengths. 
Inputs: FastAvgLength(1), SlowAvgLength(4);

// Simplify code by using variables to signal bullish/bearish conditions
Variables: bBullishSignal(False),
bBearishSignal(False);
// Skip first bar on chart to avoid divide by zero error
If BarNumber > 1 Then Begin

// Reset the flag variables and re-evaluate the signal each day
bBullishSignal = False;
bBearishSignal = False;

// Bullish if SentimentOsc is greater than 5 on close previous day
// Bearish if SentimentOsc is less than −5 on close previous day
bBullishSignal = (SentimentOsc(FastAvgLength,
SlowAvgLength, Close of Data2)[1] > 5);
bBearishSignal = (SentimentOsc(FastAvgLength,
SlowAvgLength, Close of Data2)[1] < -5);

// Enter long on tomorrow’s open if bullish signal and close is greater than
yesterday’s high
If bBullishSignal And Close > High[1] Then Buy Next
Bar On Open;
// Enter short on tomorrow’s open if bearish signal and close is lower than
yesterday’s low
If bBearishSignal And Close < Low[1] Then Sell Short
Next Bar on Open;

// Exit long on the close if SentimentOsc is below zero on previous day
close and today’s close is lower than yesterday’s low
If MarketPosition = 1 And SentimentOsc(FastAvgLength,
SlowAvgLength, Close of Data2)[1] < 0 
And Close < Low[1] Then Sell This Bar On Close;
// Exit short on the close if SentimentOsc is above zero on previous day
close and today’s close is higher than yesterday’s high
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If MarketPosition = -1 And SentimentOsc(FastAvgLength,
SlowAvgLength, Close of Data2)[1] > 0 
And Close > High[1] Then BuyToCover This Bar On Close;

End;

*Uses weekly data

ORIGINAL METASTOCK CODE

AAII and Investors Intelligence % Bears*
Enter long:
(HHV(Fml("EMA1-4"),1) > 5)
AND C > Ref(H,-1)
Close long:
(LLV(Fml("EMA1-4"),1) < 0)
AND C < Ref(L,-1)
Enter short:
(LLV(Fml("EMA1-4"),1) < -5)
AND C < Ref(L,-1)
Close short:
(HHV(Fml("EMA1-4"),1) > 0)
AND C > Ref(H,-1)

Positions: Long and short
Entry trade price: Open
Entry trade delay: 1
Exit trade price: Open
Exit trade delay: 1

*Uses weekly data

ADVISORY OPINION TESTING CODE II
(TRADESTATION EASYLANGUAGE® CODE) 

Market Vane’s Bullish Consensus Weekly Index (S&P 500)

Note that this System requires two data streams.

// Inputs are two exponential moving average lengths. 
Inputs: FastAvgLength(1), SlowAvgLength(4);
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// Simplify code by using variables to signal bullish/bearish conditions
Variables: bBullishSignal(False),
bBearishSignal(False);

// Skip first bar on chart to avoid divide by zero error
If BarNumber > 1 Then Begin

// Reset the flag variables and re-evaluate the signal each day
bBullishSignal = False;
bBearishSignal = False;
// Bullish if the highest value for the SentimentOsc over the last 2 days is
greater than 5
// Bearish if the lowest value for the SentimentOsc over the last 2 days 
is less than −5
bBullishSignal = (Lowest(SentimentOsc(FastAvgLength,
SlowAvgLength, Close of Data2), 1) < -5);
bBearishSignal = (Highest(SentimentOsc(FastAvgLength,
SlowAvgLength, Close of Data2), 1) > 5);

// Enter long on tomorrow’s open if bullish signal
If bBullishSignal And Close > High[1] Then Buy Next
Bar On Open;
// Enter short on tomorrow’s open if bearish signal
If bBearishSignal And Close < Low[1] Then Sell Short
Next Bar on Open;

// Exit on the close
If MarketPosition = 1 And bBearishSignal 
And Close < Low[1] Then Sell This Bar On Close;
If MarketPosition = -1 And bBullishSignal 
And Close > High[1] Then BuyToCover This Bar On Close;

End;

ORIGINAL METASTOCK CODE

Market Vane’s Bullish Consensus Weekly Index (S&P 500)

Enter long: 
(LLV(Fml("EMA1-4"),1) < -5)
AND C > Ref(H,-1)
Close long:
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(HHV(Fml("EMA1-4"),1) > 5)
AND  C < Ref(L,-1)
Enter short:
(HHV(Fml("EMA1-4"),1) > 5)
AND C < Ref(L,-1)
Close short:
(LLV(Fml("EMA1-4"),1) < -5)
AND C > Ref(H,-1)
Positions: Long and short
Entry trade price: Open
Entry trade delay: 1
Exit trade price: Open
Exit trade delay: 1

Note: All of the above strategies must be applied to a TradeStation chart
with two data streams, the second of which should be a symbol like
$WPCVE (CBOE equity put/call ratio), for example.
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APPENDIX C

Notes on
System Testing

After completing a draft of this book, I thought readers would benefit
from a primer on interpreting Equis MetaStock Professional (ver-
sion 7.2) system tests, given that so many tests are presented and

discussed that use the software. Therefore, I have included a brief expla-
nation of the test variables as well as some comments on testing method-
ology. Because I do not use TradeStation, I do not include comments on
that program. Appendix B, however, has TradeStation code for some of the
systems presented in this book. 

The most important category, although hardly sufficient on its own for
performance analysis, is total net profit. This value, which is a dollar figure
for tests done on stocks and a total point gain for futures, includes the sys-
tem performance resulting from all previously closed trades as well as any
gain or loss on open positions for the entire period of the data sample.
While the time frames are as long as nine years in some of the tests in this
book, they do not include a measure of interest opportunity costs (interest
earnings foregone) in the total net profit for stock system trades, nor the
interest that is earned on margin money held in Treasury bills for trading
systems using futures.

Once total net profit is known, the MetaStock calculates the percentage

gain/loss. This percentage number, however, is not calculated for trading
system tests on futures markets, which is why I calculate it manually for the
reader in many of the chapters. The percentage gain/loss is calculated on an
annual and total basis. This value for system tests on stocks or stock indices
is calculated by the MetaStock Professional based on two variables: total net

profit and initial investment. This is done by taking the total net profit as a
percentage of the initial investment. Initial investment, however, is only appli-
cable to stocks. Futures require an assumption about initial account value,
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usually based on minimum requirements or some minimum account size to
specify an initial investment for manually deriving a percentage return.

For stocks, it is the amount of cash invested at the start of the test, and
this can be indicated at the outset of testing. In this book, all tests done on
stocks have a specified beginning balance of $10,000, and most are traded
with a 50 percent margin account. Because futures are inherently a lever-
aged derivative (with each market having different leverage ratios based on
contract values and margin requirements), futures simply get tested, as
mentioned above, based on a point gain/loss basis. This is an important dif-
ference for the stock testing and tests done on futures, and it has implica-
tions for the money management dimension. 

If a stock position is entered and closed with a gain, the gain is reflected
in the total equity (and equity plot, see below). For example, a beginning
account investment of $10,000 might show $10,500 after a winning trade.
When the next trade is entered, however, the entire amount is invested and
the rate of profit gain or loss is calculated on $10,500, not the initial $10,000.
This allows for compounding returns at sometimes phenomenal rates, but
also can lead to equally drastic drops in equity. By no means is this the only
way to undertake money management; an entire book could be devoted to
this subject. I simply assume for the sake of simplicity that all available cap-
ital is always invested for stocks; the system tests allow only one fixed set-
ting. In other words, it is not possible to increase or decrease position sizes
given different outcomes of the system equity plot.

That said, when using the points-only tests on futures, there is no such
compounding. Each trade assumes a one-lot size, which means the gains (if
there are any) do not get compounded in the form of larger positions (or
smaller ones, if declining equity follows a series of losing trades) when a new
trade signal is generated. If the system is doing very well, it is understating its
potential equity if no compounding of gains is built into the trading program.
Clearly, given some of the very high triple-digit returns from some of the sys-
tem tests using no compounding, and given the stable equity plots, even a
small degree of compounding of gains would lead to dramatic improvements
in equity growth. Again, MetaStock Professional limits this ability, although it
is certainly possible to produce a simulated compounded equity plot with the
data using Microsoft Excel, something I do not undertake here.

Finally, commissions are only deducted for system tests on stocks that
have a large number of trades, as this can become a significant portion of
transaction costs. 
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BUY/HOLD PROFIT 

When a system generates a positive total net profit and positive percent

gain, it may still not be sufficient for actual trading. The most important
necessary condition for a good trading system is that the total net profit be
better than the buy/hold profit and profit rate. Buy-and-hold profit is sim-
ple to understand. It is the profit or loss from entering a hypothetical posi-
tion at the beginning of the sample period of a back test and held until the
end of that period. The results of such a position are then compared with
the system test results.

A system test should be able to beat the buy/hold profit to be a worth-
while system. This may not always be the case, as it does not actually look
at a reward/risk dimension. The equity plot, for example, may be smooth
and steadily trending upward, but still may not beat the buy/hold approach.
However, the buy/hold equity might be extremely volatile, dropping some-
times by large amounts before finishing higher, which must be taken into
account. To get a true picture of the buy/hold approach in relationship to
the system total net profit, therefore, it is important to account for volatil-
ity of earnings, which is not an area I explore here. For short trades only,
it is important to compare results with negative buy/hold profit, since a
positive short/hold profit would be captured in a negative value for the
buy/hold profit performance. And a negative short/hold profit would be
captured with a positive buy/hold profit. Finally, a buy/hold percentage

gain/loss for the initial investment (stocks only) is calculated for direct
comparison with a trading system annual and total percentage gain/loss.

When total net profit is calculated, it is possible to determine average

profit per trade, which is computed by dividing total net profit by total
closed and open trades. A related criterion is average win/average loss

ratio. The average win measure is based on all winning (closed) trade
profits and divides this value by the total number of winning (closed)
trades. Average loss, meanwhile, is computed similarly, using total losses
in the numerator and total losing trades in the denominator; open trade
balances, however, are not counted. Since there can be substantial gains
or losses on open positions, it is important to evaluate these to see if they
are large enough to distort the variables. Therefore, the amount of win-

ning trades minus the amount of losing trades may not equal the total

net profit.
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DRAWDOWN AND LOSS ANALYSIS

I consider the number of consecutive losing trades an important variable.
While total losing trades and amount of losing trades are important, any
system that has more than three consecutive losing trades is not one that
I would like to use. Additionally, it is always important to look at the larg-

est loss variable, which measures the least profitable closed trade. Even
though total net profit beats buy/hold profit, a large loss can be devastat-
ing to equity, depending on when that loss occurs. 

Maximum system close drawdown and maximum system open draw-

down are probably the most important variables to monitor in system test-
ing. The former represents the largest drop in equity relative to the initial
investment that occurs from positions already closed. This tells us how
much the system lost from the point of view of total starting equity once at
the point of closing any trade. Many of the systems tested in this book have
zero closed system drawdowns, which mean equity never reached a nega-
tive level. However, a large maximum open trade drawdown can wipe out
a lot of equity even if it is not below initial equity. 

Maximum system open drawdown simply looks at equity drops taking
into account any open trades. An open and closed trade may have a large
drawdown and then end up a winner. Maximum system open drawdown is
therefore more important in my view than maximum closed system draw-

down because it provides us with more information about the system
behavior. This is especially important for futures traders, who are margined
day to day by settlement prices of futures contracts. An open position
drawdown might trigger massive margin calls to stay in the position. A
look at just the maximum system closed drawdown would not let us
know this. These maximum drawdown variables in conjunction with the
largest loss variable provide a likely worst-case view of the system per-
formance, which helps in developing the correct money management
required to trade the system.

PROFIT/LOSS ASSESSMENT 

Finally, we want to know how much winning trades make in comparison to
losing trades, which is captured by the profit/loss index. This index com-
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bines winning and losing trades into a single number that ranges from −100
(system worst) to +100 (system best).

When the index is negative, the system produces a net profit loss. A
positive index indicates a positive net profit. Consequently, a perfect score
would be generated when there are no losses and all wins. And all losses
and no winning trades would produce an index of −100.

Another assessment of profit occurs with the reward/risk index. Look-
ing at reward relative to risk, this index is calculated using the lowest point
of the equity line below the initial investment and the final point on the
equity line. Like the previous index, this one ranges between −100 and +100.
Smooth equity plots get a very high index number, which we saw in many
of the trading systems presented in this book.

Finally, the buy/hold index shows the trading system’s profits as a per-
centage of the buy/hold profits. Most of the systems tested in this book
managed to score an index value greater than 100, meaning the buy/hold
profit was exceeded by the trading system total net profits. This is the ulti-
mate objective of trading systems.
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10F-DEMA. See Ten-day exponential
moving average

A
AAII. See American Association of

Independent Investors
ADV. See Average daily volumes
Advisory opinion

crowd, contrarian trading, 159
data sources, 159–160
MetaStock system test codes, 181–182
testing code, TradeStation codes,

190–193
American Association of Independent

Investors (AAII), 160
bull/bear ratio, 162–163
code, 181, 190–192

Annualized buy/hold profit, 171–172
Average daily volumes (ADV), 75
Average-win-to-average-loss ratio, 70, 78,

84, 120, 122

B
Barron’s, Market Laboratory, 15
Bear news intensity index (BNI4-8EMA),

168
oscillator, 170

Bearish expectations, 144
Bearish sentiment extremes, 94
Bearishness threshold level analysis. 

See Extreme bearishness 
threshold level analysis

Behavioral finance, 176
Black-Scholes pricing model, 

shortcomings, 110–111

BNI4-8EMA. See Bear news intensity
index

Bond futures. See U.S. Treasury bond
futures

movement, 103
put/call ratios (adaptation), 103

Bull/bear news intensity ratio, 168
Bull-bear spectrum, investor sentiment, 2
Bullish Consensus, 159–160, 162

code, 181–182, 192–194
Bullish news, feedback loop, 166
Bullish sentiment thresholds, 

penetration. See Extreme 
bullish sentiment thresholds

Bullish/bearish conditions, signal, 190
Bullish/bearish setups, 189
Bullishness threshold level analysis. 

See Extreme bullishness 
threshold level analysis

Buy threshold level, penetration, 37–38
Buy/hold annualized loss, 81–82
Buy/hold approach, 92
Buy/hold level, beating, 169
Buy/hold percentage, 197
Buy/hold profit, 65, 94, 196–197. See also

Annualized buy/hold profit
beating, 119
comparison, 121–122, 125
profit differential, 99
rate, 58

C
CBOE. See Chicago Board Options

Exchange
CBOT. See Chicago Board of Trade

199199199199199199199

Index
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Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT), 73
Chicago Board Options Exchange

(CBOE)
daily equity put/call ratio spikes,

examination, 26–28
equity options

market, 8
put/call volume ratios, 22

equity put/call ratio series, 11
equity-only put/call ratio, 19, 26
equity-only TradeStation symbol, 194
implied volatility stock indices

(VXO/VIX), 110–113, 118–120
incorporation, 117
sentiment oscillators, 117–118
substitution, 122

index option put/call volume ratios, 22
information, usage, 91–92
total options put/call ratio, 39
total put/call ratio, 16–18, 35

inferiority, 43
predictive power, 40–41

total ratio, increase, 43
weekly put/call ratio, 15

Chicago Mercantile Exchange, options
expiration study, 27–28

Citigroup
squeeze play example, 75, 88
test, 134–140

Closed system drawdown, 84, 106, 122
Closing value, usage, 64
Cohen, Abraham, 159
Commodity futures options, 110
Contrarian approaches, usefulness, 5–6
Contrarian trading. See Advisory opinion

perspective, 43
Contrary opinion, theory, 2–4, 9–10
Crowds. See Fourth estate crowd

contrarian trading. See Advisory 
opinion

extremes. See Options trading
psychology. See Financial markets

considerations, 176–177
gauging, short selling ratios (usage),

143
sentiment, 91

meter (sentimeter), 153
Custom indicators

construction, 55–58
MetaStock system test codes, 182

D
Delta value, 9
Diamonds, options, 19, 47
DJIA. See Dow Jones Industrial Average
Dollar-weighted out-of-the-money

options, 20
Dollar-weighted put/call ratios, 

usefulness, 20
Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), 9,

58
data testing, results, 154–156
ETFs, options, 19

Drawdown. See Closed system 
drawdown; Maximum open 
trade drawdown; Open system
drawdown; System

analysis, 197–198

E
Efficient markets hypothesis (EMH), 4,

175
considerations, 176–177

EMA. See Exponential moving average
EMH. See Efficient market hypothesis
Entry strategy, 55–56
Equity cash indices, tests, 77
Equity indices

implied volatility test, 123–125
option volatility testing, 117
trading, 58

Equity options growth. See QQQs
Equity put/call ratio

extreme levels, 31
spikes, examination. See Chicago

Board Options Exchange
Equity-only 10-DEMA, readings, 33
Equity-only options trading, probability/

market sentiment, 48–49
Equity-only put/call indicator, 

construction, 25–26
Equity-only put/call ratio, 190

EMA10-250 oscillator, maximum value,
29

OEX comparison, 52
OEX put/call ratio, direction, 45
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option volume data, tests, 25
options traders, comparison, 40–43

Exchange traded funds (ETFs), 58
introduction, 9
options, 18–19. See also Dow Jones

trading, 73
Exit approach, 91
Exit time frame, 135
Expert investor opinion, testing, 160–163
Exponential moving average (EMA)

difference, 145
differencing, 76
EMA1-4W, 160
EMA5-21, 55, 56, 104

custom indicator code, 182
usage, 58–59, 76–77

EMA10-21
custom indicator code, 182

EMA10-250 deviation, 26
EMA10-250 oscillator, 35, 46, 55

extreme sentiment thresholds. 
See OEX

form, 26
maximum value. See Equity-only

put/call ratio
threshold levels, 30

EMA10-250 put/call ratio oscillator, 46
EMA21-50, 55, 56, 121

custom indicator code, 182
oscillator, 133
substitution, 59

EMA50-100
custom indicator code, 182
squeeze play II, 75–77
system logic, 77–81
usage, 76–77

EMA50-250, substitution, 59
lengths, inputs, 184, 190
usage, 25–26

Extreme bearishness threshold level
analysis, 28–32

Extreme bullish sentiment thresholds,
penetration, 38–40

Extreme bullishness threshold level
analysis, 32–34

Extreme put/call ratio threshold levels,
28–29

Extreme threshold level analysis, 35–38

F
Financial markets, crowd psychology,

175
Flag variables, reset, 184, 188, 189, 192
Fourth estate crowd, 165
Futures contracts, trading activity, 58

G
General Electric (GE)

squeeze play example, 75, 88
test, 134–140

H
Hadady, Earl, 159
Hines, Ray, 21
Hines Ratio, 21
Historical volatility, 111–112

I
IBM

squeeze play example, 75, 88
test, 134–140

Implied volatility. See Option-implied
volatility

calculation, 109
levels, 145
power, 119
reading, 114
stock indices. See Chicago Board

Options Exchange
test. See Equity indices

Index options traders, presence, 37
Indicators

construction. See Custom indicators;
Equity-only put/call indicator

history. See Short selling
MetaStock system test codes. 

See Custom indicators
TradeStation codes. See Sentiment

Individual investor opinion, testing,
160–163

Inefficient markets, finding, 3–5
International Securities Exchange (ISE),

15
daily options volume, 15–16

In-the-money LEAP call options, 95
In-the-money LEAP options, 97–98
Intraday price move, usage, 64
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Investors
opinion, testing. See Expert investor

opinion; Individual investor 
opinion

psychology
analysis, 5
contrarian views, 1

sentiment, 109. See also Bull-bear
spectrum

measurement, 167
Investors Intelligence, 159–160, 163

code, 181, 190–192
Irrational Exuberance, 165
ISE. See International Securities

Exchange

K
Keynes, John Maynard, 1

L
Large-cap stocks

characteristics, 87
option liquidity, 22
out-of-sample testing, 87–89

LEAP
approach, 133. See also Non-LEAP

approach
call options, 98. See also In-the-money

LEAP call options
trades, 94

long call position, 98
net profit, 99
options. See In-the-money LEAP

options
purchase, 98
trading, 139
usage, 91–92

put option positions, 98
surrogates. See Squeeze play II

Liquidity, increase, 87
Long waves. See Sentiment
Long-bond futures options volume, 104
Long-only trade signals, 77
Long/short tests, 68–69
Longs-only tests, 170
Longs/shorts, combination, 66–70
Long-term bullish directional bias, 146
Long-to-short reversals, 98

Long-trade time frames, 92
Loss

analysis, 197–198
assessment. See Profit/loss assessment
management. See Stop loss 

management
stops, usage. See Maximum loss stops

M
Malkiel, Burton G., 176
Margin, minimum requirements, 105
Market

noise, 11, 74, 149
peaks, 10
tops/bottoms, 48

prediction, 2–3
Market Vane, 159, 162

code, 181–182, 192–194
Maximum loss stops, usage, 56
Maximum open trade drawdown,

106–107
Maximum stop loss, 91
Maximum system closed drawdown, 

198
Maximum system open drawdown, 198
McMillan, Larry, 20–21
Medium-term oscillator, 56
Merck

active options market, 77–81
squeeze play example, 88
test, 134–140

results, 101–102
MetaStock

calculation. See Percentage gain/loss
code, 55

TradeStation codes. See Original
MetaStock code

system test codes, 179. See Advisory
opinion; Custom indicators; 
News flow testing; Squeeze play I;
Squeeze play II; Tsunami Sentiment
Wave

Microsoft (MSFT)
squeeze play example, 75, 88
test, 134–140

Money management, usage, 56–57
Moving average, usage. See Exponential

moving average
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N
NASD firms, 149–150
NASDAQ, 9

100, data testing results, 154–156
100 implied volatility index, 113
100 options, 114

expiration study, 27–28
exchanges, 150

Near-the-money options, purchase, 21
Net profit performance, 171
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)

average daily trading volume, 150
floor traders, 144
short interest ratio, 149–150
total trading volume, 153
total volume, increase, 145
up-tick rule, 149
weekly members report, 150–152

News flow testing, MetaStock system
test codes, 180–181

Non-LEAP approach, 99, 133, 139
Non-price data streams, incorporation, 

2
Non-trigger test

results, 77
usage, 66–67

Normalized public short sales ratio
(NPSR), 153

Normalized weekly public short sales
trading system test, 154–157

NPSR. See Normalized public short sales
ratio

O
October 1987 stock market crash, 

prediction, 21
Odd-lot balance index (OLBX), 149
Odd-lot ratio, usefulness, 148–149
Odd-lot short sales ratio, demise, 148
Odd-lot short-selling intensity, 148
Odd-lot short-selling ratio (OLSR),

147–148
OEX (S&P100), 11

comparison. See Equity-only put/call
ratio

index options
put/call ratio series, 11
usage, 18

options, 113
options traders

bearishness, 50
capability, 45–52
performance, 45

performance, differential rate, 52
put/call ratio, 45, 148

EMA10-250 oscillator, extreme
sentiment thresholds, 47–48

movement. See Equity-only put/call
ratio

squeeze play I, application, 70
testing, performance results, 70
traders, sentiment, 51
usage, 16–17

OLBX. See Odd-lot balance index
OLSR. See Odd-lot short-selling ratio
One-lot size, assumption, 196
Open system drawdown, 59, 84, 

105–106
Open trade drawdown. See Maximum

open trade drawdown
Optimization. See Threshold

usage, 57, 87
Option-implied volatility, 109
Options

market, liquidity, 75
purchase. See Near-the-money options
sentiment, time frames, 55–56
theoretical incorrect pricing, 110–115
volatility. See Stock options

testing. See Equity indices
volume, 109. See also Long-bond

futures options volume
Options traders

comparison. See Equity-only put/call
ratio

mistakes, 35
sentiment, measurement, 7

Options trading
crowds, extremes, 25
volume, usefulness, 9–13

Original MetaStock code, TradeStation
codes, 185–194

Oscillator
form. See EMA10-250
function, TradeStation codes. 

See Sentiment
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Oscillator, continued

indicator, TradeStation codes. 
See Sentiment

series, creation, 76
Out-of-sample testing. See Large-cap

stocks
Out-of-the-money options. 

See Dollar-weighted 
out-of-the-money options

trading, 20

P
Panic selling, 4
Percentage gain/loss, MetaStock 

calculation, 195
Performance

analysis. See Squeeze play I
variables, 78, 82

improvement, 107
yield, 87

Price action, surprise, 63
Price fall

appearance, 39
random probability percentage 

probability, 32
Price movements

forecast, 168
system test, 168–174

Price trigger, 106, 134
addition, 65
rules, 80

optimization, 122–123
usage, 74. See also Squeeze play I

Price-based triggers, 136
Pricing. See Options
Profit targets, usage, 56
Profit/loss assessment, 198
Profit/loss index, 198
Public shorts, usefulness, 153
Public-specialist short sales ratio, 151
Put/call indicator, construction. See

Equity-only put/call indicator
Put/call ratio

adaptation. See Bond futures
behavior, 112
comparison. See Equity-only put/call

ratio
construction, 25–26

dollar weighting, 20
formula, improvements (attempts),

19–23
spikes, examination. See Chicago

Board Options Exchange
threshold levels. See Extreme put/call

ratio threshold levels
usage, 15, 22, 58
usefulness. See Dollar-weighted

put/call ratios
Put/call volume ratio, 186

indicator, usage, 7

Q
QQQs, 149

equity options growth, 18
options, 9, 16, 47

R
Random probability percentage

probability. See Price fall
Reward/risk index, 66, 84, 198
Russell 2000, data testing results,

154–156

S
Sentiment. See Investors

data, problems, 57–58
long waves, 133
measurement. See Options
meter (sentimeter). See Crowds
oscillator. See Chicago Board Options

Exchange
function, TradeStation codes, 183
indicator, TradeStation codes,

183–184
reversal, 63
squeeze play II, 73
thresholds

penetration. See Extreme bullish
sentiment thresholds

results, 82
time frames. See Options
trading systems, 55
waves, 109

trading system. See Tsunami
Sentiment Wave

SentimentOsc, 184, 186, 188, 191
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Shiller, Robert, 165, 176
Short positions, covering, 3
Short sales

ratio, demise. See Odd-lot short sales
ratio

trading system test. See Normalized
weekly public short sales trading
system test

Short selling
data/ratios, 149–150
indicator, history, 147
public involvement, increase, 144–146
ratios, usage, 144. See also Crowds
risks/rewards, 146–147
sales, 147

Short trades
system testing, 81–87
time frames, 94

Short/long entry, 81–82
Shorts, combination. See Longs/shorts
Short-selling data, usage, 153
Short-term oscillator, 56
Short-to-long reversals, 98
Smart money, 144, 176

specialists, 143
Squeeze play I, 55–56

application. See OEX
execution, 63
MetaStock system test codes, 179
performance analysis, 58–60
system, TradeStation codes. See

Summa squeeze play I system
testing, price trigger (usage), 64–66

Squeeze play II. See EMA50-100; 
Sentiment

LEAP surrogates, 91
MetaStock system test codes, 179–180

Standard & Poor’s
100 (S&P100). See OEX
500 cash index, usage, 28
stock index, 16–17

Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P500), 9, 32, 58
average decline, 33
average price change, 52
bullish/bearish years, 39–40
futures contract, 162
historical random average price

change, positive bias, 39

initial margin, 103
put options, expiration (study), 27–28
stock index, data testing results, 154
tests, 64–65, 69

Statistical tests, usage, 55
Statistical volatility, 112
Stock indices, 110
Stock market

prices
decline, 38
movements, 165

sentiment technicians, 143
Stock options

volatility, 133
volume, monitoring, 73–74

Stock positions, hedging, 41
Stop loss management, 57
Summa squeeze play I system, 

TradeStation codes, 184–185
Summa Tsunami Newsflow Testing

Code, 189–190
System

close drawdown, 70
drawdown. See Closed system draw-

down; Open system drawdown
logic. See EMA50-100
test/testing. See Price movements;

Short trades
codes. See MetaStock system test

codes
notes, 195–196

T
Ten-day exponential moving average 

(10-DEMA)
readings. See Equity-only 10-DEMA
usage, 17

Threshold
levels. See EMA10-250 oscillator

analysis. See Extreme bearishness
threshold level analysis; Extreme
bullishness threshold level 
analysis; Extreme threshold 
level analysis

presence. See Buy threshold level
penetration, 29. See also Extreme

bullish sentiment thresholds
variables, optimization, 88–89
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Time frames, 30–32, 92. See also Exit
time frame; Long-trade time
frames; Options; Short trades

group, 37–38
profitability, 32–33

Total net profit, 195, 198
generation, 196–197

Traders
capability. See OEX
mistakes. See Options traders
sentiment, measurement. See Options

traders
TradeStation codes, 55, 183. See also

Advisory opinion; Original 
MetaStock code; Sentiment;
Summa squeeze play I

Trading
crowds, extremes. See Options trading
systems, 26. See also Sentiment;

Tsunami Sentiment Wave
development, 64
test. See Normalized weekly public

short sales trading system test
volume, usefulness. See Options 

trading
Trailing stops, usage, 56, 91
Transaction costs, 104
Triggers. See Price-based triggers

point entries, 85
Tsunami Sentiment Wave (TSW), 188–189

MetaStock system test codes, 180
setup, 98–102
system, 97, 187–188
trading system, 97

U
U.S. Treasury bond futures, 103

V
VIX. See Chicago Board Options

Exchange
Volatility. See Historical volatility; 

Statistical volatility; 
Stock options

expectation, 109
level, 112
testing. See Equity indices

VXO. See Chicago Board Options
Exchange

W
Wal-Mart

squeeze play example, 75, 88
test, 134–140

Weekly members report. See New York
Stock Exchange

Weekly public short sales trading system
test. See Normalized weekly 
public short sales trading 
system test

Whaley, Robert, 113
Win/loss profit ratio, 68
Win/loss ratio. 

See Average-win-to-average-loss 
ratio

Winning/losing trades, amount, 197

Z
Zweig, Marty, 7, 15
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